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Sum m ary
The focus of this thesis is the definition of a complete framework for texture-based 
annotation and retrieval. This framework is centred on the concept of “texture 
codes” , so called because they encode the relative energy levels of Gabor filter re­
sponses. These codes are pixel-based, robust descriptors with respect to illumination 
variations, can be generated efiiciently, and included in a fast retrieval process. They 
can act as local or global descriptors, and can be used in the representations of re­
gions or objects. Our framework is therefore capable of supporting a wide range of 
queries and applications.
During our research, we have been able to utilise results of psychological studies on 
the perception of similarity and have explored non-metric similarity scores. As a 
result, we have found that similarity can be evaluated with simple measures pre­
dominantly relying on the information extracted from the query, without a drastic 
loss in retrieval performance. We have been able to show that the most simple 
measure possible, counting the number of common codes between the query and a 
stored image, can for some algorithmic parameters outperform well-proven bench­
marks. Importantly also, our measures can all support partial comparisons, so that 
region-based queries can be answered without the need for segmentation.
We have investigated refinements of the framework which endow it with the ability 
to localise queries in candidate images, and to deal with user relevance feedbadc. 
The final framework can generate good and fast retrieval results as demonstrated 
with a databases of 3723 images, and can therefore be useful as a stand-alone system. 
The framework has also been applied to the problem of high-level annotation. In 
particular, it has been used as a cue detector, where a cue is a visual example of 
a particular concept such as a type of sport. The detection results show that the 
system can predict the correct cue among a small set of cues, and can therefore 
provide useful information to an engine fusing the outputs of several cue detectors. 
So an important aspect of this framework is that it is expected to be an asset within 
a multi-cue annotation and/or retrieval system.
K ey  w ords: Content-based retrieval. Texture Analysis, Indexing, Similarity.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In the following chapters, we will present work carried out in the general field of 
content-based retrieval. While we have focused ultimately on the particular problem 
of texture-based retrieval, it is important to form a picture of the greater problem 
surrounding our research. We therefore begin this thesis with an introduction to 
the field of content-based retrieval, identifying the main motivations, issues and 
potential or current areas of research. Having exposed the context of our research, 
we can then introduce its theme and aims.
So, we present the field of content-based retrieval in Section 1.1. In Section 1.2, we 
introduce the focus of this thesis as well as what motivated us in performing this 
research, and we outline the subsequent chapters.
1.1 The challenge of content-based retrieval
In this section, we try to give an account of some of the issues and achievements 
in content-based manipulation and retrieval of images and video sequences. After 
giving some motivations for performing research in this relatively young field, we 
present a brief overview of the main topics which have appeared in the literature 
over the last few years. We conclude this section with some remarks and outline 
some avenues of research.
1.1.1 M otivation
1.1.1.1 Why content-based, systems?
Digitisation and progress in telecommunications are revolutionising our society, fi'om 
the expert at work to the individual at home. Whole digital libraries of films, video
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sequences and images are being created, guaranteeing an everlasting quality to the 
documents stored. As a result of - almost daily - improvements in encoding and 
transmission schemes, the items of these databases are easily accessible by anyone 
on the planet. Furthermore with the expansion of the Internet, they can now be 
found ‘on-line’, available at any time.
As is often the case, rapid progress also generates new problems and challenges to be 
tackled. In the case of image and video databases, we need to consider the issues of 
item manipulation and visualisation, efficient indexing, storage and retrieval. Until 
now, visual items were manually annotated with textual descriptions of the content 
of the item: images or films were associated with relevant metadata (i.e. a textual 
description of the content of the item), and this metadata was stored in a database 
for later retrieval. Subsequent searches were thus textual: for instance: ‘film with 
Fied Astaire shot in 1938’. This is similar to the way librarians used to summarise 
books on small cards, which the reader could consult when he/she needed to find a 
book. However, some limitations to this method arise when it is applied to image 
and video databases. It is relatively easy to extract key ideas ficom texts since they 
are already contained in the texts themselves. However, unless some closed-caption 
text accompanies the image, textual annotation of visual items currently has to be 
performed manually. Given the size of the current databases, not only is it tedious 
but now also becoming virtually impossible to manually annotate all the images or 
sequences available. Furthermore, the richness of the content of an image is difficult 
to describe with a few keywords, and the perception of an image is a subjective and 
task-dependent process. Trying to foresee which elements of the images will be the 
most useful for later retrievals is often very difficult. The problem is exacerbated in 
the case of video, where motion and temporality come into play.
Research has thus lately focused on manipulating and retrieving visual items by 
their visual content. By visual content, we mean: colours, textures and shape at a 
lower level, spatial structure, objects or people present, actions described, at higher 
levels. The forms a user query can thus take are numerous: for instance low-level 
featm-es or a reference image can be specified.
1.1.1.2 Further motivation: applications and needs
Whilst we have established a general motivation for research in content-based re­
trieval of images and video sequences, let us examine some of the potential areas to 
which this research is or will be beneficial.
There is indeed a real need in certain applications for efficient image retrieval sys­
tems. In the medical domain, powerful imaging modalities have been developed in
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this century, from X-rays to MRI, and with the development of health services, more 
and more people are offered the possibility to be regularly examined. As a result, 
a vast quantity of medical images are generated each year. These images need to 
be analysed and archived for later use. One can for instance imagine the case of a 
doctor wishing to review all images with a particular pathological profile to facilitate 
a new diagnosis.
While doctors scan our bodies, satellites screen our planet, and send us hundreds 
of images everyday for a wide range of purposes - from military to ecological. For 
the analysts on the ground, it is important to have tools to organise and browse 
these images at multiple resolutions, as well as adequate image features for indexing 
images into and retrieving images from databases. Substantial work is already in 
progress to satisfy this need, as in [77, 139, 132].
Fabric designers have in store thousands of textile patterns. The development of 
content-based retrieval systems, in particular based on colour and texture features, 
can help them for inventory or sale purposes (e.g. a customer might want to see all 
the designs with floral patterns on them), as well as to avoid plagiarism (i.e. check 
in existing databases whether a design similar to one just created has already been 
patented).
Keeping on the artistic level, art galleries and museums are more and more com­
monly storing their collections digitally for inventory purposes, as well as malting 
them available on CD-Roms or on the Internet (e.g. ‘virtual museums’). Here again 
tools are needed so that art experts, students or mere admirers may have access 
to paintings with, for instance, particular compositions or coloius. This need has 
already been addressed in [44, 13].
So, there are already quite specific applications for content-based image manipula­
tion and retrieval systems. Nonetheless, it seems likely that the use of such systems 
will become increasingly widespread, as personal computers can be found in more 
and more people’s homes, and as more and more people have access to the Internet. 
There is a growing need to assist people in their search for particular images among 
the thousands available on the Web in the immediate future. WebSeek [130] has 
thus been proposed as an integrated system which retrieves images and video on the 
WWW using text and colour specifications. More remote - in time - applications 
include teleshopping, where people will be able to specify the aspects of objects they 
are looking for and retrieve all sales catalogue images representing these items, or 
even personal digital photo-albums.
Video sequences can be acquired, stored and transmitted more easily as well as at 
cheaper costs. While old films are being restored, digitised and archived by pro­
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duction companies, new films are released weekly. Everyone at home or work can 
watch broadcast sequences, or record them for later use. The use of digital video 
is expanding to multimedia applications: video conferencing, multimedia author­
ing, ‘movies-on-demand’,... Everyday, surveillance systems yield hours of recording. 
More and more, video is used as a medium for training or education purposes, and 
a large number of scholars, from political scientists to psychologists, study moving 
images as a primary source material. Efiicient tools for video editing, browsing and 
retrieval are thus requued.
One concrete application one may think of is journalistic broadcasting: journalists 
need systems with which they can retrieve and quickly browse all the archived se­
quences referring to a particular public figure or a particular event, when preparing 
a documentary or a news broadcast. Furthermore, they need editing tools to insert 
old sequences into the new program.
With content-based video browsers and editing systems, even individuals at home 
will soon be given the opportunity to create and edit their own stories with their PC. 
A system for home-video annotation and editing (the Electronic Scrapbook [112]) 
already exists but is mainly text-based. Content-based systems will enlarge the 
range of possibilities - and maybe stimulate creativity - as visual characteristics will 
be directly specified. In particular the systems will remain accessible to children, 
who do not manipulate words so well yet, but will still be able to edit what their 
imagination dictates to them. In the same area, we will mention interactive television 
as a final application. According to [16], viewers will need services which will not 
only allow them to search and download all types of television shows from distant 
sources, but also, with the advent of digital television, interact with the shows by 
specifying camera movements, replacing characters or actors...
The demand for developments in content-based manipulation and retrieval is thus 
potentially gigantic!
1.1.2 O verview  o f th e  m ain top ics
After having seen the motivations behind the development of content-based ma­
nipulation and retrieval systems, we will now review some of the important topics 
associated with this problem.
There are typically two main subproblems which need to be considered for image 
and video databases:
• database population and indexing
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•  database retrieval and presentation of results
As new visual items are inserted in the database (‘database population’), they must 
be annotated, and these annotations must be compactly encoded and efficiently 
stored for fast retrieval purposes (‘indexing’). The number of visual items to insert 
is potentially large, so items should ideally be stored in a compressed format, to save 
storage space. Time and computation would also be saved since aheady compressed 
items would not have to be decompressed prior to storage and indexing. Thus new 
techniques for indexing compressed items should be generated: this is currently 
a major research theme. To construct the indices the items are processed (e.g. 
enhancement) or analysed, (e.g. object extraction and tracking) and visual features 
are extracted. Visual features are of two types: low level and high level. Low- 
level features are quantitative descriptions of so called visual primitives, i.e. colour, 
texture, shape, motion. High level features reflect the semantic meaning of the image 
and may imply a certain degree of domain knowledge in the system. Subsequently, 
either the features are directly used to represent the image or the video sequence, 
or they are further processed so as to obtain more compact indices, if their number 
or dimensionality is high. The aim is to preserve as much as possible the semantic 
content of the items in the indices without compromising the storage and retrieval 
efficiencies. Ideally, indices should be invariant to geometric transformations and 
lighting conditions, so that an image which only differs from the query by a geometric 
transformation, or the illumination, can be retrieved.
During a query session, the user will indicate what he wants to see appearing in the 
retrieved items. There are currently two ways this can be achieved. On the one 
hand, one talks about query by specification when the user formulates his query in 
terms of keywords, image attributes (e.g. overall colour distribution), image object 
properties, relative positions... On the other hand, a query by example is a query 
where the user gives an example of what he/she is looking for, either in the form of 
another image, or in the form of a hand-made sketch. [58] identifies issues raised by 
each query type.
The retrieval process compares the stored indices to the user’s specifications and 
the best matches are returned. The process will naturally depend on the type of 
query presented by the user. In the case of query by example, exact matching is not 
possible given that the query is only loosely defined. Thus the comparison will try 
to assess how similar a stored item is with respect to a query. In this case the system 
acts as a filter which guides the user towards the items which are the most relevant 
to the query. Mechanisms for query refinement and adequate user interfaces for 
browsing are thus required. In [58], Jain defines browsing as a ‘navigational mode of 
search in which the next query is based upon the results of the previous query’. This
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Figure 1.1: Illustration of a complete video annotation and retrieval system.
mode of interaction between the user and the system differs from the direct query 
mode in that the system does not have to locate a subset of items corresponding to a 
user’s specifications. The assumed scenario is that the user has only a vague idea of 
the content of the item itself, and has in mind to find an item suitable for a specific 
task. So the system must help the user to explore the dataset until he/she finds 
items that best suit his/her needs. To make this navigation as effective as possible, 
the system should be able to progressively construct an internal model of the user’s 
needs and display the items which it judges the most relevant.
A paramount aim is to make the annotation and retrieval schemes as fast, efficient 
and automated as possible. For video applications, the large number of frames pro­
hibits the processing and indexing of every single frame. Nonetheless the temporal 
structure of video streams can be exploited: video sequences can be decomposed 
into smaller units (scenes and shots), which can themselves be represented by one 
or a few frames (key-frames). Any of these smaller units can be used for index­
ing. Key frames allow image retrieval techniques to be applied to video indexing. 
Fincdly, video abstractions [29] are constructed, so that the user can visualise the 
content of retrieved videos at a glance. So, the scheme for video systems, illustrated 
in Figure 1.1, can be summarised as [160]:
parsing (or temporal segmentation)
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* indexing
• retrieval and browsing
1.1.3 G eneral rem arks and som e possible avenues o f research
Content-based visual information management systems have been developed for ap­
proximately seven years now and progress has been fast. The work which has already 
been achieved, although impressive for such a short period of time, still leaves plenty 
of scope for more development. There are several possibilities open, among which 
are:
* unifying coding and content-based retrieval frameworks
• working towards higher-level indices and develop systems which can attach 
semantic meanings to the visual items
Whether systems should be able to attach semantic meaning in an autonomous 
fashion is still subject to debate in the research community [115, 94]. Indeed, to 
be autonomous, a system must have a certain degree of domain knowledge, which, 
as a trade-off, makes it less generic and flexible to new applications. A system 
which is able to, on the fly, learn new information and/or be adaptable to the user’s 
applications is perhaps more desirable. This may be achieved by incorporating a 
learning process as in the FourEyes system of the MIT [84], or by allowing the user 
to change the set of low-level primitives used as in the Virage Engine [8].
Recent studies  ^ indicate that systems solely based on low-level features are still 
inadequate: individuals simply look for images according to high-level descriptions. 
Currently developed object-based approaches would be more in line with individual’s 
needs.
Other questions to consider are whether and how to combine content-based and 
textual annotations. In some systems (e.g. [130], this has been achieved successfully). 
As [131], and [45] have demonstrated, the audio and closed-caption text available in 
a video sequence are a rich source of information, which can readily be integrated 
in the representation of the sequence.
^BMVA meeting on image database retrieval, 3rd of December 1997.
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1.2 Research focus of this thesis: texture-based anno­
tation and retrieval
1.2.1 M otivations
In response to the limited success of low-level based retrieval systems, the research 
emphasis in content-based retrieval has thus been shifting towards higher level char­
acteristics and region- or object-based queries [19, 67, 117, 36], which are more 
intuitive for the users. This adds an extra layer of complexity: the definition of 
medium-level annotations which are compatible with most users’ definition of region 
and objects. Such a problem will typically compel a researcher in computer vision, 
image processing or pattern recognition to resort to segmentation, whose aim is pre­
cisely to discover homogeneous regions. Adequate models or rules will also have to 
be defined, or learnt to convert the segmented homogeneous regions into meaningful 
objects. Both these tasks share the same difficult underlying question: “what does 
meaningful mean?”. As yet they have not been solved satisfactorily, despite years 
of research. For some applications, an automated solution can often be reached, 
with sufficient domain specific knowledge. In less defined cases, segmentation is an 
ill-posed problem, and semi-automatic methods are necessary. In the context of 
content-based retrieval, where images or video sequences are extremely varied, and 
the annotation process should be performed automatically, off-line, segmentation 
poses an incommensurable challenge: the sheer volume of images to be annotated 
simply precludes the possibility of a user manually correcting all the erroneously 
defined objects.
Perhaps as a result, low-level features remain the subject of numerous studies. For 
bottom-up approaches, low-level features constitute the foundation of the system 
architecture and need to be carefully chosen. It is almost impossible to define a 
descriptor that will be suitable for all the existing possible applications. New or 
more powerful ones need to be created either to deal with the variability of the 
image content, or to increase the chance of a successful segmentation and/or retrieval 
process. Last but most importantly, as some researchers such as Rubner [107] have 
also demonstrated, a clever use of low-level features may lead to a segmentation-less 
indexing-retrieval framework which yet enables user to perform region-based queries.
Texture features can play an important role in the description of visual material. 
Several approaches have been proposed to analyse, describe and compare different 
textures in a complete fashion. These approaches have striven to offer powerful 
descriptors on the one hand and user intuitive query paradigms on the other hand, 
but perhaps at the expense of simplicity and efficiency. Off-line processing may be
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used as an easy trick to compensate for computationally intensive schemes. The 
drawback of depending on this triclc though is that it may be more difficult to query 
from images or video sequences outside the database, or to insert new material. 
In some of the approaches we have reviewed we have found one or a few desirable 
elements: for instance, the computational simplicity (e.g. histograms [136]), the 
compactness of the annotations (binary sets [128], signatures [107]), the avoidance 
of segmentation with powerful similarity measures supporting partial comparisons 
[136, 107], the use of an efficient indexing structure, the agreement with human 
perception [69], an intuitive and user friendly user interface [19]. Could one provide 
a framework which would as much as possible retain these desirable properties and 
enable object-based retrieval but not at the expense of cumbersome processes?
1.2.2 O utline and contributions
The work presented in this thesis reflects our efforts to define such a texture-based 
annotation and retrieval framework. This framework is centred on the concept of 
“texture codes” , so called because they encode the relative energy levels of Gabor 
filter responses These codes are pixel-based, robust descriptors with respect to 
illumination variations, can be generated efficiently, and included in a fast retrieval 
process. They can act as local or global descriptors, and can be used in the repre­
sentations of regions or objects. Our framework is therefore capable of supporting a 
wide range of queries. During our research, we have been able to utilise the results 
of psychological studies on the perception of similarity and have explored non-metric 
similarity scores in agreement with these studies. As a result, we have found that 
similarity can be evaluated with simple non-metric measures predominantly rely­
ing on the information extracted from the query, without a drastic loss in retrieval 
performance. We have been able to show that the most simple measure possible, 
counting the number of common codes between the query and a stored image, and 
two of our non-metric similarity emasmes can for some algorithmic parameters out­
perform well proven benchmarks. Importantly also, our measures can all support 
partial comparisons, so that region-based queries can be answered without the need 
for segmentation. We believe that our framework has a great potential. It can gener­
ate good and fast retrieval results with test and real image databases. It can retrieve 
images based on queries specifying specific regions, but also specific objects, and lo­
calise areas corresponding to the query in the retrieved images. It can therefore 
be useful as a stand-alone system. Quite importantly though, an objective of this 
research was to produce a texture-based framework fit to be integrated in a system 
fusing information from different low-level cues. We believe that om framework has 
^These codes m e reminiscent of binary set to a certain extent
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achieved this goal. Our framework can also be used as a filtering approach before 
more sophisticated and expensive computations are undertaken.
We present the selection of the components of our framework in a bottom-up fashion. 
We start in Chapter 2 by selecting suitable features for our texture-based annota­
tions. We focus on the energy responses produced by Gabor filters and address 
the problem of their sensitivity to illumination variations. We assess three normal­
isation strategies theoretically and experimentally, and propose a refinement of the 
most effective strategy. The usefulness of this refinement is also assessed and thus 
demonstrated.
In Chapter 3, we continue our ground level work, with some study on the effect of 
mosaicing techniques on multichannel energy representations. This work is required 
in order to establish whether mosaics, which can act as powerful video summaries, 
can readily and safely be used as the support of texture-based annotations.
In Chapter 4, we move on to the architecture of the framework. We specify a texture 
analysis module, and mechanisms to generate, store and retrieve texture descriptors. 
We describe how the framework can be applied in practice. After reviewing the cur­
rents in the literature on the perception of similarity, we adapt existing similarity 
measures so that they can be efficiently computed and/or support partial compar­
isons. We evaluate these measures with test data sets and compare them to suitable 
benchmarks, determining the values of the framework’s algorithmic parameters for 
which our measures are most useful. Finally we analyse the complexity of the frame­
work.
In Chapter 5, we investigate algorithms and approaches which can enhance the 
framework’s functionalities. We first select two localisation algorithms and compare 
them. A coarse-to-fine template matching strategy where dynamic programming is 
used so that occlusions and slight distortions can be tolerated is thus retained for our 
framework. We then study approaches to endow our framework with a relevance 
feedback mechanism. We thereby identify mechanisms which can potentially be 
useful within our fr amework, as well as some of their limitations.
In Chapter 6, we demonstrate the usefulness of the framework built from Chapters 2 
to 5. We first establish a complete picture of the framework’s performance with a 
database of 3723 images. We then show tha t the framework can be exploited for 
the problem of high-level annotation with experiments in automatic annotation of 
sports images: concepts such as types of sports can be represented by visual cues, 
such as examples of swim lanes for swimming; we show how our framework can be 
successfully adapted to cue detection tasks, and produce information useful for the 
automatic labelling of sports images.
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We conclude with a summary of our achievements and suggest directions for future 
work in Chapter 7
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Chapter 2
Choosing features for 
texture-based annotations
Among all the low-level visual perceptual stimuli, texture is an important cue for 
image or video retrieval when the stored material consists of natural images or 
scenes, because texture is omnipresent in our environment; texture can also play an 
important role for specific applications such as the analysis of medical or seismic 
images. Texture is ubiquitous as Picard pointed out [97]: it can refer to a visual 
property, but one can also spealc about the texture of a sound, or about temporal 
textures.
In the course of the development of a texture-based annotation and retrieval frame­
work, one first needs to select suitable texture features. These features will be 
manipulated further to produce compact and useful annotations. It is therefore 
preferable to have a reasonable understanding of the selected features. We have 
steered our interest in the direction of Gabor filters: these filters have been par­
ticularly popular, owing to their consistent effectiveness in texture classification, 
segmentation and texture-based retrieval in the last decade.
We first briefiy review a particular class of approaches based on frequency content 
analysis, which have been proposed in the literature. We then give the details of 
the mathematical formulation and the properties of 2D Gabor filters. We review 
some features which can be derived from these filters, and argue in favour of the use 
of complex filters, in the case where energy computations are performed to derive 
texture features. In the following section, we move to the problem of illumination in­
variance for energy-based representation. Assuming a linear model, we present three 
normalisation strategies, and assess each of these strategies, theoretically and em­
pirically. Our results indicate that a known pixel-based normalisation of the energy
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outputs will be most effective in attenuating the effects of illumination variations. 
Finally, we compare features based on the normalised energy of Gabor filter outputs 
and features based on the normalised amplitude. We argue that features based on 
the normalised amplitude lead to higher discrimination of texture classes and verify 
this with retrieval experiments.
2.1 Texture representations
Visual texture is generally defined as a local surface property which consists of the 
repetition of a basic pattern at a given scale. The term “local” emphasises the 
fact that texture is a neighbourhood property: the texture at a point in fact means 
the texture in the neighbourhood of that point. The pattern can repeat itself in 
a structured or random fashion but altogether the image region over which the 
repetition occurs is perceived as homogeneous [107]. The description of texture is 
a particularly challenging task due to the many interpretations of texture. So the 
proposed descriptions of textures are also numerous; some of them are reviewed in 
the literature survey presented in Appendix A.
One interesting property of textures is that they can be distinguished by their re­
spective frequency content as is illustrated in Figure 2.1. It is thus natural to exploit 
the frequency content associated with a texture to derive a representation of this 
texture. For instance, Liu [69] proposed a texture representation based on a new 
Wold decomposition: more specifically a texture is represented by its deterministic, 
random and evanescent components, which are derived from the texture’s power 
spectrum. The power spectrum of a homogeneous texture region can be obtained 
from the Fourier analysis of the region. Unfortunately, this analysis will lack the 
property of locality: one cannot know both the frequency components of a signal 
and where they occur in the signal. Liu could therefore only successfully exploit the 
Fourier spectra of pre-segmented regions or homogeneous texture images for texture- 
based retrieval.
Basis functions such as Gabor filters, Gaussian derivatives, and wavelets are de­
fined in the joint spatial-spatial frequency domain and contrary to Fourier analy­
sis, provide frequency content and localisation. Their popularity boomed as evi­
dence showed the existence of multichannel filters in the visual cortex. These filters 
known as simple cells are effectively orientation sensitive bandpass filters. Each 
filter spreads over a specific area of the Fomier domain and is sensitive to a range 
of orientations and frequencies. Texture features derived from an analysis in the 
joint spatial-spatial frequency domain in one form or another are quite common in 
the literature on texture-based retrieval. In many experiments in texture retrieval.
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(c) (d)
Figure 2.1: Textures can be distinguished by their associated frequency content: (a) 
and (b): a stochastic texture and its spectrum respectively; (c) and (d): a structured 
texture and its spectrum respectively.
however, Gabor filters achieve better performance than other techniques based on 
the same concept of texture representation [72, 146]. The interesting aspect of these 
filters is that they can be interpreted as local feature (e.g. bars and edges) detectors. 
This interpretation has been successfully exploited in object recognition schemes 
and image retrieval schemes based on interest points (e.g. [119]).
2.2 2D Gabor Filters
In this section, we focus on 2D Gabor filters. We first provide a mathematical 
definition of these filters and examine some of their properties. Then, we describe 
existing schemes for the extraction of texture features from the outputs of 2D Gabor 
filters. The interested reader is referred to Appendix B for further details on filter 
design and selection.
2.2.1 M athem atical definition
2D Gabor filters have the general form^ [15]:
g{x,y) = h{x',y')ex'p[27Tj{Ux+ Vy)], (2.1)
'For the whole of this thesis we use the notation j for the complex number which squares to -1 
0 " =  - 1)
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Figure 2.2: Real and imaginary components of a Gabor filter in the spatial domain.
where
(x/A)2 4-
2<t2 (2 .2 )
They can therefore be interpreted as complex sinusoidal gratings modulated by a 2D 
Gaussian envelope. The parameters A and cr define the aspect ratio and the scale 
parameter of the envelope h. h \s expressed in a rotated coordinate system in which 
( r \  y') is defined as: {x', y') =  {x cos 4- y sin 0 , a: sin ^  — y cos 0 ), so that the major 
axis of h is at an angle 0 from the a;-axis. Figure 2.2 shows the profile of a 2D Gabor 
filter in the spatial domain.
In the Fourier domain, expression 2.1 becomes:
G(u, «) =  exp { - 2x^(7^  [(u' -  +  (v' -  V ' f \ } (2.3)
where: (u \ v') =  [u cos 0 4- u sin 0 , u sin 0 — v cos 0 ), 
and: (C/', V') =  {U cos 0 4- V sin 0 , Î7 sin 0 — V cos 0).
Figure 2.3 shows the frequency response of the real component of the Gabor filter 
shown in Figure 2.2.
The function G can be interpreted as a Gaussian function with aspect ratio 1/A, 
radial centre frequency F  =  4- and orientation B =  tan~^{V/U) from the
u-axis. The minor axis of G is oriented at an angle 0 from the u-axis. An illustration 
can be found in Figure 2.4(a). So, a 2D Gabor filter acts as an orientation sensitive 
bandpass filter.
Also worth mentioning are even-symmetric filters, used by Jain and Farrokhnia in
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Figure 2.3: The frequency response of the real component of the 2D Gabor filter 
shown in Figure 2.2.
[59]. These filters take the form:
g{x,y) = e xp ^  - i cos(27rl7x) (2.4)
The Fourier transform of this expression is:
G{u,v) =  A I exp (ii -  U y   ^ Va.
( 1 + e x p | - - (u +  U)^ V (2.5)
where <Ty =  l/27rcTa;, =  \j2xOy and A — IxOxOy.
Filtering an image with such filters will only yield real outputs, while generally 2D 
Gabor filters yield complex outputs.
2.2.2 Properties
Several properties make the use of 2D Gabor filters appealing for texture analysis:
1. Multi-channel filtering and multi-scale analysis:
By varying the parameters 0, 0 and F  (or equivalently 0, U and V), one can 
tune a Gabor filter to different orientations and frequencies. Thus a whole 
set of Gabor filters which spans the frequency domain can be created, and 
multi-scale texture analysis is possible with the generated filter bank.
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(a)
Half-peak contour
Bf
(b)
Figure 2.4: (a) Schematic representation of a Gabor filter in the Fourier domain, 
(b) Illustration of the half-peak firequency and orientation bandwidths.
The angles 4> and 0 can be conveniently kept equal. This results in the so- 
called “daisy petal” configuration of the filters in the frequency domain, and 
the form of the filter has to be rewritten as:
g{x,y) =  h{x',y')exp{-!rjFx') (2 .6)
where y', g, and F  have been defined after equations (2.2) and (2.3). In this 
case the half-peak frequency bandwidth and the half-peak orientation band­
width of the filters, illustrated in Figure 2.4(b) can respectively be expressed 
as [15]:
B f  = log, (2.7)
2 tan
ttFXcf — >/(ln2)/2
-1
nFa (2 .8)
If we set values for B f  and Bp, we can therefore determine the parameters a  
and A.
2. O p tim al localisation  in th e  space and  sp a tia l frequency:
In 2D, the uncertainty principle relates the variances (normalised by energy) 
Aa;, Ay  of g{x,y) and A„, Ay  of G{u^v) by:
A ,A « > 1/47T
Ay Ay > 1/4-ÏÏ
(2.9)
(2 .10)
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2D Gabor filters have been shown to be the only functions mapping to
C achieving simultaneously the lower bounds of the two uncertainty inequal­
ities (2.9) and (2.10) [61, 15]. As a result, 2D Gabor filters achieve optimal 
localisation in both space and in spatial frequency simultaneously.
3. C om pleteness:
A set of appropriately shifted 2D Gabor functions forms a complete basis in 
the space of real 2D functions. This means that an image can be represented 
by its Gabor expansion, i.e. its decomposition into a linear combination of 
dilated and shifted Gabor functions [15]:
OO OO OO 00
I{^,y)  =  Y] E  E  52  PrsvinQix -  Xr,y -  Vs) (2.11)
r ——oo S——00 m = —OO n = —oo 
X exp {27rj [Um{x -  æ,.) +  Vn{y -? /«)]}
where the sequences of shifts {re,.} and {2/5}, and the modulation frequencies 
{Um} and {In} have constant spacings X, Y, U and V such that U X  = V Y  =  
1. Hence, an image can be exactly reconstructed if the coefficients jdrsmn of 
the Gabor expansion are known. However a basis of Gabor functions is not 
orthogonal, and hence the Gabor representation contains some redundancies. 
Some design considerations can alleviate this problem.
4. A n ap p ro x im ate  m odel for th e  response of sim ple cells in  th e  v isual 
cortex:
Several independent investigations on low-level vision processes in mammals’ 
brains agree on the conclusion that cells which are sensitive to edge and bar 
stimuli at different orientations and scales exist in the visual cortex. These 
cells are known as “simple cells” . Furthermore, the cells are specialised in 
the frequency range they can respond to. These ranges are in fact quite 
narrow. Cortical simple cells have been interpreted as orientation sensitive 
narrow band-pass filters referred to as “channels”. Measurements have finally 
indicated that a ID Gabor function can approximately model the response^ 
of simple cells. By extension, a bank of 2D Gabor filters has been suggested 
as a model for the multi-channel filtering activities occurring in the mammal’s 
visual cortex.
2.2.3 G abor-based tex tu re  features
The real and imaginary parts of complex filters can be shown to closely approxi­
mate a Hilbert transform pair; consequently a quadrature relationship exist between 
®Tlie response of a simple cell is also referred to as “receptive field”.
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them. Amplitude, energy and phase are therefore features which can be derived from 
complex filters. The amplitude A of the response of a 2D Gabor filter ^ to a texture 
image I(Xyy) is:
y) = y) * g{x,  y))2 +  ^ m { I { x ,  y) * g{x, y ) Y  (2.12)
The energy E of the response is simply:
E(x ,y)  = [A{x ,y) f  (2.13)
The amplitude envelope can be rough even in a single texture region: Bovik et al. [15]
observed this phenomenon for a texture composed of aperiodically positioned linear 
fragments. Both Bovik et al. [15] and Tan [142] point out the need for some post­
processing increasing the smoothness of the output within a single texture regions: 
in both cases Gaussian filtering is recommended instead of a simple linear averaging 
to preserve the texture boundaries. Bovik et al. [15] suggest the use of a Gaussian
filter whose spatial extent exceeds that of the Gabor filter.
Discontinuities in the texture phase can arise for instance due to surface discontinu­
ities. They can be detected in the phase envelope of the complex filter response:
' ^ m { I { x , y )  * g { x , y ) YPlx .y )  = tan ^ (2.14). ^e{ I{x ,y )  *g{x,y))  .
One can use phase unwrapping to compute the phase without discontinuity. Alter­
natively, one can consider the spatial variations in phase and detect sharp phase 
transitions. Sharp phase transitions (in the unwrapped phase) can be identified 
as the zero-crossings in the convolution of the envelope P{x,y)  with a Laplacian 
operator [15]. W ith this method, phase unwrapping is unnecessary.
In [15], Bovik et al. also mention that full-wave rectification can be used to estimate 
the amplitude envelope. Given that the phase P(x,y) is known, full-wave rectification 
yields the weighted envelope:
|9}e(i(:c, j/) »g(a:iy))|+ |9ro(/(æ iy) *s(æ,!/))| =  .4(æ,g) { |cos(P(z,y))| +  |sin(P(*,y))|}
(2.15)
However they point out that the sinusoidal terms create fluctuations which have to 
be removed with a low-pass post-filter. In [75], Malik and Perona argue that the sign 
of the response is lost with full-wave rectification. This leads to ambiguities. On the 
other hand, there is biological evidence that the outputs of simple cells and subunits 
of complex cells in the visual cortex are half-wave rectified. If g is an even-symmetric
filter, half-wave rectification yields the two following outputs:
R^{x ,y)  =  max[{l{x,y)*g{x,y)) ,0]
R~{x,y)  =  max[~{I{x,y)  * g{x,y)),0] (2.16)
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Malik and Perona also argue that no biological evidence supports energy compu­
tations. However, according to a more recent paper [91], biological experiments 
show that the outputs of half-wave rectification are subject to a power-law where 
the exponent ranges between 1 and 4. In this paper, Nestares and Heeger use half­
wave rectification followed by squaring to model the response of simple cells, and 
include energy computations in subsequent non-linear processes. Their model has 
been supported by biological experiments [18].
Useful information may be derived by applying two non-linear operations to the 
filter outputs. In fact, psychophysical studies suggest that the feature extraction 
scheme of our visual system involve several non-linear processes, although the exact 
nature of some of the processes remains unclear [148, 75, 47].
A few schemes involve local statistics: for instance Ma uses the mean and standard 
deviation of the filter output amplitudes within non-overlapping windows [70]. The 
use of the variance within overlapping windows was also suggested by Tan, although 
he did not report any experiment.
While addressing the problems of texture classification. Porter filters (16x16) texture 
areas and computes the mean pixel magnitude in each filtered area [98]. The image 
mean has been subtracted in advance. However, for texture segmentation. Porter 
filters the image as a whole, then computes the average absolute deviation from the 
local mean within (16x16) windows centred at each pixel.
For texture segmentation, Jain and Farrokhnia use real even-symmetric Gabor fil­
ters only. They apply a non-linear operator to the filtered images before calculating 
some local statistic. Their operator (hyperbolic tangent) resembles the sigmoidal 
activation function used for artificial neural networks, and is effectively a blob de­
tector:
m  -  tanh(ai) =  (2-17)
where a  is a constant which controls the slope of the linear part of the function. 
According to texton theory, texture discrimination is achieved by the identification 
of texture features of different dimensions and orientations, some of which can take 
the form of elongated blobs. Thus Jain and Farrokhnia’s scheme bridges the gap 
between texton theory and Gabor texture analysis. Eventually they compute the 
average absolute deviation from the mean (here zero by Gabor filters design) within 
small overlapping windows.
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2.2.4 D iscussion
There are thus many alternative schemes which exploit Gabor filters. It is a non­
trivial problem to decide on a particular one. However the choice of filters and 
texture featmes can have significant consequences: the texture classification perfor­
mance of a set of filters can be drastically affected if this choice is poorly made.
Computing the energy of the filter outputs is a common feature choice. However, we 
can expect that different results should be expected according to the type of filters 
used, i.e. complex or real (even-symmetric) filters. Both Malik and Perona [75] and 
Jain and Farrokhnia [59] use only real filters, the latter justifying this decision by 
the work of the first. According to Malik and Perona, even-symmetric and odd- 
symmetric filters are useful to deal with separate types of textures. However the 
visual system seems unable to discriminate pre-attentively between two textures 
which could in theory only be distinguished with odd-symmetric filters only. This 
would imply that somehow, odd-symmetric filters are not the main protagonist of 
texture discrimination in the visual system. Eventually Malik and Perona argue 
that in general they have not found any texture for which odd-symmetric filters are 
necessary and hence exclude them from their segmentation system.
Despite these arguments, let us try and analyse further the implications of using 
one or the other type of filters. In Figures 2.5(b) and 2.5(c), we show the energy 
outputs of real and complex filters for the periodic texture shown in Figure 2.5(a). 
For the complex filters, the energy outputs are smoother at low frequencies than 
the energy outputs of real filters at the same frequencies. Real or imaginary filters 
have by nature sinusoidally varying outputs. Computing the energy associated with 
these outputs only accentuate the fiuctuations. However, computing the energy 
associated with the quadrature filter pair has the opposite effect. We can interpret 
these considerations with the help of the mathematical derivations presented in 
Appendix C, which give expressions of the energy associated with real and complex 
filters for periodic textures. Our derivations imply that if a filter were exactly tuned 
to the frequency of a periodic texture (by passing one harmonic only), then the 
energy associated with complex filters would have the advantage of being constant 
over the entire textured area, while the energy associated with real filters would vary 
sinusoidally. With real filters, the energy outputs would thus yield more unstable 
and perhaps less representative features and it would be desirable to process them 
further to obtain more stable representations.
In his PhD thesis on texture segmentation with Gabor filters and wavelet-splines 
[146], Vautrot compared the segmentation results obtained with Gabor filtering fol­
lowed by one from a few non-linearities: absolute value (equivalent to full-wave recti­
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Figure 2.5: (a) A periodic texture, (b) Energy response of real filters to the periodic 
texture, (c) Energy response of complex filters to the periodic texture.
fication), energy, absolute value of the hyperbolic tangent | tan (a t)| (with a = 0.25), 
variance. The comparison also included real, purely imaginary and complex filters. 
For complex filters the calculation of the variance was not calculated. The filtering 
and the non-linear operation were followed by a simple smoothing process (aver­
aging in a local window). With complex, real or imaginary filters, the calculation
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of the absolute value^ gave the best segmentation results, while the calculation of 
the energy yielded the least precise ones. This is a point we will return to in the 
last section of this chapter. The interesting result of Vautrot’s experiments is that 
the number of misclassified pixels is higher if one computes the energy from real 
filter outputs only, than if one computes the energy from complex filter outputs. 
This supports the viewpoint that if one chooses to compute the energy as a texture 
featm’e, it makes more sense to use complex filters. We can add the final remark 
that while the relative performance of the non-linear operations should not have 
depended upon the smoothing process, the absolute performance must clearly have 
been influenced by the choice of averaging window size.
2.3 Towards illumination insensitive texture features
When filtered with Gabor filterbanks, images of the same texture taken under dif­
ferent illumination conditions will yield different outputs: the change in lighting 
conditions results in different pixel intensities, which are used to compute the filter 
outputs. The variations of the filter outputs due to the changes in illumination will 
thus make it more difiicult to derive consistent texture representations for a sin­
gle texture class over a whole database. This can affect the retrieval performance 
significantly: if two different representations are generated for a single texture ap­
pearing under two different light settings, false negatives are more likely; the chance 
of false positives increases if two different textures taken under two different illumi­
nation conditions eventually have very similar representations. It is thus important 
to define a scheme to obtain illumination invariant texture retrieval.
In general, several paths can be followed to circumvent the problem of illumination 
variability. A first one is to normalise the images themselves by using image pro­
cessing techniques such as histogram equalisation or a normalisation process where 
one subtracts the image or local mean intensity to each pixel intensity and then 
divide the result by the global or local intensity variance. One can also model the 
illumination process by taking images under carefully controlled illumination con­
ditions and more general illumination conditions. While the former methods have 
been used effectively, the latter can generally only be used in the context of specific 
applications (e.g. industrial inspection, face recognition), and are not ideally suited 
for content-based retrieval in general. A second possibility is to rely on learning and 
pattern recognition techniques and to build a model from all the examples available 
for a texture pattern. This requires some user intervention so that an adequate
^In the case of complex filters, the absolute value would seem to simply be the magnitude of the 
complex response.
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training set can be built. For instance, if one was interested in using the energy 
outputs of a Gabor filterbank, one could gather sample images of a texture pattern 
under all possible illumination conditions (or at least a set of conditions), extract 
feature vectors from the energy outputs, and model the feature distribution with 
a basis of kernel functions (e.g. Gaussian functions), or train a neural network on 
the set of feature vectors. A third alternative, which we prefer over the first, is to 
derive illumination insensitive features. We are motivated in our preference by the 
fact that the human visual system seems to be able to discard the illumination con­
ditions from the visual input by some suitable normalisation process. Furthermore, 
building a training set which is representative enough can often prove a difficult 
task. Finally, training and learning processes can be complex and computationally 
intensive.
So, we shall now investigate three different strategies to derive illumination insensi­
tive features from the energy outputs of a Gabor filterbank. We shall first present our 
assumptions, before describing each strategy. We shall then assess these strategies 
theoretically, and make a few experimental observations to gain insight into their 
respective effects. We shall investigate the effectiveness of the strategies with simple 
classification experiments involving different texture patterns talien under different 
illumination invariance schemes and an outdoor scene with a shadowed textured 
area.
2.3.1 Illum ination invariance strategies
2.3.1.1 Assumptions
In this work, we view texture as a two-dimensional phenomenon and restrict our­
selves to grey-level images. Attempts to present a tlnee-dimensional model of texture 
have led to more complex conclusions on the effect of illumination variations. For 
instance, Chantier et al. [25] have shown that the direction of the illumination has 
a drastic effect on texture classification. In particular, the “illuminant tilt”  ^ affects 
the directional properties of image textures: the texture direction as observed in the 
Fourier domain does not correspond only to the intrinsic direction of the texture 
but is also a function of the “illuminant tilt” .
A widespread assumption is that the effects of illumination variations can be rep­
resented by a linear model [26, 155, 38]. More particularly, two grey-level images
W hat the authors refer to as “illmninant tilt” is the angle between the x-axis and the projection 
of a vector pointing towards the light source on the (x,y) plane.
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Ii(x,y)  and l 2 (cc,y) obtained with different lighting conditions are related by:
y) =  Oih{x, y) +  (2.18)
The term a  in equation 2.18 corresponds to a change in the image contrast. A 
change in the lighting geometry can cause such a change [40]. The term /3 represents 
a change in the mean intensity. By making the image mean equal to zero, one can 
usually ignore the constant term /?. Alternatively, the filter frequency response can 
be set to zero at the zero frequency.
Under the assumption of a linear model, we can easily verify that the variations in 
lighting conditions will affect the filterbank energy outputs. The convolution of an 
image I  scaled by a factor a  with a filter g is equivalent to scaling the convolution 
of I  with g by a , given the linearity of the convolution operation:
g{x,y) * {al{x,y)) =  a(g{x,y) *I{x,y)) .  (2.19)
So the energy of the complex output becomes:
=  {%M^f(æ,%/) *f(æ,?/))]}^ +  {9?[a(p(a;,2/) *Z(a;,^))]}^
=  oc^  {^[{yi^.y )  * f{x ,y ) ) ]Ÿ  + {^[{g{x,y) * I{x,y) )]Ÿ . (2.20)
Therefore, the aim of the strategies that follow will be to provide features which are 
insensitive or exhibit attenuated sensitivity to scaling effects.
2.3.1.2 Strategies
Any multiplicative effect can be circumvented by an adequate normalisation. We 
can consider two scenarios:
• the scaling effect is global, which means that the term a  is constant over the 
whole image;
• the scaling effect is local, and in this case, the term a  will vary according to 
the area of the image we are considering.
We also can also make the following remarks:
• the normalisation could be performed on the energy output of each filter sep­
arately [26];
• the normalisation could be performed by taking the energy outputs of all the 
filters into account simultaneously [155].
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Scheme 1:
NormaliseH = l2-E(x,y) E(x,v)
Scheme 2:
NormaliseP i= lZ E (x ,y )
Scheme 3:
Normaliseli(x.y)=lZ-E,(x,y) E(x,v)P(x,y)
Figure 2.6: The three normalisation schemes: 1. global, 2. local, 3. pixel-based.
This leads us to examine three schemes. In the first one, we divide the energy at 
each pixel of a given filter response by the average energy of this output, for each 
response separately. In the second one, we divide the energy at each pixel of a given 
filter response by the average energy of a local window centred at the pixel, again 
for each response separately. In the third scheme, we divide the energy at each pixel 
of a given output by the average of all the energy responses at that pixel. The three 
schemes are illustrated in Fig. 2.6, and from now on, are referred to as Scheme 1, 
Scheme 2 and Scheme 3 respectively.
While, Scheme 1 is a fairly standard normalisation procedure, and Scheme 2 is a local 
version of Scheme 1, Scheme 3 seems more unusual. In the literature, strategies sim­
ilar to Scheme 3 have been mentioned on several occasions. In psycho-physiological 
research and modelling, Heeger et al. and Nestares and Heeger [47, 91] have in­
cluded a normalisation process such as Scheme 3 in their model of the behaviour of 
simple cells in cat striate cortex. According to the cited references, the proposed 
normalisation process would not only normalise the neuron with respect to stimulus 
contrast but also affect the frequency selectivity of the cells. Individual cell responses 
are weighted against the response of a pool of cells, so that they can be inhibited. 
Experimental results obtained from macaques’ simple cells by Carandini et al. [18]
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supported the normalisation model, although questions remained unanswered. In 
the realm of computer vision research, Bergen and Landy [12] and later Bergen and 
Wildes [153] have reported the use of a normalisation process similar to Scheme 
3 in works on texture recognition and spatiotemporal analysis respectively. In his 
PhD dissertation on the definition of similarity measure for texture based retrieval, 
Rubner used Gabor filter energy outputs normalised in a fashion similar to Scheme
3.
We have not found a work though where the strategies we have listed are assessed 
and compared in the context of image retrieval. We shall do this in the next section.
2.3.2 A ssessm ent o f th e strategies
2.3.2.1 Theoretical assessment
Let us consider the simple example of a textured image composed of vertical black 
and white stripes. The power spectrum of this texture is a DC component plus a 
set of harmonics positioned along the horizontal axis of the Fourier plane. It can be 
shown that the complex response of a filter to this texture is a weighted sum of K  
complex exponentials plus the same weighted sum multiplied by a factor of j ,  where 
K  is the number of harmonics passed by the filter. According to our derivations in 
Appendix C, the energy derived from this response is a weighted sum of a constant 
term and sinusoidally varying terms. When FT =  2, one can express the energy as:
E{x,y)  =  C -\r acos{ojx), (2.21)
where a is the weight associated with the transient term, and w is the frequency of 
the passed harmonic.
Now let us imagine that two images of the texture have been taken under different 
illumination conditions. These images are now related by a scaling factor a, globally 
or locally. The energy outputs obtained during the texture analysis are related by 
the scaling factor oP', globally or locally. We can try  and formulate a simplified 
analysis of the effects of the normalisation Schemes 1 and 2 on the energy responses.
Averaging (here denoted as £) the instantaneous energy over the entire image or a
local window will tend to eliminate the transient term:
f{a:^(C + ocos{wx))} —4
a; y
— I- a^C, (2.22)
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where M  and N  are the width and height of the image or local window. So with 
normalisation: a~{C +  acos{u,x)) (2.23)
S {a^{C a cos{ux))} C
If the first term of equation (2.23) dominates over the second term, the information 
conveyed by the normalised energy does not reflect any textural property anymore. 
Thus the performance of a classification, annotation or segmentation scheme based 
on this feature can be compromised. These conclusions can be applied to a wider 
variety of textured images by considering extra transient terms in the expression of 
the energy^.
In reality many textures appear in an image, and complications such as shadows 
imply that the light incident on a texture may be quite different from the light 
incident on a neighbouring texture. Textures which give different filter responses 
may be adjacent, so the constant term in equation (2.21) will be constant only 
locally. Furthermore, illumination conditions may be different between or within 
the different textured areas, so the scaling factor may also be only locally constant. 
Let us apply these general conditions to the simplified expression (2.21)®. C and 
a  are now constant in a local window w, i.e. C =  C{w) and a  — a{w). We can 
therefore write, again assuming that the transient term tends to be eliminated:
£ {«(w)^ (C(w) +  acos(wæ)) j  — )■
X y
  ^ ' (2.24)
So, with normalisation:
a{w)‘^ {G{w) + acos{ujx)) a(w) 2 (C(w) +  acos(cux)). (2.25)£ {a(w)^ (C(u;) +  acos(wæ))} /^c,a2
Equations (2.23) and (2.25) indicate that the energy responses are not correctly 
normalised by this process. One should thus not expect Scheme 1, nor Scheme 2, to 
be an effective illumination invariant strategy.
Scheme 3 will not have the potential drawbacks of the two previous methods. We 
would thus expect this alternative to be a better one. Nonetheless, we need to 
deal with the case where the sum of the energy responses at one pixel is zero or 
close to zero. We are likely to witness this phenomenon in completely or somewhat 
^These terms will also have to become functions of both x  and y.
®This simple equation is easier to deal with than general ones so we prefer keeping them to 
demonstrate our point. The extension from this simplification to the present situation should 
follow naturally.
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(A) (B) (C) (D )
Figure 2.7: The four texture collages used in our experiment: (A) material; (B) 
pullover; (C) carpet; (D) leaves. Each square of the collage differs from the others 
by the illumination condition under which it was taken.
textureless regions. A practical solution is to force the normalised response to be 
zero, when the sum of the energy responses drops below a given threshold.
2.3.2.2 Assessment in the context of classification experiments
We first consider four different textures, and images of these textures taken indoors 
with a single illuminant located at different positions. Two of the textures are 
structured (material, pullover), while the other two are random (carpet, leaves). For 
each texture, we have assembled 6 squares of (128x128) pixels each corresponding 
to a different illumination condition, as shown in Fig. 2.7. We have performed the 
following experiment on the collages:
• a collage is filtered with a set of 12 Gabor filters and the outputs are normalised 
with none or one of the schemes;
• a small patch (typically an area of 500 pixel^) of collage entirely contained in 
one square is used as a training set;
• the output values contained in the patch are used to derive a model for the 
texture: the model consists of the centroid (mean) of the texture cluster in the 
12 dimensional output space, and the average Euclidean distance Dmean from 
the centroid;
• the remaining pixels in the collage are then labelled as belonging to the collage 
texture class or not according to their Euclidean distance D from the derived 
centroid: if D < Dmean^ the pixel is labelled as belonging to the texture class.
For each collage we have performed the experiment twice, each time with a different 
training set. Figs. 2.8 to 2.11 show the results obtained. The pixels appearing
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as white represent the pixels correctly labelled as belonging to the collage texture 
class. For normalisation Scheme 2, we used local windows of (9x9) pixels. We also 
performed experiments with windows of the size of each square (i.e. (128x128)) so 
as to answer the following question: if the segmentation of the image is known, 
what are the effects of a normalisation scheme such as Scheme 1 performed in each 
separate region? In this case, the underlying assumption would be that the scaling 
factor due to the illumination change is constant over a whole image region. Results 
appear in Fig. 2.12. In Fig. 2.13, we show the results obtained when we perform 
the same experiment on an image where two collages have been juxtaposed. For 
comparison we also display the results obtained with normalisation Scheme 3 for 
the same image.
We then consider an image taken outdoors. The image was grabbed with a digital 
video camera. The image shows a close-up on the wall of a cathedral and part of 
the wall is shadowed. We have performed similar experiments to the ones described 
above in order to test the ability of each normalisation scheme to overcome the 
change in illumination on the wall. The patches used as training sets were entirely 
contained in the area delimited by the wall. The original image and the results 
obtained for two different training sets are presented in Fig. 2.14. Again, the pixels 
labelled as “wall” appear in white, and we used local windows of (9x9) pixels when 
we applied normalisation Scheme 2.
The results obtained with the texture collages clearly show that without any kind 
of illumination normalisation, labelling is inconsistent and incomplete: the labelling 
results obtained with one training set are systematically different from the results 
obtained with another training set, when no normalisation has been applied to the 
energy outputs. Also, some squares in the collages are sometimes only partially 
or not at all labelled. The results obtained with the cathedral image confirm these 
observations: the shadowed part of the wall is hardly or not at all labelled depending 
on the training set used.
Using normalisation Scheme 1 also leads to similar observations, despite a slight 
improvement of the results over the results obtained without normalisation. We 
may thus think that our theoretical assessment is well founded: if there are many 
textures in the image, or if the scaling factor resulting from illumination variations is 
not constant over the entire image, then a scheme such as Scheme 1 is not effective.
Normalisation Scheme 2 applied with local windows of (9x9) pixels seems to produce 
excellent results with the texture collages. However, looking at the results obtained 
with the cathedral scene, we notice that, regardless of the training set, there is no 
discrimination between the wall and the rest of the scene: almost all the pixels have
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Figure 2.8: Results of the labelling experiment obtained with collage (A) for two 
different training sets: (0) without normalisation; (1) with normalisation Scheme 1; 
(2) with normalisation Scheme 2; (3) with normalisation Scheme 3. The training 
sets are visible around the upper and lower left corners of the collages.
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Figure 2.9: Results of the labelling experiment obtained with collage (B) for two 
different training sets: (0) without normalisation; (1) with normalisation Scheme 1; 
(2) with normalisation Scheme 2; (3) with normalisation Scheme 3. The training 
sets are visible on the right-hand half of the collages.
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Figure 2.10; Results of the labelling experiment obtained with collage (C) for two 
different training sets: (0) without normalisation; (1) with normalisation Scheme 1; 
(2) with normalisation Scheme 2; (3) with normalisation Scheme 3. The training 
sets are visible near the upper left and lower right corners of the collages.
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Figure 2.11: Results of the labelling experiment obtained with collage (D) for two 
different training sets: (0) without normalisation; (1) with normalisation Scheme 1; 
(2) with normalisation Scheme 2; (3) with normalisation Scheme 3. The training 
sets are visible near the upper left and lower right corners of the collages.
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Figure 2.12: Results of the labelling experiment obtained with normalisation Scheme 
2 applied with a window of the size of each square of the collage. The training sets 
are visible around the upper and lower left corners of collage (A), in the right-hand 
half of collage (B), and near the upper left and lower right corners of collage (C) 
and (D).
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Figure 2.13: (a) The results of the labelling experiment for normalisation Scheme 
2 applied with a window of the size of each square of the collage compared to (b) 
the results of the same experiment for normalisation Scheme 3. An image composed 
of collages (A) and (B) is used. The training sets are visible around the lower left 
comers of the imziges.
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a
Figure 2.14: The labelling experiment performed on a real image (top left im­
age) with: (0) to (3): no normalisation, normalisation schemes 1, 2 and 3 respectively; 
the notations i and ii indicate that the results correspond to a different training set. 
The training sets are visible on the walls to the left and right of the arch.
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been labelled as “wall” . This supports our theoretical prediction that this normalisa­
tion scheme may destroy discriminative texture characteristics. When normalisation 
Scheme 2 is applied in a window of the size of each square, we seem to obtain fairly 
good results for individual collages: not only are most of the pixels in each square 
labelled, but the labelling is similar with different training sets. However, the re­
sults obtained for the image composed of two collages indicate that discriminative 
information is again lost during the normalisation process: while the training set 
was representative of the “material” texture, even pixels in the “pullover” part of 
the image were labelled as “material” . On the other hand, only the pixels in the 
“material” part of the image were labelled when we applied normalisation Scheme 
3.
Compared with the other schemes, normalisation Scheme 3 achieves a much more 
consistent labelling not only between different squares of each collage, but also be­
tween different training sets. We computed the mean texture model obtained for 
each collage as well as the discrepancy (expressed in percents) between the texture 
model obtained for each training set and the mean texture model. The results show 
that normalisation Scheme 3 indeed yields a very stable texture representation: over 
all the collages, the discrepancy between the mean model and the individual models 
is 3.10 % for the average Euclidean distance and 8.9% for the centroid. The same 
discrepancies are 43.9% and 32.6% respectively without normalisation. Thus, with 
normalisation Scheme 3, the shape of the clusters obtained with different training 
sets and their centroids are much more similar than without normalisation. These 
results are visible in the hgures showing the outcome of the classification experi­
ments. However,we notice that the labelling is not smooth: for all the collages, we 
do not obtain a uniform coverage of the homogeneous textured areas. Smoothing 
the normalised energy outputs should overcome this granularity. For the real image, 
normalisation Scheme 3 achieves the same consistency.
Finally Scheme 1 is able to recover a bigger fraction of the shadowed wall than any 
of the two other schemes. One notices however that labelling is not accurate at and 
near the boundaries of the shadow. This is an artifact inherently linked to Gabor 
filtering. The shadow produces a step edge which induces a strong response in one 
of the orientation sensitive filters.
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2.4 Normalised amplitude texture space vs. normalised 
energy texture space
The normalisation scheme 3 studied in Section 2.3,1 divides the energy output of a 
Gabor filter at one pixel by the pool of energy outputs of a Gabor filterbank at that 
pixel:
where E f  is the normalised energy, Ei the non-normalised energy of the i-th  filter 
in a filterbank of N  filters. Therefore:
N
j=l
Consequently, the features yielded by Scheme 3 lie in an {N — 1)-dimensional sub­
space, namely an {N  — l)-dimensional hyper-plane. We note that only part of that 
hyper-plane is occupied by the normalised energies since only positive values along 
any dimension are admissible. As a result of the normalisation, a linear relationship 
is introduced between the features which may not be deshable. Using the square 
root operator removes the linear relationship between the features and effectively 
reduces the normalised energy to the normalised amplitude. Interestingly, Navarro 
et al. reported a better discrimination with the amplitude than with the energy 
in texture classification and segmentation experiments. In the following, we study 
the concrete effects of performing the afore-mentioned transformation, and why this 
transformation is eventually desirable. We undertake this with a theoretical as­
sessment followed by experimental verifications of the theoretical results. In the 
theoretical assessment, we analyse the relative positions of points in the normalised 
energy and amplitude spaces, as well as the nature of feature distributions in the two 
spaces. The experimental verifications consist of texture retrieval experiments which 
support the idea that normalised amplitude features result in better discrimination.
2.4.1 T heoretical assessm ent
For the sake of simplicity, we will perform our analysis in 2 dimensions. For a feature 
/  E^ \vector E " =  I I in the normalised energy space, we have:
E^  ^+ E ^ = l. (2.26)
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( E ' \For a feature vector E ' = \ j | in the square-rooted normalised energy space:\  ^ 2  /
{E[Ÿ  -f- =  1. (2.27)
Therefore, in this space, the texture features lie on a quarter-circle with radius 1. 
We can draw an analogy between the square-rooting transformation, and blowing 
an originally flat balloon. Prom the point of view of annotation, the interesting 
question is whether discrimination is enhanced or weakened by this transformation. 
We thus need to study the relative positions of points in the original space and in 
the square-rooted space: points close together, which we can consider as forming a 
cluster and associate with a particular texture type or class, should remain close, 
while points far away from one another, which can therefore be associated with 
different texture types, should remain distant from one another.
We consider three points A, B , C  in the original space:
.4 =  I , C =Va J  \  Vb J  \ y c
for which equation 2.26 holds, and three points A', B ', C' in the original space:
"=(:;)•
for which equation 2.27 holds. The mapping between the respective components is 
governed by:
x' = V x  (2.28)
y' = y/ÿ- (2.29)
We can consider the texture space as a 2-dimensional Euclidean space, and use the 
Euclidean distance as a measure of proximity between points in both spaces. W hat 
we want to investigate is how the ratio [ |^ |j  compares with the ratio , where
nil is the Euclidean norm. On the one hand:
i|A B || =  y {xa -  XbY -f (î/o “  ybY
=  ^ /2 \X a  - X b \ .
Similarly:
||A C || =  y/2\xa -  XcV
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So:
On the other hand:
||AB|| ^  \xg -  (Ubl 
II AC II K -a T c l (2.30)
=  1 -  - V i - X a ~ X i , +  XaXb.
Similarly:
jA'C'll =  y  «  -  æy2 +  (y'^  -  2/')2
=  V 2  \ / 1 -  ^/ XaXc  -  V i  -  Xa -  Xc +  ajQ.'Cc
Therefore:
IIA'B'II _  -  \ / l  -  -  ^6 +  X a X b
y i  -  -  V i - X a ~ X c  +  XgXc
(2.31)
We can consider A as a fixed point and study the variations of the ratios and
||-^ /^ i | as B  and C  move closer to or further away from A. Graphical methods as
opposed to analytical ones are often the best way to express results. We therefore
show the plots of: f  =  ^ -  for A =  (  , A =  (  . A =  (  )  and
(æ j^ Xc) G [0,1] X [0,1] in Figure 2.15. W hat we expect is to observe surfaces showing 
^  is less than 1.0, and this increasingly so as the point C moves away from both 
A and B. This would entail that indeed distances between distant points are also 
increased, while distances between close points are increased but to a radically lesser 
extent and consequently that discrimination is enhanced. We justify our reasoning 
mathematically by:
< 1 4» F! < R  (2.32)
IIA'B'II IIABII
IIA'C'II ^  ||A C || ( '
IIA'B'II <  ||AB|| or ||A 'C '|| > ||AC|| (2.34)
Looking at the graphs, we notice that the change in relative position is a function of 
the position of the fixed point A.  We first need to note that the position of a point 
corresponds to different relative energies of the filters in the filterbank: a point, for 
which all the coordinates are close, corresponds to filters with similar energies; a 
point, for which one of the coordinates is greater than the other(s), indicates than 
one filter response dominates the other. In particular, we see that in the case where
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KwV'.V'
Figure 2.15: ^  =  -'ijxiii'  (or different configurations of the points A, B, C.
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Figure 2.16: Retrieval experiments using the Euclidean distance as a ranking mea­
sure with filterbanks of: (a) 12 , (b) 24 filters. The queries were patches extracted 
from 100 Brodatz texture images.
A lies in the region corresponding to similar relative filter energies, when B  is close 
to A in the normalised energy space, if C  is close to both of them (i.e. R  is close 
to 1), C  remains close to B'  and A'  in the normalised amplitude space. On the 
other hand, when A lies in a region where one filter energy dominates the other, 
the change in the relative position is only enhanced in that region. Similar filter 
responses are observed with more random textures, while predominance of one filter 
is typical of structured or dhectional textures. We therefore conjecture that as far as 
discrimination is concerned, regions corresponding to deterministic textures are very 
stable, so that these textures are well recognisable in the normalised energy or the 
normalised amplitude space. However, regions corresponding to random textures 
will be better discriminated in the normalised amplitude space, where they will 
form tighter clusters. So we predict an increased discrimination in the normalised 
amplitude space, but differentially depending on the texture type.
2.4.2 E xperim ental verification
Our theoretical assessment holds for a two dimensional space, but we can conjec­
ture by extension that the results will remain valid for more dimensions. We now 
verify the improvement in discrimination in the context of a retrieval experiment 
using the Brodatz collection, from which we have extracted a test set of 100 images 
for this experiment. The texture images originally (512) x (512) are split into 16 
(128) X  (128) patches. Each patch is filtered and the energy', normalised energy.
' The non-normalised energy is computed here as a reference. Studying it will also enable us to 
verify the claim that the normalisation procedure yields a better frequency resolution and should
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and normalised amplitude outputs are obtained. We also apply a linear averaging 
step to improve the homogeneity of the features associated with each texture class, a 
standard procedure in texture classification. For each patch, we construct the mean
/  //I ^
feature vectors in each of the afore-mentioned texture spaces: p = : where
\  A^ i2 /N M~  TvTM S  Z) Okihj )  is the mean feature value of a whole patch for the k-th
i= l  j = ldimension. N  and M  are the image dimensions after clipping; clipping is applied to 
avoid taking into account features near the image borders, which are noisy regions. 
We consider the texture spaces as Euclidean,and use the Euclidean norm as a mea­
sure of similarity between the texture classes. We must at this point precise that we 
use the term “retrieval” in the sense of matching, or classification. In other words, 
we do not study the whole ordering of the images returned during the experiments, 
but check the positions of the patches we know belong to the query texture class in 
this ordering. We therefore use each of the 16 x 100 patch as a query and record 
the percentage of correctly retrieved patterns versus the number of retrieved images. 
The average of all the query results is shown in Figure 2.16. The results demon­
strate that the normalised amplitude texture space offers significant discrimination 
for filterbanks consisting of 12 and 24 filters. We note that the discrimination seems 
to be reduced as we increase the dimensionality. Repeating the experiments with 
the filterbank design proposed by Rubner [107] yields better results but still not as 
good as those obtained with 12 filters.
2.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have focused on the use of Gabor filters to derive suitable texture 
representations. We have first reviewed the mathematical definitions and properties 
of the filters. Then, rather than focusing on filter design and selection issues, we 
have decided to study several representations which could be derived from a set of 
Gabor filter responses. We have first argued in favour of energy representations from 
complex as opposed to real filters, based on simplified mathematical derivations. We 
have also cited experimental results found in the literature to support our argument. 
We have then considered the problem of illumination variations to which Gabor 
energy responses are sensitive. We have investigated three normalisation strategies 
to counter this sensitivity. We have assessed them theoretically and experimentally, 
eventually demonstrating the superior effectiveness of a pixel-based normalisation
therefore lead to better classification results.
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strategy. This strategy normalises a pixel by the sum of the energy responses at 
that pixel; interestingly, in the literature, a similar kind of normalisation has been 
proposed as a model for normalisation processes taking place in the human visual 
system, and reported to enhance the discriminative power of the energy features. 
Based on the observation that this strategy introduces a linear relationship between 
the normalised energy responses of the filter bank, we have looked at a modified 
version of this strategy, which effectively yields the normalised amplitudes of the 
filter responses at a pixel. We have given an interpretation of and experimental 
evidence for the superior discrimination power of this new feature with respect to 
the normalised energy. Our experimental evidence has also shown the superior 
discrimination power of both the normalised energy and the normalised amplitude 
with respect to the non-normalised energy, in agreement with what has been reported 
in the literature.
So, at the end of this chapter, we have grounded motivations for using the ampli­
tude of Gabor filters normalised by a pixel-based and cross-response strategy as a 
basis for our texture-based annotation. While we have provided evidence that these 
features will suitably discard or attenuate the effects of illumination changes and 
shadows, Figure 2.14 indicates that difficulties can be expected at the boundaries of 
the shadowed areas. This has not been addressed in this work, but could be pursued 
in ensuing research.
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Chapter 3
Can we use video m osaics for 
texture-based annotation?
Video sequences cannot be indexed as straightforwardly as still images. As we 
have seen in Chapter 1, a video is first parsed into its atomic elements, the shots. 
One can then extract compact, non-redundant shot summaries, which are finally 
annotated. The simplest summaries talce the form of key-frames, that is one or 
a few representative frames for each shot. In the last few years, “video mosaics” 
have been suggested and used as alternatives to key-frames [52, 64]. A video mosaic 
is constructed by combining a sequence of frames into a single, seamless panoramic 
representation. It can thus be particularly useful for browsing large video databases, 
as it enables a user to know the content of a shot at a glance. Standard annotation 
techniques used for still images can then be applied to the mosaics.
Video mosaic and key-fi'ames both offer advantages and disadvantages. On the one 
hand, key-frames can be easily extracted: the simplest technique is to assume that 
there is actually little content variation in the shot, and to extract the first, middle 
or last, or all of the afore-mentioned frames as key-frames. A potential problem is of 
course that this assumption may be invalid and one would need to rely on an analysis 
of the content variation to extract suitable key-frames. On the other hand, video 
mosaics always capture the content of an entire shot, without the risk of missing 
elements of the scene as this may occur with the fast selection of key-frames. One can 
also quickly index individual frames by transferring the annotations performed on 
a mosaic to each of its constituting frames. Further video processing is inherently 
simplified due to the processes involved in the construction of the video mosaics: 
for instance the removal of moving objects, or the decomposition of a scene into 
layers are straightforward extensions. However, the reliable construction of mosaics 
is currently only guaranteed for scenes obeying specific assumptions and for specific
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camera motions. In particular, if the camera motion is a rotation about the camera’ 
axis, or if the scene can be assumed to be planar ( for instance by being far from the 
camera ), it is always possible to compute linear transformations between the frames 
of the shot, and hence to construct a mosaic. Simple construction methods are 
often efficient, and therefore tried on the problem at hand before more sophisticated 
approaches prove necessary. However errors in the geometric analysis required for 
the construction of the mosaics sometimes result in quite noticeable artifacts.
Rom  the viewpoint of texture-based annotations, one type of summary may be more 
adequate than an other, and this is what we propose to examine in this chapter. The 
question we are mainly concerned with is: how does constructing the video mosaics 
alter the visual content, in particular the textural content of the original sequence? 
This alteration may have a non negligible effect on the coherence and consistency 
of the annotations, and thus on the retrieval performance. We have gained some 
insight on this issue in two ways:
• by comparing multichannel textm e representations extracted from video mo­
saics constructed with different simple mosaicing techniques;
•  by comparing the texture representations extracted from the mosaics with 
the temporal average of the representations extracted from actual successive 
frames.
So, we shall first describe the data we have used and our experiments. We shall then 
discuss the results obtained, and finish with concluding remarks.
3.1 Analysis of multichannel texture representations from 
video mosaics
3.1.1 Test data
We have used mosaics created from three sequences. The three sequences were 
acquired by rotating the camera about its optical centre. One of the sequences 
was downloaded from the World Wide Web^, and the last two were recorded by Dr 
A.Griffin (Centre for Vision Speech and Signal Processing, University of Surrey).
Prom the first sequence, four mosaics were built using an algorithm inspfred by the 
works of Zhang et al. [162], Sawhney and Ayer [118], and Baldi et al. [10]: Mosaic
^The original site was: http://w w w .cc.cit.nihon-u.ac.jp/m ovi6s/fiIin/ - this site does not seem  
to exist any longer.
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Mosaic 1.
Mosaic 7.
Figure 3.1: Two of our eight mosaics.
1, using every frame and weighted average-based processing to combine the frames; 
Mosaic 2, using every frame but no averaging^; Mosaic 3, using every 5th frame and 
averaging at the stitches; Mosaic 4, using every 5th frame but no averaging. Mosaic 
1 is shown in Figure 3.1 (a). Given the sequence, a simple translatory motion model 
was solved for. The first frame of the sequence was chosen as a reference frame, and 
the other images were warped into that frame to pixel accuracy.
Two mosaics (5 and 6) were obtained by processing the second sequence in a similar 
fashion using every frame, and every fifth frame respectively, without averaging at 
the stitches. This time an affine motion model was estimated and subpixel interpo­
lations were performed.
Finally, mosaics for the second (Mosaic 7) and the third (Mosaic 8) sequences were 
generated using Capel and Zisserman’s algorithm [17] and subsampling the sequences 
by a factor of 10. Their method relies on the robust estimation of the homography 
between image pairs Each pixel intensity in the mosaic is the result of a weighted 
average of corresponding pixel intensities in overlapping frames. Blending is used to 
weight the image centres more heavily. Mosaic 7 is shown in Figure 3.1 (b).
We are grateful to Dr A.Griffin for providing Mosaics 1 to 6, and to Prof. A.Zisserman
^In this case, the intensity of any point in the mosmc was the intensity of the first correspondence 
found for this point in the sequence of frames.
^Given the camera motion in our sequences, the use of linear transformations is possible.
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Figure 3.2: An example of textured region used in our experiments.
and Dr D.Capel (Visual Geometry Group, University of Oxford) for providing the 
Mxosaics 7 and 8.
3.1.2 Experim ents
We were mainly interested in evaluating the change in textural information due to 
the mosaicing process. Therefore, we have relied on the probability distributions of 
texture features extracted from highly textured regions to evaluate the effects of the 
various mosaicing techniques. We have more particularly focused on regions with 
vegetation, as they characteristically exhibit a high textural content. We give an 
example of a region defined during our analysis in Figure 3.2.
We have computed Gabor energy responses to obtain texture features. We have nor­
malised the responses against illumination changes, using the strategy we introduced 
in Chapter 2 as Scheme 3. We have approximated the probability distributions of 
features extracted within highly textured regions with histograms, and estimated 
the mean and standard deviations of these distributions. The textured regions were 
delineated using binary masks. Hence, we have computed the discrepancies between 
the distribution parameters obtained with different mosaics.
We have also compared the distribution parameters derived from the mosaics to an 
average of parameters obtained for individual frames. To obtain this average, we 
have first derived texture representations for several (5 to 7) frames equally spaced in 
time and containing the texture regions we had focused on. We have then evaluated 
the texture features distributions within these regions as well as their mean and 
standard deviation.
We have calculated the discrepancies between the computed means and standard 
deviations as follows:
{parameteri -  parameter 2)CL —  *  l U U ^parameteri
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where d represents the computed discrepancy, and paraineteri, and parameter2 
are the means or the standard deviations of the and 2”  ^ distribution being 
compared respectively. The choice of the distribution used as a reference (i.e. the 
first distribution) ultimately determines the value of the percentage. However, the 
overall trend will remain the same irrespective of this choice.
3.2 Results and discussion
It appears fi’om our results that different mosaicing techniques will lead to different 
texture representations. Furthermore these representations differ fiom the ones ob­
tained from individual frames. Generally there is a parallel between the discrepancies 
between the means of the distributions, and the discrepancies between the standard 
deviations of the distributions. The results are shown in Figures 3.3, 3.4, 3.5, and 3.6. 
In these Figures, subbands 1 , 5 , 9  correspond to Gabor filters which are oriented 
horizontally in the Fourier domain (i.e. respond to vertically oriented features in 
the input image), subbands 2, 6, 10 correspond to Gabor filters which are oriented 
diagonally at 45°, subbands 4, 8, 12 correspond to Gabor filters which are oriented 
diagonally at 135°, and subbands 3, 7, 11 correspond to Gabor filters which are 
oriented vertically.
Averaging the warped frames during the construction of the mosaic enables one to 
obtain a smoother representation, and to reduce artifacts such as vertical stitches 
which are inherent to the mosaicing process. However averaging tends to emphasise 
the low frequency content of a textured area at the expense of the high frequency 
content, since small details are blurred; this is verified by the results presented 
in Figures 3.3 (c) and (d). Figures 3.4 (c) and (d) confirm a loss of detail with 
averaging, as the energy distributions tend to be narrower at low frequency, but 
wider at medium and high frequencies when averaging is not performed. According 
to the same results, this effect would be accentuated with subsampling.
Figure 3.3 (a) indicates that if we choose to use averaging, the low frequency content 
is higher if we use every 5th frame than every single frame, especially along the 
horizontal direction. On the other hand the high frequency content is higher if we 
use every single frame rather than every 5th frame. Figure 3.4 (a) indicates that the 
energy distribution is generally narrower when one uses every frame than when one 
uses every 5th frame. However it is much wider at medium and high frequencies, 
along the vertical and 135° orientations.
If we choose not to use averaging, the results obtained for Figure 3.3 (b) indicate a 
reasonable agreement between the texture representations at low and medium fre-
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Figure 3.3: Comparisons between the means of the normalised energy distributions 
derived from two different mosaics. In each case the first mosaic was used as a 
reference in the calculation of the discrepancies.
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Figure 3.4: Comparisons between the standard deviations of the normalised energy 
distributions derived from two different mosaics. In each case the first mosaic was 
used as a reference in the calculation of the discrepancies.
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Figure 3.5: Comparisons between the means of the normalised energy distributions 
derived from the individual frames and from a given mosaic.
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Figure 3.6: Comparisons between the standard deviations of the normalised energy 
distributions derived from the individual frames and from a given mosaic.
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quencies between the different subsampling factors. However, the high frequency 
content along the horizontal direction is higher when we use every single frame than 
when we use every 5th frame, while it is lower along the other directions. We sus­
pect that as one does not use subsampling nor averaging, more vertical stitches are 
created, generating more fluctuations along the horizontal direction. At the same 
time, errors in the placement of the fragments added to the mosaic may accumu­
late more than when one uses subsampling, since the fragments are bigger in the 
second case. Hence the frequency content along other directions would also change. 
Figure 3.3 (e) generally confirms the trends observed with Figure 3.3 (b). However 
the discrepancies are much more significant. We suspect that this observation may 
be due to misregistration errors in Mosaic 5. We also observe in Figure 3.4 (e) that 
the standard deviations at high fr equencies disagree in a pronounced way along the 
horizontal direction: this indicates tha t as the subsampling factor is lower, the en­
ergy distribution at these frequencies and this orientation is wider, most likely due 
to the more pronounced influence of vertical stitches.
Comparing the means and standard deviations of the feature distributions derived 
fr om the mosaics to the means and standard deviations of the feature distributions 
obtained by temporal averaging (Figure 3.5) we find that there are again discrepan­
cies between the two. In this discussion we will assume that the temporal average 
can be used as a benchmark, and focus our analysis on the discrepancies between 
the distribution means, which are parallelled and therefore reinforced by the dis­
crepancies between the standard deviations. For Figures 3.5 (a) to (f), one notices 
that regardless of the subsampling or the construction method (i.e. averaging or no 
averaging) used, the discrepancies vary with the range of orientations passed by the 
filter. In particular, they indicate that the frequency content along the horizontal 
direction is systematically higher for the mosaic than for the temporal average. One 
can impart this phenomenon on the vertical stitches produced between successive 
frames by the mosaicing process. Interestingly, the discrepancy between the hori­
zontal low fr equency content of the mosaic and the temporal average is lower if one 
does not use averaging than if one does; but the discrepancy between the horizontal 
high fr equency content of the mosaic and the temporal average is higher if one does 
not use averaging than if one does. So, without averaging, the true high frequency 
content is altered by the vertical stitches, and this would be particularly true when 
the sequence is not subsampled. Averaging attenuates the effects of the vertical 
stitches produced by the mosaicing process, but balances the energy repartition to­
wards the low fr equencies at the expense of the high frequencies. Figures 3.5 (e) and
(f) also seem to imply that, without averaging, a better motion model and subpixel 
adjustment lead to slightly lower discrepancies between the mosaic and individual 
fr ames, although the important difiiculties posed by the stitches still remain. Inter­
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estingly also, the mosaics seem to have a slightly higher low and medium frequency 
content, but a lower high frequency content than the individual frames.
This is also observed in Figures 3.5 (g) and (h). However, they contrast with the 
other graphs in the smooth repartition of the discrepancies. It is clear ly shown that 
the high frequency content has been lost while the low and medium frequencies seem 
to have been boosted. However the discrepancy observed for the horizontal frequency 
content is halved compared to the discrepancies observed in Figures 3.5 (e) and (f). 
We may consider several reasons for this. Only every 10th frame was used during the 
construction of the mosaic. The careful estimation of a full homography (the actual 
mapping in the case of a rotation of the camera about its centre) instead of a lower 
order model (e.g. approximations such as affine or translatory models) should result 
in fewer registration errors and less noticeable stitches. Indeed the visual quality of 
mosaics 7 and 8 is impressive. Finally the blending function used may also result in 
less noticeable stitches. However, the overall processing used when the images are 
combined seems responsible for a balance of the energy content towards the lower 
frequencies.
One of the points emerging from the previous considerations is that temporal sub­
sampling affects the texture representations derived from the mosaics. It seems 
preferable to subsample the sequence before constructing the mosaic, particularly 
if one does not use averaging. Obviously the amount of subsampling ultimately 
depends on the type of motion present in the sequence. Also, one has to be careful 
with the processing used when combining the images as it seems to destroy textural 
information. In particular, averaging should be avoided.
Before concluding, we should stress a few points. First, to some extent, our results 
must be moderated by the effect of our normalisation scheme: we divide the energy 
of a given filter at each pixel by the average of the energies of all the filters at that 
pixel. If the energy of one filter increases and the energy of the other filters remain 
the same, the normalised energies of the other filters are weighted down accordingly, 
and the discrepancies for these filters may appear somewhat larger than they would 
be without normalisation. Also, we note that the first sequence was interlaced. This 
means that some inaccuracies and small scale artifacts may have been generated 
when the sequences was processed and the mosaics were constructed. To better 
understand the importance of de-interlacing, one should ideally perform experiments 
with mosaics constructed from a de-interlaced sequence.
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3.3 Conclusions
Video mosaics have been proposed as an alternative to key-frames. In this chapter, 
we have investigated how the techniques used to construct mosaics may affect mul­
tichannel texture representations. By comparing probability distributions of texture 
features obtained with different techniques, we have found that indeed different mo­
saicing methods yield different texture representations. These representations are 
also clearly different from those that could be obtained by averaging the distribution 
parameters of individual frames.
Processing involving averaging is commonly used to combine the frames during the 
construction of the mosaic. Nonetheless, we have observed that this tends to destroy 
high fr equency information, and thus textm al information. So it should be avoided if 
one requires accurate texture representation, and coherent texture-based annotation. 
However, by doing so, we cannot attenuate the effect of the vertical stitches generated 
by the mosaicing which alter the true textme characteristics of the textured area 
along the horizontal direction. This can be alleviated to some extent if the images 
are registered and aligned carefully by an adequate choice and estimation of the 
motion model. It would be interesting to perform more experiments with other 
combination methods, involving median filtering for instance.
The alteration of the frequency content seems to become less significant if the se­
quence is subsampled: without subsampling, the more frequent vertical stitches 
interfere to a greater extent with the textural content. So if the motion in the 
sequence allows it, a high subsampling would be preferable. The simultaneous re­
duction in computational processing is an additional benefit. This benefit will be 
particularly welcome in the case of video database retrieval which is known to be 
very computationally intensive.
It is difficult to estimate the exact extent of the impact of the alterations we have 
observed on the texture annotations derived from the representations, in particularly 
for other works than ours. This extent will depend on the type of technique used 
to perform the annotation. The benefit of this work is therefore to underline the 
importance of proceeding with caution before using mosaics as a support for texture- 
based annotation. So, at the end of this chapter, we have a better understanding of 
the effect of mosaicing techniques on multichannel energy representations, and can 
make suggestions for the construction of mosaics from which such representations 
will be derived. Nonetheless, we remain motivated to derive annotations from key­
frames rather than mosaics, until better alternatives are identified by further studies.
Chapter 4
A texture-based framework for 
im age annotation, im age 
retrieval and cue detection.
In the last two chapters, we have focused on multichannel texture representation, 
and tried to answer the following two questions: Which texture features should we 
use for image retrieval? W hat will the best support for texture-based annotations 
be if we use multichannel textm e representations? In this chapter, we build upon 
our findings, and describe a framework for texture-based indexing, retrieval and cue 
detection. We can identify several issues pertaining to the development of such a 
framework. W hat level of query will it support: for instance low-level, global queries; 
or region-based, object-based queries? How can we design it so that its efficiency 
matches existing systems? W hat sort of similarity measures is it going to rely on to 
return results to a user?
The lesson learnt from early low-level and global image retrieval systems is that they 
are inadequate for most users: users prefer querying based on objects or regions, and 
do not find using knobs to specify their query intuitive. Our eflforts should therefore 
concentrate on designing a framework which will support region and object-based 
queries. A few systems have been presented for region- and object-based image 
retrieval in the past few years. Segmentation has been typically considered to be 
a prerequisite of such systems [83, 73, 19]. This process remains however an open 
challenge, due to - among other problems - the subjectivity of a “meaningful” seg­
mentation. Tfypical segmentation modules try to identify homogeneous areas as 
possible “meaningful” regions. The homogeneity criterion and the ability to deal 
with boundary problems play a critical role in the success of the results. Since the
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annotation stage is mainly conducted off-line, systems perform the segmentation 
operation without guidance, and often achieve only crude if not erroneous object 
definitions. The problem Cciscades further when descriptors are extracted for each 
region: if the regions are badly defined, the descriptors mingle information from 
several “actual regions” , and become useless. An approach which attempts to by­
pass the problem of segmentation for texture-based retrieval has been presented by 
Rubner in [107]: this approach relies on a powerful similarity measure: the Earth 
Mover’s Distance, which enables partial comparisons, and therefore region-based 
queries. One of its short-comings is that its retrieval complexity is linear with the 
number of images for partial comparisons. For large databases, it is essential that 
the search remains sub-linear. Several tree structures have been designed to index 
regions and facilitate fast retrieval. For instance the R*-trees hierarchically group 
indices by enclosing them in finer and finer Minimum Bounding Rectangles. Again 
such indexing methods will perform badly if the segmentation stage has failed, be­
cause unrelated regions will be grouped together. Our final criticism of existing 
systems is that they restrict the type of similarity measures to metric distances. 
One of the reasons for sticking with metric distances is that exploiting the triangle 
inequality can lead to computational savings. Also, clustering techniques, required 
for pre-grouping images off-line, thereby speeding up the retrieval process, are based 
on metric distances. There is still no clear reason nor evidence that similarity mea­
sures should be metric for adequate retrieval, and several useful or potent measures 
enabling partial comparisons are non-metric.
So in this chapter, we present our vision of a solution to these issues. The frame­
work we propose eliminates segmentation from the annotation stage. Yet it supports 
region-based and object-based queries because its descriptors are pixel-based. This 
leaves a user the freedom to define what he/she envisages as a region or an ob­
ject without compromising the system’s ability to respond to this query. Such an 
annotation strategy could turn out to be expensive and inefficient, but by exploit­
ing inverted indices it remains competitive with other strategies. The framework 
enables quite different similarity measures to be computed and is therefore highly 
fiexible. In this chapter, we also contribute to the available research on similarity 
measures at several levels. First we modify existing measures to suit the needs of ef­
ficient and segmentation-less image retrieval. One of these measures is adapted fr om 
research on the human perception of similarity. In fact, the adaptation bears con­
ceptual resemblance with the “t f  x idf" weight which is widely used in information 
retrieval, but little studied in the domain of image retrieval. We also simplify the 
well-known Kullback-Leibler distance so that it is suitable for partial comparisons. 
All our measures are “query-centric” , based on the commonality between the query 
and an image, and non-metric. By query-centric, we mean that they quantify the
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similarity between the query and an image mainly based on information contained 
in the query. This entails that less meta-data needs to be stored and accessed at 
query time to compare the query and an image. Second, we have performed an 
extensive comparison of these distances with existing benchmarks. This not only 
reveals some properties of our framework and measures, but also sheds a new light 
on those benchmarks. It also shows that simple query-centric measures can enable 
quite a high level of performance to be reached. Our study therefore complements 
existing comparisons of similarity measures such as [99]. Finally this study enables 
us to make recommendations for the choice of algorithmic settings both during the 
annotation and retrieval phases.
The annotation strategy is the focus of Section 4.1. We describe how the framework 
can be applied to image retrieval and cue detection, where a cue is a visual concept 
such as “water” , “tennis court” , in Section 4.2. In Section 4.3 we direct our attention 
to the problem of quantifying the similarity between the query and an image. We 
review some theories on the human similarity perception, and present the similarity 
measures we have studied for our framework. In Section 4.4, these measures are 
evaluated and compared. In Section 4.5, we analyse the computational and storage 
complexity of the framework, thus confirming that it will be practically feasible for 
large databases. The last section of this chapter is devoted to a summary of the 
work presented in this chapter.
4.1 From features to annotation
The role of annotation is to summarise and/or provide useful information about 
the content of the stored data. For low-level cues, annotation should satisfy certain 
criteria. It should be consistent over the entire database, and should be compact 
enough so that the meta-data remains of manageable size. The mechanism which 
defines them should remain independent of the content of the database at any par­
ticular time in order to maintain the validity of the annotation when new material is 
inserted in the database. The indexing strategy should also facilitate new insertions, 
and should support a retrieval process fast enough for comfortable user interaction. 
The annotation should remain transparent to the user when a query is made for 
intuitive and again comfortable user interaction. More specifically the user should 
not need to specify explicitly the query in terms of the low-level representation, for 
instance by turning knobs. Nonetheless, the annotation should be compatible with 
human perception, although not necessarily simulating it. This list of criteria is 
non-exhaustive: for instance, in some applications, rotation or scale invariance may 
be desirable. In this work, an important objective is that the annotation strategy
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should also make it possible to perform object-based and region-based queries, and 
to localise, even possibly track, the areas similar to the query in the returned list of 
images or video sequences.
We can identify three major components in an annotation scheme:
1. a feature generation mechanism which extracts the content of the raw data in 
terms of the low-level cue chosen for the annotation (e.g. colom', texture...);
2. an abstraction mechanism which reduces the initial feature content to a set of 
compact descriptors;
3. an indexing mechanism which organises the storage of the descriptors.
In the remainder of this section, we present a texture-based annotation framework 
with these three components. We have endeavoured to satisfy the above list of 
criteria while selecting these components. We first describe the texture analysis 
implemented in the framework. We then focus on the abstraction mechanism, which 
is centred on the tessellation of the texture space. Finally, we explain how the 
descriptors are organised and stored.
4.1.1 Texture analysis
The studies performed in Chapter 2 have led us to consider the normalised amplitude 
of complex Gabor filter outputs as a desirable feature for texture-based annotation 
and retrieval. So, to perform texture analysis, we have selected a bank of Gabor 
filters which covers the Fourier domain so that the textural content at all scales and 
orientations may be captured. We have used 12 filters with a frequency bandwidth 
of 1 octave, which is in agreement with physiological findings on cortical cells, and 
with an orientation bandwidth of 45°. We have positioned the filters at the following 
centre frequencies: 0.0883, 0.1767, and 0.3535 cycles/pixel, loosely following the 
work of Jain and Farrokhnia [59]. These filters are such that the largest filter 
support remains compatible with the image size. Because the Fourier transform 
of real images is symmetrical, the chosen set of filters only needs to cover half the 
Fourier plane. Our filter bank as it appears in the Fourier domain is shown in 
Figure 4.2. Recent works have used filter banks consisting of 24 filters which may 
make our set look relatively small [73, 107]. Using more filters can improve the 
analysis by a finer partitioning of the Fourier domain, but at the expense of higher 
computation and storage requirements. Our set provides a good coverage of the 
frequency plane so we may expect not to lose too much resolution. In any case, the
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Figure 4.1: The texture analysis and the abstraction process.
concepts underlying the present framework are not dependent upon the filter bank 
design, so other filter banks could be used in place of the one we suggest here.
The filtering is performed in the Fourier domain for efficiency. We have chosen to 
discard the available phase information. At each pixel we calculate the normalised 
amplitude A* of the i-th filter response, 1 < i < 12:
Ai{x,y) = K ^ E l{ x ,y ) ,  (4.1)
where E' is the normalised energy defined in Chapter 2, and K  is a scaling factor. 
In our implementation, K  = 10, so that the normalised amplitude values lie in 
the interval [0,10]. Finally, we linearly smooth the texture representation. This 
step attenuates local fluctuations, and effectively reduces the spread of the texture 
features associated with homogeneous regions in the texture space. Currently we 
use a rectangular averaging window size of (25 x 25). This window size corresponds 
approximately to the support of the largest filter in the Gabor set. According 
to [15], it would be desirable to choose sizes proportional to the sizes of individual 
filters. We should also prefer Gaussian smoothing windows over rectangular ones, to 
preserve region boundaries. However, our main goal was to concentrate on testing 
the validity of the framework as a whole so we chose to use a simple smoothing 
scheme. Furthermore, given that we do not perform any segmentation, avoiding
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Figure 4.2: Our filter bank in the Fourier domain.
blurring of the boundary is not a major requirement. Another consideration behind 
our choice is that the window size required for the largest filters, if the size is chosen 
according to individual filter supports, may for some archives be quite large in 
comparison to the image size.
4.1.2 A bstraction m echanism
The texture analysis yields a 12-dimensional feature space, where each dimension 
corresponds to the normalised amplitude output of one Gabor filter. To annotate 
images or key-frames, we quantise the normalised and smoothed amplitudes com­
puted at each pixel for each filter and concatenate the resulting levels to form texture 
codes. In other words, we partition the 12-dimensional texture space into fixed hy­
percubes and we can assign a “texture code” to any pixel by considering in which 
hypercube the normalised amplitude vector obtained at that pixel falls. What makes 
this representation interesting is that by recording the number of occurrences of the 
texture codes found for a given region or image, we effectively construct a histogram, 
whose bins are the cells of the quantised texture space. Yet, the codes are pixel- 
based. This duality of texture codes as local/global descriptor greatly facilitates our 
endeavour to provide a system with retrieval and localisation abilities. This annota­
tion method is simple to implement and eflScient. We have also performed retrieval 
experiments which have indicated that using a uniform quantisation of the texture 
space should yield a retrieval performance which can compete with the performance 
obtained with more adaptive quantisation schemes [66].
We have considered two approaches. For each image, we can keep a record of the 
codes found in this image and their frequency. If the frequency is below a fixed
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threshold the code is discarded, so that spurious codes do not burden the meta­
data. Keeping a record of the codes found at each pixel can lead to a high storage 
space requirement. So we have explored the following “compression” strategy: we 
consider (3 x 3) non-overlapping neighbourhoods and determine the code occurring 
the most in each neighbourhood. As in the first strategy, we still keep a record of the 
texture codes and their number of occurrences, but this time only using the texture 
codes found after compression. Again we discard codes which do not occur more 
than a certain number of times. This strategy thus offers the advantage of yielding 
lighter meta-data. For both strategies, we ignore pixels close to the image borders, 
which yield noisy measurements dining the filtering and smoothing process.
4.1.3 Indexing m echanism
Storage space and retrieval time are both important issues. In the review presented 
in Appendix A, we mention the widespread use of several special structures (e.g. 
trees) to store the descriptors. Based on some proximity criterion, these structures 
organise the set of descriptors in such a way that at query time the retrieval is 
achieved with a complexity less than linear in the number of images in the database.
We propose to use hashing to index our descriptors. First, the form of our annota­
tions makes them particularly suitable for storage in a hash table, which is collection 
of <key,item> pairs, where the keys and the location of the items are associated by 
a hash function. The function is chosen so as to ensure that the mapping between 
keys and items is one-to-one. The items are stored in a non-ordered fashion, con­
trary to trees; therefore hash tables are not suited to range queries. The advantage 
of hashing is that it provides a fast search mechanism: any operation should be 
performed in constant average time. One of its shortcoming is a potentially poor 
storage space utilisation. We can store the meta-data in a hash table we refer to 
as the “annotation table” , by using the texture codes as keys. In practice, texture 
codes can be implemented as strings or arrays of integers, and there exists suitable 
hash functions for both. W hat we associate with a code are the images in which 
this code appears and the number of occurrences of this code.
We note that this organisation of the meta-data is analogous to the inverted files 
utilised in information (text) retrieval [9]. In this application domain, inverted files 
are now widespread and techniques to exploit them efficiently are available [9, 90]. 
These techniques could inspire extensions of our indexing strategy. For instance, 
Müller et al. have studied the extent to which pruning strategies developed for 
inverted files in text retrieval can prove also successful in the context of image
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Figure 4.3: The indexing and retrieval mechanism.
retrieval [90]. Other useful considerations, for instance on the storage of the meta­
data or on parallélisation issues, are available in their work and in [9].
4,2 Region-based retrieval and cue detection
In this section, we describe how the framework can be used to perform both image 
retrieval based on a query representing a homogeneous texture region or an object, 
and cue detection. This demonstrates the flexibility of our framework.
Currently, we use the query by example paradigm; however, the example is not a 
whole image but an icon (an area of interest) selected by the user. The selected 
area is processed in the same way as the images stored in the database during 
the annotation phase: it is flltered with the bank of Gabor filters, the energy of
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filters at each pixel is calculated, normalised and smoothed. We deal with signal 
processing issues related to the use of windows by processing the image as a whole, 
but extracting codes from the query window only. Windowing effects are therefore 
only expected near the image borders and should not interfere with the query.
Once the query window is analysed, texture codes are extracted and only the codes 
present more than a fixed number of times are retained as characteristic of the 
texture. The threshold used to accept or reject a code is the same as the one chosen 
during annotation for consistency. The codes are then looked up in the annotation 
table. For each code extracted from the query and present in the table, we obtain 
a list of the annotated images of the database which contain that code. We can 
then intersect these lists and rank the images in the intersection before presenting 
them to the user as illustrated in Figure 4.3. The ranking is determined by the 
similarity between an area of the image and the query. Suitable measures, discussed 
in Section 4.3, can quantify this similarity.
The process of generating high-level annotation is challenging. However, this task 
can be simplified if one identifies visual cues which are usually associated with the
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high level concept. We can then build a system which first attempts to detect the 
cues, and then combines the evidence for the presence or absence of each cue into 
a high level decision on the presence or absence of the concept in a database im­
age/shot. For instance, one might want to annotate archives of sports sequences 
with information concerning the sport represented in each sequence. For this prob­
lem, cues could be grass, water, swim lanes, ball; by detecting any of these cues one 
is able to judge whether a sequence might be about football or swinuning. For other 
applications, cues may include faces or animal skins.
One can build a cue detector by identifying a training set of representative examples 
for that cue and extracting some features which are characteristic of that cue. A 
measurement can be computed between the features of the training set and the 
features of an input image. The statistics of this measurement when the cue is 
present and absent can be evaluated using a set of ground-truthed images. Using 
Bayes’ rule, one can determine the probability of the presence of a cue in a totally 
new image input to the detector. The problem of cue detection can be easily viewed 
fi'om the angle of image retrieval using our framework. The templates representing 
the cue can be stored in a database, which undergoes the indexing process we have 
described. The detection operation then consists in using the input image as a 
query, and retrieving the template which is most likely to appear in the image. The 
score of this template in the ranked list can be used as the measurement required 
to compute the probability of detection. Once the most likely template has been 
identified, further processing can take place: for instance, localising the template in 
the input image. The cue detection process viewed as a retrieval procedure using 
our framework is illustrated in Figure 4.4.
4.3 Similarity measures for texture code-based retrieval
The success of the retrieval or detection mechanism depends in a significant way on 
the measure which evaluates the closeness between the query and the items stored in 
the database. Because the query can be a region or an object, the retrieval measure 
should enable partial comparisons between the stored items and the query. To be of 
practical interest, the measure should ideally yield an ordering which is consistent 
with the user’s judgement. Nonetheless, a measure which acts at least as a powerful 
filter before more complex processing remains an appealing alternative.
In this section, we will first briefiy review some of the currents of thought in the 
research on the human perception of similarity, and the perception of texture. This
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review sheds light on the complexity of this issue, and therefore underlines the dif­
ficulty for a retrieval system developer to implement a retrieval mechanism which 
is consistent with human perception. We will then examine a few measures either 
developed ad hoc, inspired from the review, or modified versions of measures al­
ready existing in the pattern recognition literature. Given the duality of texture 
codes - quantised features or histogram bins - we have grouped these measures into 
two categories. Nonetheless, these measures all support partial comparisons. They 
compare the common elements between the query and the stored images only, so 
that retrieval consists mainly of table look-ups and lists traversals. The difference 
between them is the level of meta-data required to compute them. For some of them, 
I/O  operations can be kept to a strict minimum, which contributes to the efficiency 
of their computation.
4.3,1 The hum an perception  o f sim ilarity
In this section, our goal is to review some important theories on the perception of 
similarity. The interested reader is referred to [6] and [93] for further details.
From the psychological point of view, similarity is a central concept in a range of 
psychophysical tasks: our ability to successfully recognise objects, our ability to 
categorise, sort objects or events, our faculty to solve a problem or malce a de­
cision based on previous experiences, and the organisation of our memory are all 
intertwined and eventually depend upon our ability to make judgements on the re­
semblance between two objects, situations or events. Similarity can be defined in 
two subtly different ways: as “perceived similarity” and “judged similarity” . The 
two types of similarity are ordinally related, and it is also common to assume that 
this relation is deterministic.
According to a strong research trend whicli one could refer to as the MultiDimen- 
sional Scaling school of thought, perceived similarity is measured in a low dimension 
psychological space. Geometrical models assume that the space is endowed with 
metric properties, where distances such as the Minkowski metric can be used. How­
ever observations have driven the need for more complex models. For instance, 
different individuals may have different perceptual spaces; and if they do not, they 
may shift their attention to different aspects of a stimuli. To talce these possibilities 
into account, weights can be assigned to the axis of the space. In this school of 
thought, views also differ on the way in which stimuli are compared: the stimulus 
can be represented by a set of points or reduced to a single point in the space. In the 
former case, the similarity measure would involve the computation of the distances 
between all the possible pairs of points representing the two stimuli.
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A crucial twist was introduced when some researchers, including Amos Tversky, 
reported empirical evidence that perceived similarity could violate the metric axioms 
[144]. While some MDS-based models, in particular the weighted Euclidean model, 
could account for some of the evidence, a completely new theory was initiated by 
Tversky. His model known as the contrast model has become a major reference in 
the research on similarity. Tversky proposed the hypothesis that similarity was a 
feature-matching process. Features were principally understood as but not restricted 
to binary and nominal features. In a nutshell, the contrast model expresses the 
similarity between two stimuli as a measure of their common and distinct elements 
(constrained by a set of axioms):
S{a, b) = $ f {A n B ) - a f { A - B ) -  P f { B  -  A)  (4.2)
where S is a similarity function, a and b are two objects to compare, A and B are 
then' respective sets of features, and /  is a non-negative function. B, a,  are all 
positive parameters, and the choices of values for these parameters span a whole 
family of measures. Tversky gave examples where his theory would provide a good 
fit to experimental data.
Some researchers have attempted to unify theories of similarity and theories of recog­
nition. In particular, it is worth mentioning the general recognition theory of Ashby 
and Perrin [6], which relates to pattern recognition theory, and which considers 
stimuli as random variables associated with probability distributions. According to 
theu model, similarity is linked to the decision boundaries which can be established 
between these distributions, and to the amount of overlap between the distributions. 
Interestingly, they showed that under specific circumstances, overlap- and distance- 
based measures agree, and that their model provides a generalisation (not restricted 
to metric spaces) of geometrical models.
An important element in the perception of similarity is context. The researchers 
referenced here have attempted to take context into account, for instance, by in­
troducing weights applied to the features, or the space axis. In the case of Ashby 
and Perrin, the influence of context is reflected by the shift in decision boundaries 
arising as several distributions interact with one another.
An interesting conclusion of this review is that some theories view similarity as a 
measure of commonality between the objects to be compared. Many similarity mea­
sures in fact work by quantifying this commonality. The literature that we have 
surveyed was more aimed at theoretical experts than at engineering applications. 
One can in particular dispute some of the theoretical and experimental evidence 
exposed in the papers. This stresses the difficulty to meet the objective of design­
ing a retrieval system compatible with human perception. Few systems in fact are
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evaluated on this aspect (c.f. [69] for an example of a good study). Most systems 
rely on metric distances, partly for practical advantages. Nonetheless, the interest 
for non-metric distances in image retrieval applications, mainly justified by Tver­
sky’s work, has risen in the last few years: Santini [114, 116] explored Tversky’s 
contrast model in the context of texture retrieval. Jacobs et al. investigated con­
densation techniques for nearest neighbour image retrieval when the feature space is 
non-metric [56]. Whether justified by psychological experiments or not, non-metric 
distances can have a practical usefulness: distances such as the k-median are robust 
with respect to outliers and therefore employed for robust geometrical matching; 
the histogram intersection, non-metric when the histograms being compared do not 
share the same normalising factor, enables partial matching and appearance based 
object recognition; the Kullback-Leibler distance, also non-metric, is a well recog­
nised measure to compare two feature distributions.
4.3.2 U sing th e  codes as features
Codes can first be viewed as features. The measures described below can be asso­
ciated with the contrast model school of thought, the second measure being in fact 
“borrowed” from Tversky's work.
4.3.2.1 A simple mechanism
A basic scheme consists in imposing that a relevant image must contain all the codes 
extracted from the query. However, signal processing issues and variations of the 
appearance of textures and objects representing the same class or the same concept 
render this scheme impractical. We can rank images by the number of codes they 
share with the query. The higher the number of shared codes, the more confidence 
we have that the images are relevant. This approach can lead to a very fast retrieval. 
We note that such a scheme fits in with the model proposed by Tversky: in eq. 4.2 if 
we use: a  = P ~ 0  and use the cardinality operator as / ,  then we obtain the present 
scheme.
4.3.2.2 A mechanism involving weights
The previous scheme is simple and efficient. Yet it makes only use of the common 
features between the image and the query, so it does not rely on any further in­
formation pertaining to the relative importance of each feature in the query or the 
image. To exploit the latter into account, we have drawn on the work of Tversky.
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In experiments aimed at studying the relative impact of the common and distinctive 
featm'es between two objects a and b on the similarity, Tversky proposed measures 
which took into account the strength of the respective features of the objects (i.e. 
how many times human subjects had cited the features as characteristic of the ob­
jects) as well as the number of objects which shared each feature. In particular he 
proposed the following measure for the common elements of the feature sets A  and 
B:
=  (4.3)
Here, Xa f X i  is the proportion of subjects who associate feature x  to object a/b, x
being common to both a and b. Nx is the number of objects which share feature x.
We will follow Tversky’s notation, replacing a and 6 by g and i, which are respectively 
the query and an image or a frame stored in the database; Q and I  are the sets of 
codes associated with the query and the image or the frame respectively. In our 
case, the query and the image may not be of comparable sizes, and the image may 
contain many other regions/objects. So we should avoid taking the quantities Xi 
into account. In other words, the retrieval measure will be solely steered by the 
queiy. Our final retrieval measure is:
S { q , i ) ^ f i Q n l ) =  (4.4)
c o m m o n  - ^ ' X
where Xq is the fraction of times the common code x  appears in the query, Nx is the 
number of images sharing the code x. In this form, the measure takes very little time 
to compute. We can analyse it further as follows: a common code which appears a 
lai'ge fr action of times in the query while being characteristic of a very few images 
will have a significant impact on the measure S.  Conversely, if a code appears a 
very small fraction of times in the query and/or is shared by many images, it will 
not have any significant impact. Thus codes which are the most representative of 
the query contribute the most to the similarity measure. We note that this measure 
is independent of the query size, since we use the fraction of times and not the 
absolute number of times the codes appear. If images are added to the database, 
the similarity measure between the query and an image already seen will change 
only if the newly added images contain codes in common with the query.
An interesting point to note about the measure we have just described is its analogy 
to the measures employed to compare queries expressed as vectors in information 
retrieval. For such queries, each of the terms used to define the query defines a 
dimension; the components associated with each dimension can be a simple boolean 
value indicating the absence or presence of a term, or a weight reflecting the impor­
tance of the term in the query. A weight known as the t f  x idf factor is commonly
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used, where the “term frequency” t f  is the normalised frequency of occurrence of the 
term, and the “inverse document frequency” idf is inversely related to the number 
of documents in which the term appears. The similarity between two documents is 
evaluated with the dot product between the vectors which represent them.
4.3.3 U sing th e codes as h istogram  bins
Histogram comparison measures have been reviewed and evaluated in several works 
[134, 131, 107]. Stridcer has shown on the one hand that the L 1-norm had a higher 
discriminant power than the L2-norm. Rubner, on the other hand, has demonstrated 
the power of the Earth Mover’s Distance (EMD), in particular with signatures, 
although its computation can be quite intensive. The EMD is a powerful histogram 
comparison method: one of the histograms or signatures is considered as an earth 
provider; the other histogram or signature acts as an earth receiver. The EMD 
represents the minimum amount of work which needs to be done to move all the 
earth from the provider to the receiver. One interesting aspect of the EMD, is that, 
like the L2-norm, it can incorporate the notion of distance between the histogram 
bins. Contrary to the L2-norm however, for each bin in the first histogram, only 
bins in the other histogram which are close to this bin according to some ground 
distance, contribute significantly to the final distance. Another interesting aspect of 
the EMD is that unlike the Kullbadc-Leibler distance for instance, the EMD enables 
partial comparisons. Rubner has also voiced another criticism of the Kullback- 
Leibler distance: it is asymmetric (hence not metric) and sensitive to the histogram 
bin size. In our framework, the asymmetry is clearly not a problem, since it is 
in agreement with Tversky’s work. However it is essential for us to use measures 
which enable partial comparisons. So we first propose to modify the Kullback- 
Leibler distance so that it enables partial comparisons. We also review the histogram 
intersection measure which has proven effective in colour object recognition. These 
measures will be more linked to Ashby and Perrin’s work [6], and the notion of 
overlap between feature distributions, although our version of the Kullbadc-Leibler 
distance can also be interpreted from the view point of Tversky’s model.
4.3.3.1 A modified Kullback-Leibler distance
The purpose of the Kullbadc-Leibler distance is to assess the closeness between two 
probability density functions, or, using a theoretic information definition, to measure 
how inefficient on average it would be to code one histogram using the other as a
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code-book [107, 32]. The continuous form of this distance can be formulated as:
KL{p,p') = -  J  I n ^ ^ d æ .  (4.5)
Its discrete form is:
KLd{p,p') =  - Y 'p t l n ^ .  (4,6)
T  %
We can remark that from the viewpoint of Tversky’s theory, this measure presents 
interesting aspects. It is a measure of the common and distinct elements of the two 
distributions being compared and it is non-metric.
If we replace p by q, the probability distribution of the codes of a texture-based 
query Q, and p' by i, the probability distribution of the codes stored for an image 
I, we can use the Kullback-Leibler distance to define a similarity measure between 
Q and I.
To define a similarity measure between a query Q with a probability density function 
represented by a histogram q, and an unsegmented image I  with a probability density 
function represented by a histogram i, we develop equation 4.6 as follows:
KLd{q,i) = ^  In ç* -  g* In ifc (4.7)
k k
=  ^ % l n g ^  -  Z i  % h -  Y^Q k  log k  (4.8)k keSc keSd
where Sc is the set of codes present in the query and in the image (common codes), 
and Sd is the set of codes present in the query but absent in the image (distinctive 
codes). Thus the distance between the query q, and the image i, is a combination 
of the codes common to them as well as the codes present in the query but not in 
the image. However, the latter codes will force the distance to go to infinity since 
for these codes, logifc =  logO =  —oo. Furthermore, we would rather not exploit
the exact probability distribution of an unsegmented image. We can finally remark
that as the number of images stored in the database increases, each code has a 
greater chance of being unique to the query, or the category to which the query 
belongs; therefore the absence of a query code in the image becomes a more and 
more significant indication that the image is not relevant to the query. Intuitively 
this means that we are able to make better judgements of dissimilarity as we see 
more and more different images and objects because we have more information to 
base our judgement on. Our modified version of the Kullback-Leibler distance can 
take these comments into account. Given n  the number of codes present in image 
I, N  the total number of codes observed for the whole database, we introduce a
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modified version of the histogram associated with I  as:
where Sc is the set of common non-empty bins or equivalently the set of common 
codes between the image and the query, and 5^ is the set of bins non-empty in the 
query but empty in the image, or equivalently the set of codes present in the query 
but not in the image. This modified histogram reflects that we are not interested in 
the density of the histograms of the stored images but in the non-empty bins, and 
that we assign equal probability to these bins. It enables us to define the following 
measure of dissimilarity between an image and the query:
KLd{q, i) = Y  +  Inn Y  (7* +  In AT Y  (4.10)
k ke.Sc keSd
We see that the more images we store in the database, the greater the contribution 
of the absent features. Our measure based on the Kullback-Leibler also has the 
property that as n increases, the dissimilarity between the image and the query 
decreases, which is a desired effect: we prefer to rank first images with the same order 
of complexity (number of codes) as the query. If no code is common between the
query and a stored image, then the dissimilarity reaches a ceiling of X) Qk In qh+lnN.kIf on the other hand, all the codes present in the query are present in the image, the 
dissimilai'ity is floored by: ^  qk In qk + In n. Again, images with the same number of
 ^ . T .codes as the query are favoiued. One final remark is that because q is not a true 
histogram anymore, the dissimilarity measure is only an approximation to the true 
Kullback-Leibler measure (for instance KLd{p,q^) > 0 is not a valid assumption 
anymore).
We have also defined a weighted version of the modified Kullback-Leibler distance, 
so that codes which appear in many images and are therefore likely to be less repre­
sentative of a paiticular region or object, have a reduced influence on the similarity 
measure:
KLd}^{q,i) — Y  l^Qkl^Qk  +  ln?% Y  T r%  +  Y  (4-H)
k ^  keSc ^  keSd ^
where Nk is the number of images sharing the k-th code.
4.3.S.2 The histogram intersection
The histogram intersection, introduced by Swain and Ballard [136], was initially 
defined for colour-based object recognition. They demonstrated that objects could
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be detected and retrieved based on appearance as opposed to geometric features, 
and in the presence of a cluttered background, even without segmentation. Given 
two histograms h and q it can be expressed as:
The denominator normalises the measure. Swain [136] showed that if both his­
tograms are already normalised, the histogram intersection is equivalent to the Ll- 
norm. We note that the histogram intersection is a measure of the common bins 
between two histograms only, and again fits in the framework proposed by Tversky. 
The main attraction of the histogram intersection in our framework is that partial 
matches are supported by this measure when the histograms are not normalised. So 
compared to previous distances, we can use the information available for the stored 
images fully. This measure is also cheap to compute.
4.4 Evaluation and comparison of the similarity mea­
sures
In this section, after a brief introduction to the evaluation of retrieval systems, we 
evaluate the retrieval performance obtained with each of the introduced similarity 
measure, for different values of the annotation parameters. We use the Brodatz and 
VisTex collections as test sets, and the Euclidean distance and the Earth Mover’s 
distance [107] as benchmarks.
4.4.1 Test data and evaluation m ethod
Evaluating the performance of retrieval systems is a difficult task. One of the main 
reasons is that it is difficult to determine an objective ground truth. This can be 
circumvented by using standard data sets with fairly simple contents, for which a 
gi'ound tru th  can easily be established at the expense, however, of the generality of 
the results. In the case of the texture-based system, the Brodatz and the VisTex 
collections which mainly consist of homogeneous texture images, provide convenient 
test data. Databases of real images remain the best choice for a representative 
evaluation. However, there is generally a lack of standard real scene test sets with 
ground tru th  in the research community.
There are several measures and methods employed to evaluate the performance of 
retrieval systems depending on the type of query performed, and whether the user 
can interact with the system by providing feedback. The different types of possible 
queries include [34]:
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• target query: given a query, one expects a unique answer to this query;
• category query: given a query, there is a set of relevant images, which are 
characterised by a common concept;
• open ended browsing: a user has a vague idea of what he/she is looking for 
and interacts with the system to navigate through the database images in the 
most effective fashion.
In this evaluation, we focus on category queries and use precision versus recall curve 
to evaluate the different measures. This is one of the most common evaluation 
methods, despite some shortcomings, and is particularly useful for comparing several 
retrieval approaches with the same set of queries. For instance it was used in [20, 
107]. Let us first define the two terms precision and recall [9]. If we use the following 
notation: 7 is a set of retrieved images, is the set of relevant images in I, R  is the 
set of all the relevant images in the entire database, and ].| denotes the cardinality 
operator, then:
precision =  (4.13)
and,
recall = | ^ .  (4.14)
In other words, the precision gives us an indication of how many images we have 
to retrieve in order to see a given number of relevant images, and the recall tells 
us how many of all the relevant images we have seen. By plotting the precisions at 
standard recall marks: 0%, 10%, . . . ,  100%, we can gain a useful insight into the
performance of a retrieval system. A perfect system will achieve 100% precision at
all recall marks. In practice, recalls between the standard marks will be observed. 
The precisions at the standard marks can be interpolated using:
precisionlrecallj) — max precision{recall) (4.15)recallj <7'ecall<recallj+i
Once the precisions at standard recall marks are available, it is easy to average 
curves plotted for several queries and obtain a representative picture of the system’s 
performance.
4.4.2 R etrieval experim ents w ith  th e B rodatz collection
We have first exploited the Brodatz collection in order to evaluate the retrieval 
performance of our framework. The collection contains images of homogeneous 
textures only; the images were taken more for artistic than research purposes, as
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opposed to the VisTex collection produced by the MIT. In particular, the textures 
are not part of real outdoor scenes. Nonetheless, the collection has been widely 
used for image retrieval evaluation [69, 71, 107], and therefore constitutes a good 
standard. One of the main advantages of this collection is that we can define an 
objective ground tru th  for the test set: each image can be divided into subimages, 
and we can search for all but one the subimages using the remaining one as a query. 
This is a harsh evaluation process since it is based on the criterion of exact matching; 
in practice, users look for exact matches as well as items which can be relevant by 
theh’ similarity to the query.
So, we have used 111 texture images from the collection. We have divided each image 
into 16 (128 X 128) subimages. For each texture, we have used the first subimage as 
a query. In order to study the influence of the various parameters which contribute 
to the definition of the framework, we have performed retrieval experiments testing 
all the retrieval measures we have described:
• the standard and compressed (based on neighbourhoods) versions of the an­
notation process introduced in Section 4.1.
• different values of the uniform quantisation step 5, from coarser to finer: 2.0, 
1.0, 0.5.
• different values of the texture codes rejection threshold T: 0, 6, 20, 50 for 
the non-compressed annotation, 0 and 2 for the compressed ones. When com­
pression is used the rejection threshold represents the minimum number of 
neighbourhoods in which a code has to be present in order to be registered in 
the annotation table.
For comparison, we have performed the experiments with two other approaches. 
In the first one, we have used the Euclidean distance between the means of the 
feature vectors extracted from the texture subimages. The second approach is the 
approach proposed by Rubner [107] based on texture signatures and using the Earth 
Mover’s distance to compare the signatures. Signatures are defined by clusters in 
a feature space. A signature S defined by K  clusters can be formally described by 
S  =  6 [1, AT], where mjt is the mean of the k-th cluster, and Wk is the
fr action of pixels associated with this cluster. We have computed texture signatures 
based on oui' texture features, using an implementation of the K-Means algorithm 
available in the C+-f library AMMA^, available from the CVSSP at the University 
of Surrey. Inspired by Rubner’s PhD thesis [107], we have computed signatures
^Soon to be licensed under the name of RAVL and available at http://ravl.sourceforge.net/
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T = 0
T =  20
T =  6
T = 50
Figure 4.5: Retrieval experiments using the Brodatz collection: no compression, 
5  = 2.0, and different thresholds.
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Figure 4.6: Retrieval experiments using the Brodatz collection: no compression, 
5  =  1.0, and different thresholds.
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Figure 4.7: Retrieval experiments using the Brodatz collection: no compression, 
S = 0.5, and different thresholds.
T =  0 T =  2
Figure 4.8: Retrieval experiments using the Brodatz collection: with compression 
( ( 3x3)  neighbourhoods), S = 2.0, and different thresholds.
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T =  0 T  = 2
Figure 4.9: Retrieval experiments using the Brodatz collection: with compression 
( ( 3x3)  neighbourhoods), S = 1.0, and different thresholds.
T =  0 T =  2
Figure 4.10: Retrieval experiments using the Brodatz collection: with compression 
( ( 3x3)  neighbourhoods), S  =  0.5, T  =  2.
with 8 clusters. We have used the implementation made available by Rubner^ for 
the EMD, using the L 1-norm as a ground distance. Following Rubner’s PhD thesis, 
the ground distance was saturated to limit the influence of features remote from a 
cluster on the final value of the EMD. The saturation operation can be described 
by the following modification of the original ground distance d:
where a  controls the amount of saturation achieved. We used a  =
(4.16) 
, where 0 is
the zero vector, and a  is the vector of standard deviations of the feature components 
calculated over the entire database.
We have plotted the average precision versus recall curves for each set of parameters 
in order to gain insight into the retrieval performance of the framework. The results 
h^ ttp ://robotics.stanfoid .edu/~rubner/
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are shown in Figures 4.5 to 4.10.
4.4.3 R etrieval experim ents w ith  th e  V isTex collection
We have obtained further results with a test set extracted from the VisTex collection. 
This collection produced by the MIT contains homogeneous and non-homogeneous 
texture images. The textures are both part of real and controlled scenes, and some­
times appear under varying illumination conditions. The purpose of the collection 
is to provide a test suite for research on texture modelling that is freely available. It 
has also been exploited for experimenting with retrieval systems [84, 116]. Defining 
a ground tru th  for this collection remains a reasonably easy task.
We have constructed a test set from 226 of the texture images available. We have 
divided each image into 4 (128 x 128) subimages. We have chosen 36 subimages 
extracted from different images as queries and applied the exact matching criterion 
in order to verify the results obtained with the Brodatz set. For each set of queries 
we have compared the same set of parameters as those introduced in the previous 
section. The queries are shown in Figures 4.11 and 4.16. Again we have plotted 
the average precision versus recall curves for each set of queries and each set of 
parameters. We were not able to produce results for the parameters 5  =  0.5, T  =  0, 
with no compression, as the annotation table became too big to fit in the main 
memory.
4.4.4 A nalysis o f th e results
We shall analyse the results obtained for each database separately by concentrating 
on one quantisation level at a time and making observations on the other algorithmic 
parameters as well as the similarity measures.
4.4.4.1 Brodatz collection
With a quantisation step of 2, the effect of the rejection threshold is not significant 
except for the similarity measure based on the number of common codes. The 
performance of this measure seems indeed enhanced by the application of higher and 
higher thresholds. However, a threshold of 50 leads to a degradation of performance 
for all the measures. The compression strategy does not have a significant impact 
either. Again the performance of the similarity measure based on the number of 
common codes seems to be enhanced by this process. This indicates that both the 
threshold rejection and the compression strategy prune out spurious codes which
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T =  6T =  0
T =  20 T =  50
Figure 4.11: Retrieval experiments using the VisTex collection: no compression, 
S = 2.0, and different thresholds.
T =  0
T =  20 T =  50
Figure 4.12: Retrieval experiments using the VisTex collection: no compression, 
S  = 1.0, and different thresholds.
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T  = 6 T =  20
T = 50
Figure 4.13: Retrieval experiments using the VisTex collection: no compression, 
S  = 0.5, and different thresholds.
T =  0 T =  2
Figure 4.14: Retrieval experiments using the VisTex collection: with compression 
((3 X 3) neighbourhoods), S  =  2.0, and different thresholds.
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T =  0
Figure 4.15: Retrieval experiments using the VisTex collection: with compression 
( ( 3x3)  neighbourhoods), S  = 1.0, and diflferent thresholds.
 Tnwimy
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T =  0 T =  2
Figure 4.16: Retrieval experiments using the VisTex collection: with compression 
((3 X  3) neighbourhoods), S  =  0.5, T =  2.
hamper the retrieval performance. Overall, the best performance is observed for the 
histogram intersection and the modified Kullback-Leibler distance, with the latter 
performing slightly better than the first. This result is interesting because these 
measures are quite diflFerent. In particular, the histogram compares the statistics of 
both the query and the stored items, while the modified Kullback-Leibler only needs 
to know the statistics of the query and the number of codes in each of the stored 
items. Using either distance within om' framework results in a retrieval performance 
much better than using the centroid of the texture images and the Euclidean distance 
to compare them, and close to the performance obtained with the approach based 
on signatures and the EMD. As we have seen, the behaviour of the measure based 
on the number of common codes varies as one varies the algorithmic parameters: 
it goes from being much worse to being better than the Euclidean distance. Again 
we note that both methods are quite diflferent so this is also an interesting result.
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The method based on Tversky’s work and the weighted Kullback-Leibler distance 
perform least well but their performance is relatively stable with respect to changes 
in the algorithmic parameters. The weighted Kullback-Leibler distance performs 
better than Tversky’s measure but not as well as the non-weighted Kullback-Leibler 
distance. It seems therefore that at this level of quantisation, taking into account 
the number of images which share the codes into the similarity measure is not 
particularly beneficial to the retrieval performance.
With a quantisation step of 1, the rejection threshold has got a much more significant 
effect. Not only does it radically affect the performance when it exceeds 20, but it 
also modifies the relative performance of the different measures. The compression 
strategy slightly degrades the performance when the rejection threshold is 0, but 
significant losses in performance are observed when the threshold is raised to 2. The 
striking result of the experiments at this quantisation step is the superiority of the 
measure based on the number of common codes with a rejection threshold of 0, and 
with or without compression. Its retrieval performance exceeds or is comparable to 
that of the EMD for the two lowest rejection thresholds. This a noteworthy result, 
since this measure is the simplest, and does not take statistical information into 
account. We also note that the retrieval performance of all our measures is boosted 
at this quantisation level. In particular, the “Tversky measure” and the weighted 
Kullback-Leibler distance perform really well. This entails that with a more finely 
tessellated space, it becomes important to distinguish the codes which appear in 
many images from the codes which appear in few images, since the latter will tend 
to be more discriminatory.
With a quantisation step of 0.5, the effect of the rejection threshold is major; even 
at a low value of 6, it significantly decreases the retrieval performance. Similarly, 
the effect of the compression strategy is more noticeable. We note that the quanti­
sation step becomes so fine that the measures all perform similarly badly for some of 
the algorithmic parameters. W hat is interesting to note is tha t the relative perfor­
mance of the different distances is reversed compared to the largest quantisation step: 
the number of common codes measure performs best, while the modified Kullback- 
Leibler performs worst. We note that again, the weighted Kullback-Leibler distance 
performs better than the “Tversky measure” . This may imply that entropy, which is 
the concept central to the Kullback-Leibler distance, is a more powerful discriminant 
than the probability of occurrence, which is at the heart of the “Tversky measure”.
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4.4.4.2 VisTex collection
Overall, we observe a much lower performance of our measures relative to the bench­
marks. Our interpretation of this result is that the VisTex queries we have used are 
mostly non deterministic and are less homogeneous than the textures in the Brodatz 
collection; this type of texture is not as well characterised by a single query using 
our texture representation. Nonetheless, the relative performance of the distances 
is similar to that observed with the Brodatz database.
We note that for a quantisation step of 2, the effect of the rejection threshold is not 
too significant until it reaches the value of 50, as with the Brodatz collection. The 
rejection threshold can improve the performance of the number of common codes 
here also. W ithout compression, the histogram intersection performs better than 
the Kullback-Leibler distance; however, with compression, the situation is reversed. 
This entails that the compression strategy has a positive effect on the modified 
Kullback-Leibler distance when undeterministic textures are compared.
With a quantisation step of 1, the best results aie obtained without any rejection 
threshold. The compression strategy also tends to worsen the performance, quite 
noticeably when the rejection threshold is applied. Yet again though, the most 
important result is the confirmation that the number of common codes performs 
the best without rejection threshold, and with or without compression. Here the 
histogram intersection performs the worst. The modified Kullbadc-Leibler distance 
and the “Tversky measure” can outperform the EMD at high recalls. Interestingly, 
the weighted Kullback-Leibler distance yields the most stable performance with 
respect to variations in the rejection threshold.
W ith a quantisation step of 0.5, the overall performance is equally poor for all our 
measures, especially when a rejection threshold is applied. This bad performance 
may be explained by a greater lack of commonality with such a fine quantisation and 
with thresholding. Nonetheless, the effect of the compression strategy is beneficial. 
By contrast to the rejection threshold, it brings out the locally most important codes. 
The number of common codes measure appears to yield the better performance.
4.4.5 D iscussion
We can summarise our analysis with the following points:
1. The finest quantisation does not lead to better results. On the contrary, it 
seems to degrade it.
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2. Overall, the performance degrades with an increasing rejection threshold. In 
particular, if this threshold remains below 20, the level of degradation remains 
acceptable.
3. Our similarity measures have exhibited good to superior performance relative 
to our benchmarks. Algorithmic parameters tend to influence this relative 
performance. Striking results were obtained consistently for both our test sets 
with a quantisation step of 1.
4. The compression process can in some cases enhance the performance, but in 
the remaining cases, it will only slightly degrade the performance.
The first point could be expected: if the codes are too fine, the chance that they 
are shared by similar texture subimages is reduced. Therefore, the measures will 
perform less well. In the absence of the evaluation of cross-bin similarities, the same 
interpretation is valid for the histogram similarity measures.
The second point and the fourth points are useful, since the storage space available 
may not be sufficient to keep records of all the codes present in the images. Also, 
considering all the codes present in a query means a longer search time. Points 2. 
and 4. indicate that some efficiency can be gained and tha t this gain can remain com­
patible with acceptable levels of performance. Furthermore, we found interesting the 
positive effects of thresholding and compression observed with the number of com­
mon codes measure and the modified Kullback-Leibler distance for the VisTex set. 
Non deterministic textures will tend to have large number codes (which can be un­
derstood if one considers their Fourier spectra), and therefore higher entropies than 
their deterministic, periodic counterparts. We note that the compression strategy 
in effect extracts the locally most frequent codes, making the texture representation 
more compact. The BMD-based and Euclidean distance-based comparisons also rely 
on compact representations. It seems that for non deterministic textures, schemes 
which decrease the entropy and increase the compactness of the representations are 
more powerful.
As reminded by point 3, we have found that our “query-centric” measures could 
perform extremely well, indicating that a good performance can be obtained even 
if only th e  s ta tis tic s  of th e  q u ery  codes a re  ta k e n  in to  accoun t, an d  little  
is know n ab o u t tho se  o f th e  s to red  im ages. The first striking result is the 
consistently superior performance achieved by the number of common codes and 
the modified Kullback-Leibler for a quantisation step of 1. This is a useful result 
given the fast computation of the number of common codes. The trade-off is ob­
viously a heavier annotation table. This result led us to consider the commonality
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between our work and the Wold decomposition of Liu and Picard [69]: in effect, our 
representation is re-interpretation of the Fourier spectrum of the textures, like their 
representation. We wonder to what extent our approach is performing something 
similar to theirs when the number of common codes measure is used. For a quanti­
sation step of 1, we have also observed a high performance for our other measures, 
although less high than for the number of common codes, implying that statistical 
information becomes superfluous at this quantisation level. While Tversky’s measure 
is the fastest of our statistics based measures, its performance degraded significantly 
with thresholding and compression, unlike the weighted modified Kullback-Leibler 
measure. The later is therefore preferable if storage space is an issue. For a larger 
quantisation step, we have observed a consistently better performance of the mod­
ified Kullbadc-Leibler distance and the histogram intersection with respect to our 
other measures. As we have noted in our analysis, the closeness of their performance 
is interesting because they are quite different in nature. The histogram intersection 
is also somewhat faster to compute but requires more information to be stored. 
Given that coarse quantisation steps tend to entail longer lists of images to rank, 
the histogram intersection may still be preferred.
Effectively, our evaluation has implicitly compared the three theoretical trends we 
have reviewed in the first part of Section 4.3, from the point of view of retrieval, 
and in a quantitative way. Prom this perspective, one clear point shown by our 
evaluation is that the metricity of the similarity measure is not crucial. It would be 
interesting to perform some qualitative experiments involving human subjects to in­
vestigate how they would view the ordering yielded by the different measures. This 
would shed further light on the merits of each trend. W hat we can say at this point 
is that our representation and our measures are able to make the distinction between 
random versus deterministic textures, coarse/ granular versus fine/non-granular tex­
tures, oriented versus non-oriented textures. These are some of the axes of the 
perception of textures which have been empirically discovered by Rao et al. [69].
4.5 Complexity
To assess the framework from the point of view of efficiency, we need to look at 
the complexity of the annotation mechanism and the complexity of the retrieval 
mechanism.
For an image of size (N  x M) and K  filters, the filtering mechanism is dominated 
by the FFT and inverse FFT ’s which are required, and has thus a complexity of 
0 { K M N  log MN) .  This in fact is the most intensive process in the annotation 
mechanism. In principle, the normalisation has a complexity of O( KMN ) ,  while
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the complexity of the linear averaging is O i ^ K M N ) ,  where W  is the size of the 
averaging window. The implementation we have used for the linear averaging, a 
class from the AMMA library, uses run length, yielding a complexity of 0 { MN) .  In 
the absence of compression, the abstraction mechanism relies on a simple uniform 
quantisation and has again a complexity of 0 { K M N ) .  The compression strategy 
slightly increases the number of operations performed: the complexity is 0 { ( K  +  
9)MN).  The annotation process is therefore quite efficient. This contrasts with 
conventional region-based or signature-based approaches which require segmentation 
and clustering respectively, to be performed before or as part of the annotation 
process. We note that our annotation mechanism is amenable to parallélisation. We 
can also envisage that it could be implemented on hardware.
The retrieval task can also be performed efficiently thanks to the structure of the 
annotation table. For a query consisting of C  codes, the retrieval operation first 
consists of C  table look-ups to retrieve candidate image lists. The lists are then 
traversed and the scores of the candidate images updated. Each look-up is performed 
in a constant access time T  independent of the database size. The time required 
to traverse the C  image lists retrieved to compute and update the score for each 
retrieved image depends on the number of images in each list; this itself is a factor 
of the size of the database and the parameters chosen to derive the annotations 
(e.g. quantisation step). Overall, the retrieval complexity is 0{CL),  where L  is the 
average size of the lists associated with each code.
The computation of the scores is simple and efficient (a simple increment) in the 
case of the number of common codes, but requires more operations for the other 
distances we have described. We notice nonetheless that our similarity measures 
are all “query-centric” , that is they are heavily influenced, if not mainly influenced, 
by the statistics of the query. We can therefore improve the efficiency further if 
we rank the query codes by the descending order of frequency of occurrences, and 
only evaluate the measures for images associated with the most frequent codes. 
The omitted contribution of the codes which are left out to the final scores of the 
retrieved images should not be significant, and the images left out should not have 
higher scores than those retrieved already.
Finally, sorting the retrieved images once the scores are available has the complexity 
H  log H,  where H is the total number of images (hits) retrieved.
We now analyse the evolution of the annotation table with the number of processed 
images. This analysis is important from the point of view of the storage requirement, 
and the complexity of the retrieval task. In particular, the framework will be im­
practical if the number of codes or the number of images per code grow linearly with
111the number of images in the database. The textme space will yield 12 Q cells once
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Figure 4.17: (a) Comparison of the average number of images per code obtained 
with different quantisation steps and with or without compression, (b)Comparison 
of the total number of codes obtained with different quantisation steps and with or 
without compression.
quantised with a quantisation step of Q; for a fine Q, the number of possible codes 
becomes overwhelmingly large. Nonetheless, we can intuitively expect that the space 
will not be occupied in its entireness. In order to gain insight into this issue, we 
have constructed annotation tables for a set of 3723 images; the set comprised 1892 
subimages extracted from the Washington database  ^ and 1831 key-firames extracted 
from sports sequences. The content of the set was therefore varied. The images of 
the two sets were of similar sizes (around (300 x 200)). We show in Figures 4.17(a) 
and 4.17(b) the total number of codes in the annotation tables and the average num­
ber of images per code, versus the number of database images processed. We have 
considered quantisation steps of 2.0 and 1.0, to check the effect of a finer step on 
the annotation table. We have also compared the tables obtained with and without 
the compression strategy. We have not applied any rejection threshold, to make the 
analysis a “worst case analysis”. We note that the results will be different in terms 
of exact values if the image size is different; nonetheless, the aspect of the curves 
should remain the same.
The results demonstrate that the rate of growth of the number of codes gradually 
decreases with the number of processed images. The progression of the number 
of codes has in fact a logarithmic aspect; it almost seems to reach a saturation 
limit with the number of processed images, whatever the quantisation step used. 
This supports our intuitive expectation that the texture space will not be fully
*C.f.: http://wwTv.cs.washington.edu/research/im agedatabase/groundtruth/
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Figure 4.18: Results of fitting logarithmic and power-law functions to the data in 
Figure 4.17(a)
occupied. We note that the saturation behaviour is obtained faster with a greater 
quantisation step. This could also be expected: a finer tessellation means a greater 
number of possible cells to record. However the texture space being the same, a 
finer quantisation does not alter the actual amount of space which is occupied, so a 
limit is also reached eventually. To verify this saturation behaviour more rigorously, 
we fitted two types of function to our data: a logarithmic function, of the form 
a log(6z) 4- c, and a power-law function of the form: ax^ -t- c. The results of the fits 
our shown in Figure 4.18.
Good fits are obtained with both types of function, although the logarithmic fit seems 
better. Having obtained these fits, we can foresee how the number of codes will scale 
with much larger databases. This is shown in Figure 4.20(a) for the logarithmic fit.
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Figure 4.19; Results of fitting logarithmic and power-law functions to the data in 
Figure 4.17(b).
The results show that halving the quantisation step increases the number of codes 
in the annotation table by a factor of 100. However the number of entries per code 
is reduced by a factor of 10. So long as the number of codes grows at a reasonably 
high pace, the number of image entries per code will grow slowly; however, when 
the increase in the number of codes starts slowing down, the number of images per 
code will increase more sharply. Since not all the codes are associated with all the 
images, this increase should either remain sub-linear, or linear with a gradient much 
less than 1. Again, we tried to fit the data shown in Figure 4.17(b) with logarithmic 
and power-law functions. The results are shown in Figure 4.19. The power-law 
form provided the best fit. Using this fit, we can make predictions on the number 
of images per code for a larger number of images - c.f. Figure 4.20(b). On the one 
hand, we see that a coarse quantisation will result in a high number of images per 
code, which can slow down the retrieval process. However, the annotation table
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Figure 4.20: (a) Logarithmic extrapolation of the number of codes vs. the number of 
processed images, up to 1000000 images, (b) Power-law extrapolation of the number 
of images per codes vs. the number of processed images, up to 1000000 images.
is expected to be lighter, leaving more open the possibility of it fitting in mmn 
memory. Also, with a coarse quantisation, the query will be represented by fewer 
codes, so fewer look-ups. If a multi processor meichine is available, the retrieval 
process can be parallelised, and the lengthy lists can be processed much faster. On 
the other hand, a fine quantisation leads to a smaller number of images per code, at 
the expense of a greater number of codes, both in the annotation table, and in the 
query representation.
Finally the curves indicate that compression does indeed reduce the total number 
of codes in the annotation tables, as well as the number of images per code. The 
rejection threshold will have similar effects.
4.6 Conclusions
We have presented a framework which relies on the tessellation of a texture space 
derived firom Gabor filter outputs. By using inverted indices, stored in hash table, we 
can meet the objective of eflSciency, paramount in image retrieval; more specifically 
the retrieval can be achieved with a complexity less than linear with the number of 
images in the database.
As a background research, we have presented different theories on the human percep­
tion of similarity, and underlined the difficulty to simulate this perception. There­
fore, a realistic target for a system is the compatibility with the human perception.
We have explored a few similarity measures with which images in a database can
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be compared to a query and ranked by the descending order of similarity. The 
measures differ in complexity and in the amount of information about the database 
entries they required to yield an ordering. They can all support partial comparisons, 
and be qualified as “query-centric” , given that they mainly rely on the information 
extracted from the query. Furthermore, these measures can be computed efficiently. 
We have evaluated these measures with retrieval experiments involving two collec­
tions of homogeneous textures. We have found that they can yield a good retrieval 
performance, and, with certain algorithmic parameters, even outperform a state-of- 
the-art benchmark.
Finally, we have analysed the space and computational complexity of our framework. 
This sheds light on the trade-offs between space and time efficiency on the one hand, 
and space efficiency and retrieval performance on the other. Indeed, while we have 
found that our measures performed best for a quantisation step of 1, this step will 
require a large number of code entries in the annotation tables. This number is 
of a factor of 10 higher than the number of entries expected for a coarser step of 
2. Nonetheless, using a step of 1, we expect a shorter retrieval time since the lists 
associated with the code entries for this step are expected to be a factor of 10 shorter 
than the lists yielded by the quantisation step of 2.
So, at the end of this chapter, we have outlined a firamework for texture-based an­
notation and retrieval. We can understand the trade-offs imposed by the choice of 
framework parameters, and can make reconnnendations on combinations of algo­
rithmic parameters and measures to achieve different trade-offs.
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Chapter 5
Refining th e framework
In the previous chapters, we have presented a framework for texture-based annota­
tion and retrieval. We have in particular focused on defining descriptors, a storage 
and retrieval mechanism, and on investigating suitable similarity measures to com­
pare a query to the database items. W hat we can note about our framework so far 
is that;
• we have considered measures which do not talce into account the spatial rela­
tionships between the descriptors,
• the similarity measures do not offer the possibility of matching a code in the 
query to a code which is “close” to it in the texture space, in contrast to 
“cross-bin” similarity measures such as the quadratic distance or the EMD,
• the system cannot show a user the areas of the retrieved images which are 
relevant to the query, thus hampering a constructive interaction,
• a user has no means to give feedback on the relevance of the results to the 
system.
In this chapter, we present research aimed at addressing these issues. In partic­
ular, we investigate two extensions which would reshape the framework overview 
presented in Chapter 4, into the diagram shown in Figure 5.1. The first extension 
is a localisation module. We compare two different implementations of this module: 
the histogram back-projection and a strategy based on pairwise pixel compar isons 
between the query and an image window. One peculiarity of the second strategy in­
spired by the work of Ratan et al. [102] is to invoke dynamic programming to match 
template and image features in order to tolerate some distortion and occlusion. 
We show that this strategy leads to better localisation results than the histogram
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Figure 5.1: The refined framework. Refinements are enclosed in the green box.
intersection, and that a coarse-to-fine approach can make this strategy computa­
tionally advantageous. The second extension is a relevance feedback mechanism. 
We study the behaviour of a query refinement mechanism frequently used in the 
literature with the similarity measures we have described in the previous chapter, 
and show the improved retrieval performance which can be observed after two iter­
ations. Nonetheless, given the limitations of this mechanism, we also investigate a
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feedback mechanism based on the nearest neighbour rule. We thereby show that the 
most significant improvement in performance will be obtained if one first obtains 
the initial retrieval results with the modified Kullback-Leibler distance, and then 
uses the nearest neighbour-based mechanism with the histogram intersection during 
relevance feedback. So we demonstrate that the two relevance feedback mechanisms 
are potentially useful when used with the similarity measures we have proposed. 
Nearest-neighbour algorithms tend to be computationally expensive. We investi­
gate two condensation methods proposed recently by Jacobs et al. [56] to reduce 
the number of neighbours to be considered. One of these methods was specifically 
designed for non-metric measures, so should be more appropriate for our similarity 
measures. Our experiments show however that little difference is observed between 
the two algorithms for the modified Kullbaclc-Leibler distance and the histogram 
intersection.
We focus on the query localisation module in Section 5.1. We first discuss the 
relative merits of different localisation strategies, giving reasons for preferring direct 
texture template matching. We then evaluate the two selected algorithms. We 
devote Section 5.2 to relevance feedback. After an introduction to the concept of 
relevance feedbaclc, we present the approaches investigated in this section, and our 
experiments. We conclude this chapter with a discussion.
5.1 Query localisation
5.1.1 A lternative localisation  strategies.
As we have already mentioned, image segmentation is a challenging task prone to 
errors. We therefore argue that it is more sensible to detect the query region a pos­
teriori rather than try to guess what and where it might be a priori. We can extract 
a texture template from the query image to localise the matching areas in candi­
date database images. One of the advantages of using a texture template lies in the 
fact that such a template retains structural information that describes both texture 
and object classes, while discarding intensity information, more relevant to specific 
instances of texture and object classes. Texture representation and recognition is 
traditionally kept separate from object recognition. However, in our framework, the 
template can represent anything, from a homogeneous texture region, to a complex 
object. It is possible to encompass this wide range of templates under one scheme 
because of the type of texture features we use: Gabor filters detect edges and bars 
so our texture features can be used for object representation as well as texture rep­
resentation. In our framework, illumination variations between the template and a
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relevant area in an image should not pose a problem because of our texture features; 
nonetheless, the matching process will have to be able tolerate some distortions of 
the original template and feature mismatches, perhaps resulting from occlusion.
Template matching typically consists in sliding a template to different positions in an 
image, and computing a matching score or confidence at each position, eventually 
retaining the position with the highest score or confidence. A potential problem 
with template matching is its high complexity if the sliding is exhaustive and all 
the pixels in the templates are compared to pixels in the image. More specifically, 
the complexity is 0{œyXY) ,  where x , y  are the dimensions of the templates, and 
X,  Y  are the dimensions of the image in which the template is sought. However, 
efficiency can be regained with various techniques. For instance, compact statistics 
for the template can be computed and compared to the statistics of different image 
windows. Subsampling can be used to reduce the number of positions that need to 
be probed.
An efficient template localisation algorithm which is appropriate for our framework 
is the histogram back-projection, described by Swain and Ballard in [136]. Refining 
then work on colour-based object recognition, this algorithm first computes a ratio 
histogram R  from a model histogram M representing an object, and a histogram 
I  representing the image in which the object must be localised. R  is obtained as 
follows:
R i = ! ^ , V i e [ l , N ] ,  (5.1)
where N  is the number of bins in M  and I.  Each pixel in the image is associated 
with the bin of the ratio histogram corresponding to the bin in which its colour falls. 
Therefore each pixel is effectively associated with a value reflecting the likelihood 
that it belongs to an area matching the model. To compute the total likelihood that 
the model is present at a given location, a binary mask of the size of the object is 
convolved with the image. A blurring filter can optionally be applied to remove noise 
[127]. Peaks in the original or the smoothed output are returned as the locations 
of the model in the image. The ratio histogram only needs to be computed once 
for each image, and the approach is computationally advantageous since it relies on 
simple ID additions. Subsampling can be used to enhance the efficiency further. 
However, this approach has several potential shortcomings. First, as pointed at by 
Smith [127], the method compares only the same bins in the model and image his­
tograms. Smith proposed a few variations of the algorithm, in particular the use 
of the quadratic distance between the bins of the model and image histograms, to 
remedy this problem. Still, like other approaches based on first order statistics, the 
back-projection algorithm does not enforce any spatial constraints between individ­
ual pixels, and is likely to return false positives. This was noted by Jing Huang in
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her framework based on the “colour correlogram”, an extension of the histogram 
which aims at encoding the local colour structure [49]. Huang also remarked that 
the histogram back-projection favoured colours dominant in the model histogram 
but not too frequent in the image; this affects the quality of the results in certain 
cases. Because the colour-correlogram encodes spatial relationships, she could pre­
serve the structure of the badc-projection algorithm and add a simple correction 
factor to improve on it. In our case, the texture codes encode the local structure so 
the shortcoming of the histogram back-projection approach may not be as significant 
as it is for colour. Still, to avoid it completely, a more robust and perhaps preferable 
approach is a matching technique based on the direct pairwise comparison of the 
codes associated with pixels in the template and the image, as opposed to a statis­
tical approach. Direct matching can also be preferable to statistical matching for 
the following reasons: the query area may not provide enough information to derive 
useful statistics; it is difficult to choose a statistical model that will be suitable for 
the query at hand before this query is formulated.
5.1.2 A lgorithm ic details o f th e m atching approach based on direct 
pairwise com parisons.
In this section, we discuss a simple adaptation of the work of Ratan et al. [102], who 
introduced a fiexible method to perform intensity-based template matching. Before 
examining the specific details of the strategy, the reader is invited to look at the 
schematic overview in Figure 5.2. In order to localise the query in an image, we fust 
construct texture code maps or “code images^'' for both the query and the image. The 
code images for the database images can be built during the off-line annotation phase 
and stored as part of the meta-data. The codes need not be derived using the same 
quantisation step as the step used for the annotation table: the step may need to be 
finer, because we are establishing pairwise pixel comparisons, and the accuracy of 
this comparison will influence the detection results. Also, the compression strategy 
we described in the previous chapter can be used to construct more compact images: 
by storing one pixel in the compressed feature map for each (3 x 3) non-overlapping 
neighbourhood in the original one, we make significant storage savings. We shall 
see in the next section that the reduction in pixels does not impair significantly the 
quality of the localisation and detection.
As illustrated in Figure 5.2, we follow the idea of viewing the texture template 
matching as a sequence of ID matching operations. Following the lead of Ratan et 
al. [102], we use dynamic programming to compute the matching score between a
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Figure 5.2: Overview of our query localisation module.
For each admissible position of the top left comer of the template in the candidate 
code image:
For each column C in the template and probed column C  in the candidate image:
-  for each new pixel m in the template column,
* find the pixels n satisfying the constraints in the image column
* calculate the partial column matching score up to pixel m and for each n
as:score(m.n) = min( score(m-l,n-l) + cost(C(m),C’(n)), 
score (m-l,n) + mismatch-cost, 
score(m,n-l) mismatch-cost )
* store the computation in the dynamic programming table
-  add the final optimal path score to the overall template matching score at the
current template position.
Figure 5.3: Steps of the column matching algorithm.
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column of the template and a column of the candidate image. While in their work 
the matching is performed in the intensity domain, in our case the columns are 
sequences of texture codes. Dynamic programming is typically useful for optimisa­
tion problems, and has been exploited in a number of pixel-based stereo matching 
algorithms. In stereo applications, it is exploited to determine the best sequence 
of correspondences between lines in the left and right images. In Ratan et al.’s 
work, it is used to account for significant changes in appearance due to geometric 
transformations; in particular, their algorithm aims at dealing with some 2D aflîne 
warps such as x,y translations, x,y scale and some types of shear. In order to meet 
this objective, their algorithm first uses dynamic programming to find the longest 
common subsequence between each template column and image columns longer than 
the template column. For each template column, several image columns are probed. 
Dynamic programming is used a second time to determine the best sequence of col­
umn matches. In the context of the application of on-line image retrieval, we were 
concerned that the computational requirements of their algorithm would become 
a major obstacle once applied to multidimensional texture features. Nonetheless, 
their idea is powerful: it provides a means to match a template feature and an im­
age feature which are at slightly different positions within a window due to a change 
in appearance. So, in the first instance, we opted for a “light” version of their al­
gorithm, where the probed image coluimi and the template column are of the same 
size. The full translation and optimisation of their work constitute an interesting 
avenue for future work.
Figure 5.3 summarises the steps of dynamic programming-based matching, inspired 
by [33]; it is more basic than Ratan’s algorithm but requires less book-keeping. We 
see that several components define the algorithm. A cost function is required to 
compare the columns. We use the LI norm, because it can be computed efiiciently:
12
c(pt,Pc) = ^  1<5(0 -  Q'(^)l, (5.2)i=l
where pt and pc are two pixels of a template column and a candidate column respec­
tively, and Q and Q' are their respective 12D texture codes. We have tried tô use 
the Euclidean distance as well, but have found very little difference in the results, 
while computations were more numerous. The next component is a table to store 
the comparisons and compute the optimal solution. More specifically, this table is 
an n X n matrix, where n is the number of pixels in the columns; the entry at row 
i and column j  is the total matching score that is obtained up to pixel i in the 
template column, if i is matched to j  in the image column. The matrix is banded 
if one restricts the difference in position tolerated between the template and image 
pixels. Computing a banded matrix is obviously less intensive. Based on intuition.
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we feel that for code images constructed without compression, a position difference 
of up to 6 pixels is acceptable; with compression a difference of only up to 2 pixels 
is acceptable. Finally, the mismatch-cost prevents a good match from being unduly 
penalised by a few outliers or occlusions. In our implementation, the mismatch-cost 
is set empirically; its value will depend on the quantisation step used for the texture 
codes. For instance, for a quantisation step of 0.5, we found tha t a mismatch-cost 
of 30 was appropriate.
The matching is subject to some constraints inherently enforced by the dynamic 
progi-amming procedure. These constraints are monotonie ordering and uniqueness: 
if the pixel of a template column pt{n) matches the pixel of a candidate 
column Pc(?n), then pixel pt{n 1) can only match a candidate pixel pg(m') for 
m' > m; and each pixel of a template column is matched with at most one pixel of 
a candidate column^. When only one image column per template column is probed, 
the overall matching score for the whole template is currently a simple sum of all 
the ID scores. Alternatively, the dynamic programming approach can also be used 
to allow comparisons between a few successive image columns and a single template 
column, as was done in Ratan’s work [102].
To avoid performing an exhaustive search, we use a coarse-to-fine strategy as follows. 
The code template and the code image in which it must be detected are subsampled. 
The level of subsampling is determined by the size of the template: a larger template 
can tolerate a greater amount of subsampling before the quality of the match is 
affected. An exhaustive search is performed at the subsampled level, and the score 
at each new window position is recorded. Potential matches are assumed to be 
hinted at by local maxima in the recorded scores. Thus these maxima are detected 
and used as seeds for a refined search at full resolution. Only a few positions around 
each seed are tried. The final match position is chosen as the position which yielded 
the highest matching score. We have set the highest subsampling factor in the 
coarse-to-fine strategy to be 2 or 4 depending on the size of the template.
The matching score can be transformed into a confidence measure between 0 and 1 if 
it is divided by the maximum possible score which can be reached at any position in 
the image. This maximum can be easily determined: it is M  x A" x m ism atch — cost. 
Such a confidence is useful in cue detection applications: for a given image, a few 
templates representing a cue can be tested on the image; the confidence that the cue 
is present is given by the maximum confidence obtained by any of the templates. 
Also, a threshold can be more easily set to reject or accept the detection if one uses 
the confidence, than if one uses the raw matching score.
^This contrasts with [102] where multiple assignments are perm itted so that the algorithm suc­
cessfully detects objects despite geometric transformations.
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One important property of the matching confidence thus obtained is that it comple­
ments the statistical measures we have investigated: while these measures focus on 
codes which are the same in the query and a candidate image, the matching scores 
enable the codes which are close to the codes in the query in the LI norm sense to 
play a role. The matching score can therefore be used to refine the ordering provided 
by the statistical measures.
5.1.3 Experim ents
We performed experiments to gauge the benefit of using the direct matching ap­
proach instead of histogram back-projection, as far as the success of the localisation 
was concerned. The experiments involved code images derived with and without 
compression, for different quantisation steps, and with different levels of subsam­
pling for the histogram back-projection. They consisted in choosing a template in 
an image, and localising it in another image or itself, with different sets of algo­
rithmic parameters. The latter case was performed for about 4 images, where the 
scene was complex, so that the algorithm could get confused while trying to find a 
template in the image the template was extracted from. The experiments involved 
32 images. The image content and sizes were varied, and the templates displayed 
faces, cars, flowers, a brick wall, a walker, a duck on a pond, a “bamby”, etc... The 
templates are shown in Figure 5.4. For each localisation task, we classified the result 
as “failure” , when the localisation was a complete miss, “partial” when it was offset 
from the expected position, “success” when it was accurate or very slightly offset. 
We recorded the counts of each category for each set of algorithmic parameters, and 
converted these counts into percentages. The results are presented in Figures 5.5 
and 5.6.
Overall the experiments confirmed that the direct matching algorithm was more ac­
curate and led to better rates of success than histogram badc-projection. Histogram 
badc-projection seemed to perform best at full resolution; but in this case, it was 
also slower. Because of the coarse-to-fine strategy, the direct matching algorithm 
was quite fast. We found that the direct matching algorithm performed better for 
finer quantisation steps, as expected. This means that in our framework, code maps 
will probably need to be derived with a quantisation step finer than the quantisation 
step used to populate the annotation table. Finally, we found that compression did 
not impair the results. So we can store the code maps at low resolution without 
losing much localisation accuracy. We note that a tolerance for some shift is in­
herently built in the compressed representation. This property of the compressed 
representation complements our light version of Ratan’s work.
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Figure 5.4: The templates used in the localisation experiments.
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sf= l, S=1 sf= l, S = l, wc
J
sf= l, S=2
sf=2, S = l, wcsf=2, S=1sf= l, S=2, wc
sf=2, S=2.0 sf=2, S=2.0, wc sf=4, S=1.0
sf=4, S=1.0, wc sf=4, S=2.0 sf=4, S=2.0, wc
Figure 5.5: Results of localisation experiments with the histogram back-projection 
for different algorithm parameters: sf is the subsampling factor, S is the quantisation 
step used; wc means that compression was applied to the code image.
In Figures 5.7 and 5.8, we show the outputs of the localisation approaches using the 
best set of parameters for histogram back-projection and direct matching (in our 
opinion, histogram backprojection: sf= l, S=2, wc; direct matching: 8=0.5, d = l, 
c=30, wc). We invite the reader to note that for some examples, there is a clear 
difference in illumination between the template and the image in which it is sought. 
In spite of this, localisation is successfully performed. This further underlines that 
the texture descriptors we use effectively discard illumination variations.
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S=0.15,d=3,c=60 S=0.5,d=3,c30 S=2.0, d=3, c=15
S=0.15, d = l, c=60, wc S=0-15, d=2, c=60, wc S=0.5, d = l, c=30, wc
S=0.5, d=2, c=30, wc S=2.0, d = l, c=15, wc S=2.0, d=2, c=15, wc
Figure 5.6: Results of localisation experiments with direct matching for different 
algorithm parameters: S is the quantisation step used, d the maximum feature 
deviation allowed, c the mismatch-cost; wc means that compression was applied to 
the code image.
Also, in Table 5.1, we compare the two algorithms’ efficiencies by providing average 
CPU times and standard deviations, again obtained with the best set of parameters. 
This demonstrates that our direct matching algorithm yields good results and is quite 
efficient.
We finally give a few more results obtained with the direct matching strategy in 
Figure 5.9. For all of them we have used the same face template. The results 
emphasise that the strategy is effective in dealing with occlusions and slight changes 
of appearance.
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Figure 5.7: The localisation outputs with histogram back-projection with one of the 
best sets of parameters.
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Figure 5.8: The localisation outputs with direct matching with one of the best sets 
of parameters.
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Figure 5.9: Examples of face localisation. The first image is the template image; the 
template and the matched areas in the remaining images are delineated in white.
Algorithm Mean(s) Std (s)
Histogram back-projection 5.4 4.2
Direct matching 2.6 2.1
Table 5.1: CPU times obtained with the two localisation algorithms and with the 
best set of parameters experimentally found for these algorithm. The results have 
been obtained on a 550 MHz Pentium II machine running Linux.
5.2 Query refinement with relevance feedback
5.2.1 The concept o f relevance feedback
In image retrieval, a user typically presents an example of what he is seeking. How­
ever, this example may not be representative enough. Being given partial and incom­
plete information, the system will discard some relevant images. Another problem 
is that the similarity measure implemented in the system to compare a query and 
database entries may not be powerful enough. So some highly ranked retrieved im­
ages may in fact be false positives, while some retrieved images assigned low ranks 
should in fact figure among the top first returns. Relevance feedback is a mecha­
nism which can be invoked to solve both problems. It consists in giving a user the 
possibility to interact with the system and refine the retrieval results over a set of 
iterations, by indicating those images which best answered the query at each iter­
ation. This information is called positive feedback. Negative feedback, the set of
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non-relevant or undesirable images in the return list, can also be provided.
A retrieval mechanism based on relevance feedback can readjust the query, the 
similarity measure employed or the image ranking at each iteration. For instance, 
the query can be modified according to the positive and negative examples [88, 
9, 108, 49] into a new query which will hopefully attract more relevant images; 
the queiy can also be reduced to a small set of most discriminatory features [141]. 
The similarity measures can be altered to weight some features more heavily than 
others [108, 49, 48]. When several similarity measures are used, they are often 
combined to produce a final measure. The weights used in the combination can be 
learnt through the interaction with the user [48, 84, 108]. For target queries, Cox 
et al. proposed a Bayesian learning framework which incorporates a probabilistic 
model of a user’s actions; the retrieval system refines its answers at each feedback 
iteration rather than refining the query [34].
If well chosen, relevance feedback results in a significantly improved retrieval per­
formance after just a few iterations. It gives the user a sense of control over the 
query session, and an increased confidence in the results. Refining the query or the 
similarity measures steers the system into different areas of the descriptor space; 
this navigation sometimes yields results which were not expected by the user, giving 
him/her an opportunity to know the database content better. Relevance feedback 
will not be just beneficial for a single query. As shown by Minka [84], it can be 
used to re-shape and augment the annotations, thus enabling a system to improve 
its performance over time and users.
5.2.2 Approaches
In the context of our framework, we are interested in a mechanism which refines the 
query based on positively or negatively labelled examples. Our motivation is that 
a single example is likely to cover only a fraction of all the texture codes ideally 
required to describe a texture or an object. Our similarity measures all evaluate the 
similarity between the query and an image based on the common features between 
the query and the database items, so they will not be able to bridge the gap between 
the query and the relevant images where features not covered by the query appear. 
These images will therefore be ranked low and perhaps not even retrieved at all.
A method often utilised to modify the query was proposed by Rocchio [105]. This 
method first appeared in the context of text retrieval but can be found in the image 
retrieval literature in various forms (e.g. [49, 88, 131]). Rocchio’s initial formulation 
[105] was developed under the assumption that documents were represented as vec­
tors. Those vectors could be boolean and encode the presence or absence of terms
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Figure 5.10: Examples of configurations of positive and negative examples in embed­
ded in a 2D space. For each configuration we show the approximate mean positive 
vector (full line), the approximate mean negative vector (dash-dotted line), and the 
new query (dashed line). Rocchio’s formula will be of limited usefulness for the 
second and third configurations.
in a document, or could encode the frequencies of occurrence of terms in the doc­
ument. They could be compared by a suitably normalised dot product. Rocchio’s 
formula aimed at producing a new query vector from positive and negative feedback 
by maximising the difference between the average scores of the positive and negative 
examples after modification. The resulting query would provide a new axis of pro­
jection along which relevant documents should be ranked higher than non-relevant 
documents. Let us denote the query at iteration k, Nr the set of relevant images, 
Nnr the set of non-relevant images, and I  a vectorial representation of an image in 
one of these sets. Rocchio’s modification formula can be written as:
fc+i (5.3)
A significant advantage of this method is that it is a simple and efficient update rule, 
which allows the system to easily expand a query. Because the query remains a sin­
gle prototype, the subsequent database searches remain computationally tractable. 
This learning scheme is similar to the perception learning approach. It is well known 
that this approach works well if the classes at hand are linearly separable. This lim­
itation is relevant for Rocchio’s formula. In Figure 5.10, we show three examples of 
configurations for the positive and negative examples, and approximate Rocchio up­
dates for the query. In the first example, Rocchio’s approach works nicely. However, 
in the two other configurations, we can predict its failure: either the negative exam­
ples do not agglomerate in a tight cluster, or the positive examples split into several 
clusters. The latter case can occur when a user is interested in looking for images 
with textures or objects with different appearances but united by the same concept:
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for instance all images where lizard skin appears, or all images with vegetation.
Because of these failures perhaps, other works have found it useful to propose vari­
ants of Rocchio’s formula: ,
to put more emphasis on positive examples than on negative ones, and
to give more weight to the original query. We will from now on refer to equations 5.4 
and 5.5 as Versions 1 and 2 respectively.
In the failure examples that we have provided, the assumption that the positive and 
negative examples can be linearly separated collapses. Coalescing all the examples 
into one prototype is inadequate. At the other extreme, we can use every single 
feedback example to expand the query, essentially invoking the nearest neighbour 
classification rule to retrieve relevant images from the database. More specifically, 
we can compute the score between the database entries and each of the user labelled 
examples and accept the entries whose nearest neighbour is in the set of positive 
examples. Images can be simply ranked by their distance to their nearest neighbour, 
but more sophisticated ranking schemes can be devised. The advantage of this 
approach is that it can better cope with difiicult configurations of the feedback 
samples.
Nonetheless, the difficulty with the nearest neighbour approach is that it becomes 
quite intensive with the number of feedback iterations, as we collect more and more 
positive and negative samples. In theory, we should recompute the distances from 
the database images to the samples at each iteration, as new samples may change 
the boundary between the two classes. Because of the structure of the meta-data 
and the use of a hash table, we can avoid having to compute distances for each 
feedback sample separately and sequentially for some of our similarity measures. The 
retrieval speed remains therefore acceptable for a few iterations with the following 
measures: Tversky, Histogram Intersection, and number of common codes. However, 
it can increase significantly with the weighted and non-weighted Kullback-Leibler 
distances.
We can in fact use a trick to compute distances for the new samples only at each 
iteration: we can keep a record of the scores of the top N  images which were closest 
to positive examples, and do the same for the negative examples. At each iteration 
we only need to check how the new samples modify these records. Here we trade 
space for time.
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Condensation methods have been developed to reduce the computation burden of 
nearest neighbour classification: they seek to select a subset of representative sam­
ples with which the classification performance will be equivalent to the performance 
obtained with the full set. In our case the appeal of condensing the training sets is 
twofold: first it will reduce the number of computations performed during a query 
session; second it will reduce the amount of storage space required to keep a record 
of the query. For instance, the retrieval session could act as a mechanism to inter­
actively build models of concepts and objects. Condensation techniques could help 
restricting the models to a few positive samples, and a representative set of negative 
examples.
However, as rightly pointed out by Jacobs et al. [56], most condensation methods 
assume that the space in which classification is performed is metric. The methods 
will therefore be inappropriate for non-metric distances and new techniques are re­
quired. They applied their idea to image retrieval. They proposed in particular 
that the redundancy relation between two images constitutes a better criterion for 
discarding images in non-metric spaces. The redundancy is defined as the proba­
bility that two images will have similar distances to randomly chosen other images. 
They show that in the Euclidean space, distance predicts redundancy. They argue 
however that in non-metric spaces, the distance between the images is not a good 
estimate of the redundancy between these images. They propose to compute the 
correlation of the distance vectors between these images and all the other samples in 
the training set instead. The distance vectors for two images ii and 22 are defined as: 
{d{ii ,k)\yk G T , k  ^  21,22} and {d{i2 ,k ) \ ik  e T , k  ^  21, 22}, where T is the training 
set. Given that the similarity measures we have investigated are essentially non­
metric, there may be some benefit in exploring Jacobs et al. ’s work in the context 
of our framework.
5.2.3 Experim ents
There are a few issues we need to address regarding the approaches presented in 
the previous section. First, can these approaches be compatible with our measures, 
which are non-metric (or metric under specific conditions for the histogram intersec­
tion)? This issue is all the more important with the Rocchio rule, which in principle 
assumes that a query is compared with a document using the dot product. Second, 
which scheme is most effective, and whicli measure is it most effective with? Third, 
for the nearest neighbour approach, if one decides to use a condensation scheme, is 
there a scheme more suited to our measures?
We have first evaluated the effectiveness of Rocchio’s formula using the Brodatz
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Figure 5.11: Ten queries used in our experiments.
collection, again because it readily provides a well-defined ground truth. We have 
used our framework with a quantisation step of 2.0, no rejection threshold, and 
with compression. We have performed strict matching experiments with 10 queries, 
most of which can be qualified as “difficult” . By difficult, we mean that, in the 
absence of feedback, the retrieval performance is rather low for these queries and 
this framework configuration, whatever the distance chosen. This low performance 
may be explained by large variations in the appearance of the texture not captured 
by a single texture representation. One would expect that feedback samples will not 
form tight clusters with the difficult queries. The queries are shown in Figure 5.11. 
In ecich experiment, we have allowed the original query to be included in the set of 
relevant images during the first iteration of feedback. We have kept track of all the 
positive and negative examples throughout the iterations. So at a given iteration, 
the formulas are evaluated using all the evidence accumulated until this iteration. 
Also, at each iteration, we have displayed only 15 hits, omitting the hits which 
had already been displayed in the previous iterations. In our opinion, this provides 
a more pleasant experience with the system than scrolling, or scanning several or 
bigger displays.
In Figure 5.12, we compare the average precision versus recall curves for these ten 
queries, before feedback and after two iterations of feedback for different feedback 
schemes based on the Rocchio formula, and our similarity measures. The schemes 
use different versions of the formula and different weights:
• Version 1 with weights both equal to 1.0 for the positive and negative terms.
• Version 1 with weights equgil to 0.65 and 0.35 respectively for the positive and 
negative terms.
Version 1 with the positive term only (i.e. a weight of 0 for the negative term).
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(a) Number of common codes.
(c) Modified Kullback-Leibler.
(b) “Tversky measure” ,
(d) Modified weighted Kullback-Leibler.
(e) Histogram intersection.
Figure 5.12: Average precision versus recall curves for ten difficult Brodatz queries 
without feedback and after two iterations of feedback for different versions of the 
Rocchio update formula, and different similarity measures.
• Version 2 with weights all equal to 1.0 for the original query and the negative 
and positive terms.
• Version 2 with weights equal to 0.65 and 0.35 respectively for the positive and 
negative terms.
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(a) Number of common codes. (b) “Tversky measure".
(c) Modified Kullback-Leibler. (d) Weighted modified Kullback-Leibler.
(e) Histogram intersection.
Figure 5.13: Average precision versus recall curves for ten diflficult Brodatz queries 
without feedback and after two iterations of feedback. We compare the nearest 
neighbour approach to the results obtained with version 2 of Rocchio’s formula.
We have then performed the same experiments but using the nearest neighbour 
classification rule instead. We have ranked the images according to their distance 
to their nearest neighbour. Results are shown in Figure 5.13 and Figure 5.14.
Finally, we have performed experiments to study two condensation techniques pro­
posed by Jacobs et al. [56]. We have first checked whether with our similarity
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(a) Modified Kullback-Leibler. (b) Weighted modified Kullback-Leibler.
(c) “Twersky measure".
Figure 5.14: Average precision versus recall curves for ten difficult Brodatz queries 
without feedback and after two iterations of feedback. The initial set of results 
(without feedback) are obtained with diflferent similarity measures, but the results 
with feedback are all obtained with the histogram intersection.
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(a) Modified Kullback-Leibler. (b) Histogram intersection.
Figure 5.15: Retrieval performance of different condensation rules after two itera­
tions of feedback.
measures, distance and the correlation between distance vectors are correlated or 
not. If they are, distance is a good predicator of redundancy in our non-metric 
spaces; in this case, we can use distance to condense the feedback sample sets and 
reduce the computation required at each iteration. If they are not, we do need to 
consider a technique based on the correlation between distance vectors to include 
images into or discard images from the training sets. We have conducted a study 
using texture images of the same class only, and then used real retrieval data. We 
have found that distance and the correlation between distance vectors did not seem 
to be conclusively correlated. This has encouraged us to pursue our comparison of 
condensation techniques relying on one or the other. We have performed the strict 
matching experiments with the two condensation algorithms, for the histogram in­
tersection and the Kullback-Leibler distance, which represent two quite different 
types of non-metric measure. The algorithms are detailed in Appendix D. One 
of the condensation algorithms is a classic distance-based condensation algorithm 
which first selects a minimum cover of the training set and then adds a few bound­
ary points. The other one combines distance and correlation between the distance 
vectors to identify the representatives that are unusual compared to other samples 
while still clgissifying these other samples well. At each iteration, we have recom­
puted a condensed set from the accumulated feedback, to give a chance for new 
samples to be included in the final list of representatives. We have set the number 
of representatives to be half the total number of available samples in each of the 
negative and the positive sets, unless there were less than 4 samples in any of them. 
In this latter case, no condensation has been performed. In Figure 5.15 we show the 
retrieval performance obtained with and without condensation.
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5.2.4 D iscussion
A first result is that the Rocchio rule is compatible with all our measures. The best 
results seem to be obtained with the “Tversky measure” and the modified Kullback- 
Leibler distance; the first measure could in fact be interpreted as a weighted dot 
product. Another result is the importance of the negative term in the Rocchio update 
rule. If only the positive term is used after feedbadc, the retrieval performance is 
lower than the performance before feedback. This implies that even if the negative 
examples are not necessarily well clustered, a prototype derived from them will still 
play a significant role in improving the retrieval performance. We then see that there 
is no overall best version nor combination of weights. The relative performance of 
the different versions and combination of weights seems to vary according to the 
distance chosen. It is in fact one criticism we can perhaps make of this scheme: it 
seems to us difficult to justify a set of weights and/or a particular version of the 
formula.
For the non-weighted Kullback-Leibler distance and the modified Tversky measure, 
the nearest neighbour approach yields better feedback-based retrieval performance 
than Rocchio’s formula, whichever weights are used for the latter. For the number 
of common codes and the weighted modified Kullback-Leibler measure however, the 
nearest neighbour approach seems unsuitable. For the histogram intersection, the 
retrieval performance obtained by the different feedback-based schemes is similar. 
Since we are comparing homogeneous texture images of equal sizes, the HI is equiv­
alent to the LI norm and is metric. In this space, the subimages of the same class 
may form a tighter cluster, facilitating the success of the Rocchio update rule. Inter­
estingly, the retrieval performance is significantly better with the nearest neighbour 
based approach with the histogram intersection, if other distances have been used 
to obtain the “pre-feedbaclc results” - see Figure 5.14. We believe that this can 
be explained by the difference in the nature of these measures. Tversky’s measure, 
the number of common codes and the modified Kullback-Leibler distances are all 
query-centric. By contrast, the histogram intersection compares for each common 
feature the number of occurrences of a feature in the query and an image. It there­
fore ranks higher those images where these numbers of occurrences are equivalent, 
and penalises images where some features occur a smaller number of times due to 
a slight change of appearance. In some cases, this property is beneficial. However, 
when one wants to expand a query, it is more desirable to have a set of hits which 
are more different to one another so that their union is richer. This will be the case 
with the query-centric measures. The images ranked in the top 15 hits by these 
measures are more likely to be more different from one another. Submitting this 
more varied sample to the histogram intersection will result in better results than if
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the histogram intersection had been used from the beginning of the session.
Our results display a very poor retrieval performance with the condensed sets. This 
may be due to the ad hoc number of representatives chosen. We also wonder whether 
re-evaluating the set of negative representatives at each iteration does not in fact 
destabilise the results: as the negative set grows, the variety of samples in the set 
also increases, and it may be difficult to choose stable representatives. It is possible 
that a better scheme would be to condense the accumulated positive examples, but 
only condense the new negative examples at each iteration and accumulate these 
representatives. Nevertheless, an interesting result of our experiment is the lack 
of distinct difference between the results of the distance-based and the correlation- 
based algorithms. This would imply that, for our measures, correlation is not a more 
effective source of information to extract representatives than distance^. Another 
interpretation is that the relevance training sets may not be large enough in the first 
two iterations.
So, one interesting conclusion which emerges, is that both the Rocchio and nearest 
neighbour-based approaches are compatible with our measures, a result which could 
not necessarily be anticipated since our measures do not respect the assumptions 
typically underpinning both approaches. Also, our experiments do not demonstrate 
conclusively that a nearest neighbour based approach is always better than a Roc- 
chio/centroid based approach. For these experiments, we have used a simple ranking 
scheme which may not be the most suitable for the nearest neighbour strategy. It is 
possible that a more sophisticated approach is required. We wish to point out, that 
in other experiments we have found that the Rocchio/centroid update rule is not 
very powerful when the feedback consists of textures united by a same concept (for 
instance ‘lizard skin’), but quite different in appearance. This would correspond to 
the third case in Figure 5.10. On the other hand the nearest neighbour approach 
seems to deal with these queries more successfully; one reason for this is that it does 
not coalesce samples which may be far apart into one prototype.
5.3 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have investigated strategies to refine our framework, and en­
hance its capabilities. In the first instance, we considered the problem of localising 
the query selected by the user in the retrieved images. W ith a module able to
® Jacob et al. pointed out that the correlation will be an effective measure of redundancy if the 
giaphs associated with the distances used are sm ooth enough to perform reliable estimations with  
small samples.
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perform this task, we can improve the quality of the user’s experience with the sys­
tem, and endow the system with the ability to address spatial queries. We have 
first justified our preference for a direct template matching approach, as opposed 
to statistical template matching. We have then identified two algorithms illustrat­
ing both methods, and shown that better results could be obtained with a direct 
matching algorithm. Direct matching algorithms can potentially be criticised for 
their high computational requirement. However, by adding a coarse-to-fine strategy 
to our direct matching algorithm, efficiency was maintained at an acceptable level. 
We envisage that other implementation “tricks” could speed up the matching to 
an even greater extent. We also envisage that the matching score obtained during 
localisation could help refining the ordering provided by our partial measure, since 
spatial constraints are enforced during this process.
In the second part of this chapter, we have steered our interest towards the problem 
of relevance feedback. Our focus was on mechanisms with which the query could 
be expanded. We have studied the behaviour of a simple query update rule, largely 
studied in information retrieval, but in our opinion not yet fully investigated in im­
age retrieval. The experiments we have performed have shown indeed the improved 
performance obtained with this rule, with om- similarity measure. One of the ben­
efits of the method is that, in a crude fashion, it effectively learns the codes which 
are relevant to the query and those which are not, and updates the frequency of 
occurrence of the codes accordingly. We have compared this method to a nearest 
neighbour based approach with a configuration of our framework involving a coarse 
quantisation step. Our experiments have shown that such an approach can be used 
for relevance feedback with the similarity measures we have studied. We have found 
that a really significant improvement in retrieval performance can be acliieved with 
this approach if one used the Tversky measure, or our modified Kullback-Leibler 
distances, to obtain the initial set of images, and then used the histogiam inter­
section after feedback. While studying condensation methods, we have found that 
an algorithm based on correlation and designed specifically for non-metric measures 
did not seem to yield results significantly different from a classic condensation al­
gorithm, against expectations raised from published results. This seems to indicate 
that a correlation-based condensation approach is not suitable with our similarity 
measures.
So at the end of this chapter, we have selected an implementation of a localisation 
module. We have also identified two potentially useful relevance feedback mecha­
nisms; however they must be researched further before they can be deemed fit for 
integration in a complete system.
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Chapter 6
T he framework in applications
In Chapters 4 and 5, we have sketched the components of a textme-based annotation 
and retrieval system. The design of this framework has been motivated by our con­
cern to develop a system which supports region-based and object-based queries while 
circumventing the ill-posed problem of segmentation and maintaining a satisfying 
level of efficiency. Also we have studied the behaviour of query-centric similarity 
measures which are suitable for partial comparisons, and evaluated the framework 
components on texture images. Finally, we have examined complexity issues.
While the previous chapters have focused on selecting and understanding individual 
components, in this chapter we evaluate configurations of the framework’s compo­
nents and demonstrate their usefulness in concrete applications. We first show the 
ability of the framework to retrieve images with specific regions and objects from a 
database of 3723 images. This is done in Section 6.1. Given that for this application, 
a comprehensive overview of the framework’s performance is required, we apply a 
wide range of evaluation methods to two configurations of the framework. The re­
sults of the evaluation indicate that the framework could be used as a stand-alone 
system, but most importantly would be a powerful asset in a system combining sev­
eral low-level features, such as colour and texture. We also demonstrate that for a 
certain configuration, high retrieval efficiency is achieved. Finally, we show how the 
localisation strategy can improve the ranking yielded by the system if the matching 
score is used to refine the retrieval ordering provided by the similarity measures.
The second application is linked to the problem of high-level image annotation. 
More specifically, we use the framework to provide information to an annotation 
engine specifically designed for sports images. Again we show the usefulness of 
the information provided by our framework. A presentation of the application and 
results are found in Section 6.2.
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6.1 The framework and image retrieval
As we have seen in the Chapter 1 and briefly reviewed in Chapter 4, a content- 
based image query session involves the selection of visual examples of what one is 
interested in finding in a database. These examples can be sketches, whole images, 
or subimages which focus on particular regions or objects in bigger images. In this 
section, we put the emphasis on the latter alternative, but the first two should be 
readily supported.
6.1.1 D atabase, queries and evaluation m ethods
We have used the database of 3723 images described in Chapter 4. As a reminder, 
this database contains sports images and outdoors scene images, and all the images 
are of similar sizes, i.e. around (360 x 255). We have selected 29 queries shown 
in Figme 6.1 with their respective numbers of relevant images. The queries include 
homogeneous texture regions, parts of objects, and parts of scenes. We underline the 
difficulty of establishing a ground tru th  for real databases. We have endeavoured to 
select images containing areas matching the query as closely as possible, discarding 
potentially relevant images. This strictness may affect the results negatively, which 
entails that our results could in fact be even better when loose relevance is also 
accepted.
In Chapter 4, we have used the precision versus recall curves to compare our similar­
ity measures with homogeneous texture images. When a retrieval system is used in 
a practical situation, precision versus recall curves do not expose all the information 
one might want to have about the system. For instance, it is not easy to determine 
how many images need to be retrieved for a given level of precision or recall. This 
information is for instance useful to estimate the number of retrieved images that 
should be shown to the user. So, we use precision versus scope and recall versus 
scope curves, where the scope is simply the number of images retrieved. These curves 
are easy to obtained for queries with different numbers of relevant images. Shown 
together, they provide the same information as precision versus recall curves as well 
as the evolution of recall and precision with the number of retrieved images. Still, 
neither precision nor recall convey any information about the ability of a system 
to rank more-relevant images higher than less-relevant images. We have therefore 
considered three methods of gauging this ability. We refer to the first one as the 
normalised sum of inverse ranks versus scope. It is inspired by the “p-measure” 
described by Jin Huang in her PhD thesis [49]. We define the normalised sum of
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Figure 6.1: The 29 queries, and their respective number of relevant images
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inverse ranks s(nr,n) as :
0 Ur =  0s { n r , n )  =  , (6-1)E j=nj> ^  "i=l i
where Ur is the number of retrieved relevant images for a given scope n, and Vi is 
the rank of the i — th  relevant image. This measure therefore compares the ranking 
obtained with the ideal ranking: as the ranking obtained is close to ideal, the measure 
approaches the value of 1; it decreases towards 0 as the ranking obtained gets worse. 
We must point out that by “ideal ranking”, we mean the ranking in which all the 
relevant images are ranked before the non-relevant images. We note that similar 
measures have been proposed in the literature. We can in particular mention the 
measure p proposed by Cohen [30]:
So p weights the images with ranks closer to 1 more heavily. However, Cohen sets 
p to be 1 when n  is zero, which is not intuitive and entails tha t recall must also 
be provided in order to interpret the value of p correctly. Another property of this 
measure which may be undesirable is that for a given value of n, p will be lower 
for small J2’s than for large i2’s. This means that the measure gives more credit to 
a system with an ability to rank relevant images high when the number of images 
retrieved is large, than to a system which gives an equally good ranking but returns 
less images at a time, Cohen intended to replace the classical definition of precision 
with his definition of p, so this property may be useful in this case. Nonetheless, 
we did not feel that in general, this property was desirable. In [89], Müller et al. 
provide a good review of performance measures and methods. We have retained two 
measures which assess the system’s ability to rank relevant images highly. The first 
measure is the rank at which the first relevant image is retrieved. The second is the 
normalised average rank of relevant images, which is defined as:
where N  is the total number of images in the database, N n  is the total number of 
relevant images for the query. So this measure goes close to 0 for a system with a 
good ranking ability, or to 1 otherwise. We note that this measure favours a scheme 
which demonstrates a good ranking ability with large databases.
Finally, we have considered the computational efiiciency of the system, by recording 
the time required to retrieve images given a query. We have computed the average 
retrieval time as well as the standard deviation of this time.
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6.1.2 Choice o f fram ework configurations
We have obtained results for two sets of annotations. The first set has been obtained 
with the compression strategy, a quantisation step S of 2.0, and no tlnesholding. The 
second set has been obtained with the compression strategy, a quantisation step S 
of 1.0, and a rejection threshold of 2.0. This should reveal aspects of the system 
pertaining to its efficiency: with a coarse step, the list of images associated with 
each code is longer; with a fine quantisation step the number of codes to look up is 
higher. We can thus monitor to which extent one or the other affects the retrieval 
efficiency. By using two different quantisation steps, we can also confirm the relative 
performance of the similarity measures observed in Chapter 4. We have chosen to 
use annotation obtained with the compression strategy, since the results in Chapter 4 
implied that this strategy should not influence the retrieval performance significantly 
for low rejection thresholds. For the quantisation of 1.0, we have found that the best 
results were obtained without thresholding. However, the images we were using were 
of size (128 X128); for the larger images we have in our database, we can hypothesise 
that the low rejection threshold we have applied will not drastically impart on the 
retrieval performance.
We have also considered the framework with and without the localisation extension 
proposed in Chapter 5 in order to demonstrate the benefit of using it.
6.1.3 R esults
We show the average precision versus scope curves in Figure 6.2, the recall versus 
scope ciu’ves in Figure 6.3 and normalised sum of inverse ranks versus scope curves 
in Figure 6.4. In these figures, the scope ranges from 0 to 400 images and we have 
“switched off” the localisation module.
In Figures 6.5 and 6.6, we show the distributions of the ranks of the first relevant 
retrieved images for the different similarity measures, and in Tables 6.1 and 6.2, we 
give the statistics pertaining to the normalised rank.
In Tables 6.3(a) and (b), we show the retrieval times observed with the different 
similarity measures and framework configurations. The times have been obtained 
on a machine with a 550 MHz Pentium II processor, 1Gb RAM and running Linux.
Finally, we have looked at the benefits of re-ordering the retrieved images based on 
the matching score obtained with the localisation module. Depending on the size of 
the query, the localisation takes from 0.5 to 4.5s (CPU time) per candidate image. 
We have therefore limited ourselves to localising the query in the top 20 and top 50
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Figure 6.2: Precision versus scope curves for our two framework configurations.
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Figure 6.3: Recall versus scope curves for our two firamework configurations.
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Figure 6.4: Normalised sum of inverse ranks versus scope curves for our two firame- 
work configurations.
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Figure 6.5: Distributions of the ranks of the first retrieved relevant images for S = l, 
T=2 and different similarity measures.
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Figure 6.6: Distributions of the ranks of the first retrieved relevant images for S=2, 
T=0 and different similarity measures.
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Measure Mean Standard deviation Median Minimum Maximum
Common codes 0.031806 0.054462 0.009737 0.000269 0.238517
Tversky 0.023634 0.043807 0.006849 0.000269 0.213307
Kullback-Leibler I 0.032059 0.057230 0.009670 0.000269 0.272246
Kullback-Leibler II 0.023788 0.044985 0.006715 0.000269 0.219140
Histogram Intersection 0.034524 0.057957 0.008927 0.000269 0.271133
Table 6.1; Statistics of the normalised rank for 8=1, T=2.
Measure Mean Standard deviation Median Minimum Maximum
Common codes 0.038297 0.058323 0.011852 0.000269 0.219581
Tversky 0.028737 0.048810 0.010386 0.000269 0.246978
Kullback-Leibler I 0.025587 0.043991 0.008672 0.000269 0.218193
Kullback-Leibler II 0.026109 0.045323 0.009043 0.000269 0.228400
Histogram Intersection 0.027018 0.047992 0.008991 0.000269 0.238786
Table 6.2; Statistics of the normalised rank for S=2, T=0.
Measure Mean (s) Std (s)
Common codes 0.9 0.6
Tversky 1.3 1.3
Kullback-Leibler I 8.6 9.8
Kullback-Leibler II 9.0 10.3
Histogram Intersection 1.0 0.9
(a) -S' =  1, T  =  2
Measure Mean (s) Std (s)
Common codes 19.5 22.4
Tversky 32.4 37.5
Kullback-Leibler I 50.8 59.6
Kullback-Leibler II 61.1 71.2
Histogram Intersection 25.9 29.9
(b) 5  =  2, T  =  0
Table 6.3; Retrieval (CPU) times for the two framework configurations. Times were 
obtained on a machine with a 550 MHz Pentium II processor, 1Gb RAM and running 
Linux.
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Figure 6.7: Normalised sum of inverse ranks versus scope curves for our two frame­
work configurations with the localisation module switched on.
images. Since our aim is to check whether a better ranking is obtained thanks to 
the localisation process, we only show the normalised sum of inverse ranks versus 
scope curves in Figure 6.7.
6.1.4 D iscussion
Generally, we see that both configurations are displaying good abilities to retrieve 
images for region-based and object queries. For our queries, an average of 10 relevant 
(a maximum number of 42 relevant images) was defined - c.f. Figure 6.1. One can 
expect to find on average close to 60% of the relevant images in the first 10 retrieved 
images; for the same number of images, precision is close to 70%. The framework is 
also able to rank the images well.
Our evaluation shows that the configuration using the coarser step tends to yield a 
slightly better retrieval performance than the configuration with the finer step from 
the point of view of recall. However, the configuration with the finer step tends to 
perform better from the perspective of precision. It is also much faster and exhibits
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a better ranking ability, as the normalised sum of inverse ranks versus scope curves, 
the distribution of the first relevant image ranks and the normalised rank statistics 
indicate. It therefore seems that the configuration with the finer step will be able 
to pull out fewer of the total set of relevant images for a given number of images 
retrieved, but will be able to rank them better. The significant difference in speed 
is due to the difference in the size of the image lists stored in the hash table for each 
configuration. As we have seen in Chapter 4, a coarser step leads to longer lists, and 
therefore more similarity computations. On the other hand, a finer step requires 
more code look-ups since a greater number of codes is typically generated from the 
query. These look-ups are quite fast, and the list retrieved in this case tend to be 
short, speeding up the similarity ranking process.
It is also interesting to compare the behaviour of the different similarity measures. 
As we have found in Chapter 4, a better performance is observed for the measures 
taking into account the number of images sharing the codes, i.e. the weighted mod­
ified Kullback-Leibler distance, and the “Tversky measure” , when the quantisation 
step is fine. The number of common codes performs also quite well, but as a rejec­
tion tlneshold and the compression strategy are applied for this configuration, its 
performance is not as outstanding as in Chapter 4, when neither rejection thresh­
old nor compression were applied. For the coarser step, again in agreement with 
Chapter 4, the modified Kullback-Leibler distance and the histogram intersection 
stand out. In both configurations, one of the two better measures is faster to com­
pute than the other: the Tversky measure is faster to compute than the weighted 
modified Kullback-Leibler distance, and the histogram intersection is faster than 
the modified Kullback-Leibler distance. We can therefore recommend the following 
associations of framework configurations and measures: 5  =  1, T  =  2 and Tver­
sky measure, or 5  — 2, T  =  0 and histogram intersection. In Figures 6.8 to 6.13, 
we show the visual results obtained with these two combinations, with or without 
localisation, for a few of our queries.
Finally, our results indicate that localisation improves the ranking generated by the 
framework, if the template matching score is used as the final ordering criterion. 
Nonetheless, while an improved retrieval and useful information are obtained with 
this process, it will slow down the overall retrieval process. Here parallélisation would 
be desirable, so that several localisation processes can take place simultaneously.
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Figure 6.8: Results (top 10 retrieved images) obtained with the configuration: 5 = 1 ,
T =  2, the Tversky measure, and without localisation.
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Figure 6.9: Results (top 10 retrieved images) obtained with the configuration: 5 = 1 ,
T = 2, the Tversky measure first without, then with localisation.
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Figure 6.10: Results (top 10 retrieved images) obtained with the configuration:
5  =  1, T  =  2, the Tversky measure with localisation.
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Figure 6.11: Results (top 10 retrieved images) obtained with the configuration:
S  = 2, T  =  0, the histogram intersection without localisation.
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Figure 6.12: Results (top 10 retrieved images) obtained with the configuration:
5 =  2, T =  0, the histogram intersection first with, then without localisation.
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Figure 6.13: Results (top 10 retrieved images) obtained with the configuration:
5  =  2, T  =  0, the histogram intersection with localisation.
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6.2 The framework and the annotation of sports images
6.2.1 P resentation  o f th e  problem
Over the years, broadcasting industries such as the BBC have accumulated a consid­
erable amount of sports footage. Until now, dedicated librai'ians have been assigned 
the task of manually annotating the resulting archives. Civen the sheer size of these 
archives, relieving the operators from their burdensome task with an automatic log­
ging system has become a pressing necessity.
A system for automatically associating sports sequences with different types sports, 
“ASSAVID”, is being developed at the University of Surrey [63]. Such annotations 
will be useful to select video segments corresponding to a specific sport for new 
productions. At an intermediate level, a sport can be represented by certain concepts 
or “cues” : for instance, for a swimming race, we expect to see water and swimming 
lanes. The thrust of the system will stem from several cue detectors of the kind 
we have described in Chapter 4. For each detector, visual examples of the cues 
of interest are extracted. Each detector is trained on a set of video key-frames 
with and without the cues, generating measurements for each of them. Probability 
distributions of the measurements when a cue is present or when a cue is absent 
can thus be constructed. When a new image is presented to the system, the cue 
detectors generate a measurement for each cue they can detect. The probability 
distributions constructed during training can be consulted to give the conditional 
probabilities of the measurements for the new image and for all the detectors. These 
outputs can be combined in a contextual reasoning module so that the final decision 
on the appropriate label can be robustly made.
The framework as we have described it in Chapter 4 is being integrated into this 
sports annotation system. In the next subsection, we show some results which 
demonstrate how our framework can contribute positively to the system.
6.2.2 R esults
We have gathered visual examples for five different cues: athletic tracks, swimming 
lanes, boxing ring, tennis court and tae-kwando tatami, and performed the training 
operation described in the previous section. In Table 6.4 we give a summary of the 
number of templates and images used during training.
We have then applied the framework to 10 sports images: two with athletic tracks, 
two with swimming lanes, two with a boxing ring, two with a tennis court and two
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Cue No of templates No of images with cue No of images without cue
track 20 38 84
swimming lanes 12 52 66
boxing ring 12 25 80
tennis court 5 20 55
tatami 14 105 71
Table 6.4: Number of templates and training images used while training the frame­
work for sports cue detection.
with a tatami. For each image, we can estimate conditional probability densities 
of the detector outputs for all the cues as follows. We construct histograms of the 
measurements h{m) and Ti{m) observed with images where the cue is present and 
absent respectively, during training. Let Am be the width of the histograms bins. 
Let N  and N  be the numbers of training images with the cue and without the cue 
respectively (we assume that one measurement only is generated per image). Then 
the conditional probability densities of a measurement given that the cue is present 
or absent is:
p{m\cue)
p(m|cüë)
h{m) 
AT Am 
h{ra) 
N A m '
(6.4)
(6.5)
In Figure 6.14, these conditional probability densities are shown up to the scaling 
factor Am which is the same for all our histograms and will cancel out in subsequent 
computations (see below).
Given a measurement, we can use Bayes’ rule to determine the posterior probabilities 
that a cue is present P{Cue\m) or absent P{Cue\m) as follows:
p{m\Cue)P(Cue)P{Cue\m) p(m\Cue)P(Cue)+p{m\Cue)P{Cue)
P(Cüë\m) =  p(m|Z7ïïi)>(g«ë )____' ' p{Tn\Cue)P{Cue)+p{m\^ue)P{Cue)
(6 .6)
where P{Cue) and P{Cue) are prior probabilities for the presence or absence of 
a cue. We have computed the posterior probabilities, assuming equal priors. In 
practice, priors may not be set equal. We show the posterior probabilities for the 
images and all the cues in Figure 6.15.
Finally, in Figure 6.16, we show each image and the position where the correct cue 
for this image was detected.
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Figure 6.14: Conditional probabilities (up to the width of the bins of the histograms
used to estimate them) obtained for each image and for each of the cues to be
detected according to the probability distributions obtained during training.
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Figure 6.15: Posterior probabilities obtained for each image and for each of the cues
to be detected assuming equal priors for the presence and absence of the cues.
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Figure 6.16: Images with the location of the area where the correct cue appeared.
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6.2.3 D iscussion
The training data at our disposal at the time of producing the results was limited. 
Nonetheless, we see that despite this, our framework-yields promising results. The 
correct cue is detected for almost all but one image. Furthermore, in each image, 
the correct cue is well localised. The framework is not easily able to distinguish 
between swiming lanes and the bars of a boxing ring, which are visually similar. 
Nonetheless it produces overall useful results which, when used in combination with 
other methods such as colour-based or neural network-based detectors [63], will steer 
the sports annotation system towards the correct labelling.
6.3 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have given evidence for the practical usefulness of our framework. 
In the first part, we have done so with the help of several evaluation strategies, thus 
giving a complete picture of the system’s behaviour. We have first demonstrated the 
retrieval abilities of the framework with a database of 3723 real, varied images, and 
with two configurations of the framework. W ith both configurations, we have found 
that the system is able to achieve good average levels of recall and precision; we have 
also demonstrated our framework’s good ranking ability. We have computed the re­
trieval times for both configurations, and shown that high retrieval efiiciency can 
be obtained. Finally, we have confirmed that our similarity measures are suitable 
for real image retrieval applications. We have'also identified two suitable combina­
tions of framework configuration and similarity measure. In particular, the Tversky 
measure should be used for a quantisation step of 1 and a rejection threshold of 2; 
the histogram intersection will be appropriate for a quantisation step of 2 and no 
rejection threshold. We note that these configurations differ in the trade-off between 
time and space efiiciency which one will have to accept by choosing one or the other: 
the first configmation oflfers a fast retrieval time but requires more storage space; 
the second configuration exhibits a poorer retrieval eflSciency, but the annotation 
table is more compact.
In the second part of this chapter, we have shown how the framework can be adapted 
to the problem of cue detection and high-level annotation. Focusing on the example 
of sports retrieval, we have performed a small set of experiments where the frame­
work was trained for detecting specific templates representative of specific sports. 
Despite the small number of training data, and given the simplified assumption 
that the presence and absence of a template were equally probable, our experiments 
have shed light on the ability of the framework to produce the correct detection
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results. These results emphasise our system’s potential for this type of application. 
More work will be required to ensure and test the framework’s robustness, and se­
lect appropriate algorithmic parameters. We also believe that an improved training 
strategy will enhance the framework performance; for instance the bootstrapping 
strategy [122] may be exploited to select better training images.
So, at the end of this chapter, we have a grounded trust in the potential of our 
fr amework. First, our framework can generate useful results as a stand-alone system. 
Second, and most importantly, this chapter emphasises that even if the stand-alone 
version of our framework does not achieve the 100% mark, an optimistic target for 
a single-cue system, the framework could be an asset in a multi-cue system.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
In this last chapter, we first summarise the work and achievements presented in this 
thesis. We then outline some avenues for future research.
7.1 Summary of achievements
In this thesis, we have presented a complete framework for texture-based annota­
tion and retrieval. This presentation has been carried out in a bottom-up fashion, 
from the selection of features suitable for the framework, to the evaluation of the 
framework as a stand-alone retrieval system and as a cue detection system.
We started in Chapter 1, with an introduction to the domain of content-based re­
trieval, thus exposing unsolved problems in this field. Appendix A contains a com­
plete literature review. We then presented the motivation for the research presented 
in this thesis.
In Chapter 2, we first identified the energy of Gabor filter responses as a feature 
for annotation. The energy of Gabor filters is affected by illumination variations. 
This can in tm n affect the coherence of the annotation derived from this feature. 
So, we compared tliree normalisation strategies to overcome the scaling effects in­
duced by illumination changes, and identified the one with superior effectiveness. 
This method consists in dividing the energy response at one pixel by the pool of 
responses at this pixel. The side-effect of this method is that it introduces a linear 
relationship between the normalised energy responses. Consequently we proposed 
to refine this strategy by square-rooting the normalised response. We showed with 
retrieval experiments the enhanced discrimination offered by this refinement. Thus 
the main contribution of this chapter is the scientifically justified choice of feature
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for texture-based annotations, and the proposed use of the square-rooted normalised 
energy.
In Chapter 3, we addressed the problem of identifying a suitable support for our 
approach to textural annotation. Given the popularity of video mosaics, and the 
benefits gained from using such tools in browsing and annotation tasks, we naturally 
questioned whether mosaics could support annotations derived from our features. 
We selected mosaic construction techniques and compared the distributions of nor­
malised energies extracted from textured regions in eight mosaics. We also compared 
these distributions to the distributions extracted from video key-frames and aver­
aged. We feel that our first contribution in this chapter is the quantitative analysis 
of the effect of mosaicing techniques on multichannel energy representations. Our 
second contribution is the successful identification of a few methods which would 
alter these representations to a lesser extent. Prom the point of view of our frame­
work, this chapter also motivated us to use video key-frames as the support for our 
annotation, until better alternatives are identified by further studies.
We devoted Chapter 4 to the presentation of the main framework components. We 
first introduced our motivation for the architecture of the framework, in particular 
justifying our use of pixel-based descriptors. We defined the specification of the 
texture analysis module to be implemented. We then explained how texture de­
scriptors we refer to as “texture codes” are generated by the framework; we chose 
this terminology because our descriptors effectively encode the relative amplitude 
of the Gabor filters at a given pixel. We explained how these codes are stored as 
inverted indices in a hash structure to meet our goal of efficiency. We showed how 
the number of codes stored can be reduced by thresholding or by using a simple 
compression strategy. We outlined how the framework can be used in practical situ­
ations. We then focused on choosing a similarity ranking mechanism. One source of 
inspiration had been a set of theories on the human perception of similarity which 
we reviewed. We steered our interest towards methods which could enable partial 
comparisons, given that segmentation is not used in our system. We first proposed 
the number of common codes between a query and an image, an adaptation of a 
measure found in Amos Tversky’s work [143], a modification of the Kullback-Leibler 
distance, and a weighted version of this modification. The proposed adaptation of 
Tversky’s measure resembles the t f  x idf term used in information retrieval, and 
the Kullback-Leibler was modified so that partial comparisons could be supported. 
All these measures predominantly use the statistical information extracted from the 
query. We also experimented with the histogram intersection of Swain and Ballard 
[136]. We quantitatively compared these methods for different algorithmic parame­
ters, using the Euclidean distance and the Earth Mover’s distance as benchmarks.
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In particular, we were able to show that for certain algorithmic parameters, the 
combination of our simple representation and measures can outperform the combi­
nation of a signature-based representation and the Earth Mover’s distance. Finally 
we analysed the complexity of this framework. We drew attention to the trade-off 
between the number of codes stored in the hash table and the number of images 
associated with each code entry. This trade-off dictates the efficiency of the system. 
We have showed predictions for the number of codes and the number of associated 
images for large databases. We feel that the achievements of this chapter are the 
following. First, a complete framework was specified, and analysed. We contributed 
to the research on similarity measures by proposing and evaluating new versions 
of existing measures. We shed light on the behaviour of the measures with differ­
ent algorithmic parameters. We showed that these query-centric, efficient measures 
can perform closely to a complex state-of-the-benchmark, and even outperform this 
benchmark. Our results have in our opinion the far-reaching implication that un­
der certain conditions, the statistical representation of the energy responses is less 
powerful than the representation which encode the energy levels. Statistics become 
useful when this encoding is too coarse.
In Chapter 5, we investigated extensions of our framework to enhance the user’s 
experience with the system. We selected a mechanism which invokes dynamic pro­
gramming to tolerate occlusion and slight distortions. We verified the effectiveness 
of this mechanism. We studied relevance feedbadc schemes based on our similarity 
measures and the Rocchio formula or the nearest neighbour rule. We confirmed 
that the Rocchio formula can indeed expand the query and that retrieval results 
can be improved with the user feedbadc. The nearest neighbour mechanism was 
shown to be particularly effective when one of the query-centric measures was used 
before feedback, and the histogram intersection was used after feedback. We also 
found condensation methods in the literature with the hope that they could posi­
tively influence the efficiency of the nearest-neighbour mechanism. The peculiarity 
of one of these algorithms is that it is based on correlation, which is expected to 
be a better measure of redundancy between samples in non-metric spaces. Against 
expectation raised from published results, we did not observe significantly different 
results between the two algorithms, using the modified Kullbadc-Leibler measure 
which is clearly non-metric. We feel that the achievement of this chapter is first to 
have added a useful and effective localisation module to our fr amework. We analysed 
the merits of two relevance feedbadc mechanisms within our framework. This gave a 
complete picture of the framework with respect to all major aspects of content-based 
retrieval. Finally we concluded that better understanding is required to confirm the 
benefits of correlation-based condensation methods.
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Finally, we demonstrated the usefulness of our framework in Chapter 6. We first 
provided a complete evaluation of the framework as a stand-alone retrieval system 
with a database of 3723 images, and 29 queries, and with two sets of annotation pa­
rameters. This evaluation reveals all the relevant information concerning our system: 
its recall and precision performance, its ranking ability, the expected retrieval time. 
We recommended two combinations of annotation parameters-f similarity measure. 
We then showed how our framework is able to detect visual cues and would provide 
useful information to an engine for high-level sports annotation. We feel tha t our 
achievement in this chapter is the successful integration of all the components into 
a stand-alone retrieval system and a stand-alone cue detector, and providing a com­
plete picture of the usefulness of the integrated products. Finally, by using queries 
with homogeneous textures and objects, we showed the capability of the framework 
to deal with both objects and homogeneous texture regions, as expected.
7.2 Avenues for future research
From the point of view of the low-level components of the system, little attention 
has been paid to the selection of the number of filters. By some experiments, we 
have found that 12 filters yield good results. In particular, the results shown in 
Figure 2.16 indicate that using 12 filters yields better results than using 24 filters 
when homogeneous textures are retrieved based on mean texture features and the 
Euclidean distance. It would be interesting to confirm that this result applies to 
our representation and measures. We feel that some research should be done on the 
behaviour of the normalisation strategy at the boundaries of shadowed areas. This 
is motivated by Figure 2.14, where labelling failed at a clear boundary between a 
shadowed and non-shadowed region. Finally, we have used Gabor filters, trusting 
the results published in the literature. Other filters such as wavelets may be tried. 
In particular, it would be interesting to see how our texture code approach would 
work with other filters.
During our analysis on video mosaic techniques, we have focused on specific meth­
ods for constructing the mosaics, and of combining the frames. Video mosaicing 
is a fast developing area. Other construction and combination methods such as 
median filtering should be explored to complement our study. More analysis may 
also be required to quantify how the retrieval performance is affected when anno­
tation based on the proposed multichannel representation is performed using video 
mosaics. Several annotation methods, including ours, should be compared.
In our descriptor generation mechanism, we have defined two ways of reducing the 
number of codes stored in each image: a rejection threshold, set ad Aoc, or a “com-
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pression” strategy. Further research could be devoted to the selection of the texture 
codes which will be stored for each image/key-frame in the database.
Although textual annotation is difficult for images, interesting and useful techniques 
developed for text retrieval (or information retrieval) seem to have been little stud­
ied for image retrieval. We have found that some of these techniques could be of 
interest for our framework (e.g. vector model, probabilistic information retrieval, 
Rocchio formula), if the texture codes are interpreted as terms. A good reference 
on information retrieval is [9] and inspiration could be drawn from this source, for 
further research. As far as the mechanisms for storing and retrieving the indices 
are concerned, we envisage several ways to extend our work. First, in the spirit of 
distributed databases, rather than using a single hash-table for the entire database 
when the database is very large, it may be advantageous to split the database into 
smaller collections, and index these collections separately. These smaller databases 
could be queried in parallel, and the results could be merged. This would render the 
retrieval suitably efficient for very large collections. We have used a hash-table for 
storing the indices. However, the space utilisation of hash-tables can be poor. TVees 
overcome this problem although at the expense of longer search time. Nonetheless 
the field of efficient indexing is rapidly evolving, and one may identify a structure 
suited to inverted indices, without the drawbacks of hash-tables, and with advan­
tages outweighing the advantages of hash-tables.
During om work, we have not addressed the effects of geometrical variations on the 
texture representation, although we expect that some tolerance to small changes in 
scale and rotation about the axis normal to the image plane comes for free with the 
Gabor filters. For large rotations, we can already think of a few solutions. Such a 
rotation causes a rotation in the Fourier domain. The Fourier domain may therefore 
be rotated at a fixed set of angles before filtering, and codes can be generated for 
each rotation. Or alternatively, the filter bank may be rotated. Another solution, 
is to permute the energy levels corresponding to a given scale for each code in a 
query. The permuted codes can be searched in the annotation tables and retrieval 
can proceed as usual. We envisage that this scheme will be mostly effective for 
rotations corresponding to the orientation bandwidth of the filters. Finally, work on 
the problem of achieving rotation invariance with Gabor filters has been presented 
in [98], where a circularly symmetric Gabor filter was presented. The use of a set of 
such filters within our framework could be studied. For scale, and other 2D or 3D 
appearance variations, research is needed.
An idea that arose during our research but was not fully brought to its completion, 
was to exploit the structure of the codes to infer the nature of the texture they 
represent. Being able to make such an inference means that one can differentiate
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between random, oriented and structured/regular textures, perhaps even distinguish 
different levels in each category. Such research has been undertaken for instance in 
[69, 27]. Our own idea, fully presented in Appendix E is to first “project” the codes 
along scale and orientation axis, and then “parse” these projections. We have found 
empirical rules for the parsing. Experiments showed encouraging results: we were 
able to browse textures by coarseness/ fineness, presence or absence of strong orien­
tation, bidirectional structuredness or randomness. We feel that further research to 
complete this work could lead to a useful method, but also to interesting conclusions.
The extensions investigated in Chapter 5 may also be researched further. Ways to 
speed up the template matching approach may be devised. Fully exploiting Ratan 
et al. ’s idea [102], so that dynamic programming is used to match image columns 
longer than the template columns, or so that several image columns may be probed 
for a single template column, may lead to an improvement of the results. We also 
feel that being able to weigh the contribution of different pixels differently in the 
matching score may help disambiguate certain results. A useful extension of the 
localisation algorithm would be to let it detect all occurrences of the template in a 
single image. For the problem of relevance feedback, improvements of the Rocchio 
formula should be researched. In particular, weights determining the influence of 
positive and negative feedback must be chosen, and this task is not easily performed. 
While an unreported attempt was made to set these weights adaptively, success was 
not reached, so this remains a useful suggestion for future work. Modifications of 
the Rocchio formula have been proposed in the literature on information retrieval 
[125], which could be explored. Also, in the literature, we have found applications 
of the learning algorithm AdaBoost, to learn queries in an information retrieval 
application [125] or in an image retrieval application [141]. We feel that this would 
be a direction worthwhile exploring. Our work has shown the potential of nearest 
neighbour-based relevance feedback, and provided a few albeit interesting results 
concerning the problem of condensation with non-metric spaces. Two issues are of 
interest here: the issue of using a single prototype versus using several exemplars; 
the issue of selecting the correct exemplars; the issue of the space and the way in 
which the exemplars are compared. A better understanding of how these issues arise 
in the context of our framework is desirable.
Finally some additional functionality could improve the framework from the inter­
action point of view. We suggest tha t a module to deal with spatial queries should 
be implemented. Also the framework should be extended to deal with several query 
regions, linked by the “AND” and “OR” operators.
Appendix A
C ontent-based annotation and 
retrieval: a com plete literature  
review
In this appendix, we explore the topics reviewed in the introduction, by surveying 
approaches proposed in the literature,
A .l Video parsing: temporal segmentation for video se­
quences
In the case of a video application, it is desirable to identify individual scenes so that 
queries of the type: ‘I want to see the bit where England scored the winning goal’ 
can be answered. Furthermore, videos need to be broken down into units of more 
manageable size for processing and indexing. We can exploit the fact that video is 
a structured medium: a video sequence can be decomposed into scenes, shots and 
frames - Figure A.I. Video parsing is the process of decomposing video streams into 
these syntactic elements. A frame is the atomic unit of the video and corresponds to 
a single image. Shots are a sequence of frames recorded continously by one camera 
(i.e. one ‘on-off’ of the camera). Finally, scenes are ‘usually composed of a small 
number of interrelated shots that are unified by location or dramatic incident’ [11]. 
Thus a link can be found between shots of the same scene, and fr'ames which are 
part of the same shot are extremely similar.
Since frames belonging to two successive shots ai'e likely to be visually dissimilar, 
techniques for video parsing rely on detecting points in the sequence at which a
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Gradual 
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Abrupt Transition
Figure A.l: Video is a structured medium
quantitative measure expressing the difference between successive frames exceeds 
a certain threshold. These points are known as shot transitions. Transitions are 
of two types: abrupt transitions (camera breaks, or cuts), and gradual transitions 
produced by editing effects (e.g. wipes, fades, dissolves). Editing effects distribute 
the transition between two shots over a few frames. So, gradual transitions are more 
difficult to detect, as the difference between frames corresponding to two successive 
shots is substantially reduced. Shot detection schemes also aim for robustness with 
respect to camera or scene motions. Camera or scene motions can lead to false 
detection as they can locally - in time - create large differences between frames. 
Differences between frames can be quantified by pairwise pixel comparisons, or with 
schemes based on intensity or colour histograms. Motion and dynamic scene analysis 
can also provide cues for temporal segmentation. A good review of these scene 
detection schemes is found in [2]. A less ‘classic’ scheme is proposed by Corridoni 
and Del Bimbo to detect gradual transitions [31]: their work introduces a metric 
based on the chromatic properties (in the L*u*v* space) of frames during a gradual 
transition. Also, Ardizzone et al. [3] have implemented a neural network approach 
for scene detection in the video retrieval system JACOB [21]. Results indicate a 
low error-rate; the two errors (over a few thousand frames) were made because the 
system confused a large change in brightness between two frames with a shot cut. 
Nonetheless the technique is not able to handle gradual transitions.
Scenes are larger semantic aggregates. Thus detecting them may be a bit more
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complex. An approach reported in [138, 160] consists in using a priori knowledge to 
identify scenes in a video sequence. They take the particular case of news broadcasts. 
These sequences can be characterised by:
• a temporal structure indicating a specific order in which shots appear: intro­
duction - anchorperson shot - news shots- anchorperson shot - news shots -...- 
weather forecast - end
• a spatial structure within anchor-person shots: anchor-person, news titles, 
news icons,...
By modelling each structure, and testing detected shots and frames against the 
models, individual scenes can be identified. More recently, techniques not mailing 
use of a priori information have been reported. In [31] Corridoni and Del Bimbo 
focus on scene detection under a restricted condition: the shot/reverse shot scenes 
defined in [87]. They exploit the periodicity in the composing shots induced by this 
shooting technique.
A priori knowledge can only be used for certain types of video programs where an 
underlying sequence model exist. In the majority of cases it is difficult to build such 
a model. Thus, in [159], shots are grouped into clusters after a proximity matrix has 
been built. This proximity matrix is based on dissimilarity measures defined for the 
colour, shape and correlation of the shots’ image sets. User interaction can refine 
the resulting clustering. However similar shots which are far apart in time and thus 
do not belong to the same scene or story unit may be clustered together. By adding 
temporal constraints during the clusteringing process, Yeung et al. make clusters of 
similar shots correspond to actual scenes or story units [157]. In [158],they extend 
their work to the automatic characterisation of whole video sequences. After the 
clustering stage, video shots are labelled. The order of appearance of the labels is 
used to parse the video into dialogue, action and story units^, based on predefined 
label sequence models.
A .2 From visual primitives to indices 
A .2.1 V isual prim itives
A visual primitive generally refers to a single category of visual properties: colour, 
texture, shape, motion. Visual primitives are thus the basic cues our visual system 
uses.
 ^Story units unify shots which are similar in content and contribute to conveying the same 
message.
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In [136], colour is presented as a powerful cue, which had until recently unjustly 
been neglected to the benefit of geometrical cues in object recognition applications. 
However,a radical evolution is demonstrated by the current widespread use of colour 
in content-based and recognition applications. Colour is in fact a visual sensation 
produced by light in the visible region of the spectrum incident on the retina [147]. 
It may be defined in many different spaces; the human visual system has three types 
of colour photoreceptor cells, so colour spaces need only be three-dimensional for an 
adequate colour description. The RGB (Red Green Blue) space is the basic space 
in which the pixels of coloured digital images are usually defined. However other 
spaces have been exploited: L*u*v*, HVC, Munsell colour space, the Itten-Runge 
sphere,... A good interpretation of some of these colour spaces can be found in [147]. 
Components in these spaces are derived from the RGB components with the help of 
appropriate transforms. Each space has different properties, and thus is advocated 
for when it best suits the application. Some spaces have been shown to agree more 
closely to the human perception of colour (e.g. the CIE L*u*v* colour space).
Texture is defined as the repetition of a basic pattern over a given area. This 
basic pattern, referred to as ‘texeP, contains several pixels whose placement can be 
periodic, quasi-periodic or random [58]. Texture is a material property, along with 
colour. Colour and texture are thus commonly associated for region and object 
indexing, and recognition. As a material property, texture is virtually omnipresent. 
Picard identifies three properties of texture: lack of specific complexity, presence of 
high frequencies, and restricted scale [97]. She even extends the definition of texture 
to a characteristic of sound and motion as well as a visual characteristic. Thus, 
texture can be defined in time: in her PhD thesis [69], Liu defines temporal texture 
as ‘motion patterns of indeterminate spatial and temporal extent’. Examples of 
temporal textmes are periodic temporal activities: walking, wheels of a car rolling 
on the road... In artificial or human made environments, visual textures tend to be 
periodic, deterministic. In natural scenes, textures are generally random (a sandy 
beach for instance), indeterministic. The ‘ubiquity of texture’ [69] entails that a wide 
range of approaches^, models and features have been defined and used to represent 
texture, in content-based retrieval applications more especially. A review of some of 
them is also given in [97]. Most of these representations try  to approximate or agree 
with human perception of texture as much as possible.
The shape of an object refers to its profile and physical structure [51, 58]. Shape 
is a particularly important cue when characterising objects. It is also essential in 
certain domains where the colour and texture of different objects can appear similar 
(e.g. medical images) [51].
*The main approaches are the so-called ‘statistical’, ‘structural’, and ‘spectral’ approaches.
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Motion can be a very powerful cue to recognise and index objects, although it can 
only be used for video applications.
Measurements performed on an image and associated with a given primitive are 
referred to as ‘low-level features’. The use of low-level features to perform relatively 
high-level tasks such as annotation and retrieval^ has proved in fact particularly 
successful. For image and video indexing, one can identify two types of features;
• global: these features characterise the image as a whole;
•  local: these features characterise parts of the image, such as defined regions, 
or identified objects, and enable the localisation of visual properties in the 
images; having local information is useful when dealing with partial visibility 
[120].
Depending on the user’s interests or needs (pinpointing a set of objects at given 
locations, or finding scenes which are somehow similar to his query), each type of 
feature will prove more appropriate.
A .2.2  Identifying regions, objects or points o f interest for local an­
notation
In order to identify prominent regions in an image, the image needs to be segmented. 
Image segmentation is usually defined as the process of partitioning an image into 
regions which are homogeneous in some specified sense [96].
On the one hand the segmentation process can be semi-automatic. This has the first 
advantage of ensuring a certain level of accuracy in the region outline. Secondly, the 
user is able to identify the regions which are of greatest interest to him /her [96]. For 
instance, two semi-automatic segmentation processes have been implemented in the 
QBIC system [92]: the user can either initialise a ‘snake’ which will deform to fit an 
exact region contour, either define a seed point, from which a region will be grown. 
Alternatively, R.Picard proposes user interaction to guide the segmentation process. 
The user can indicate examples of regions of interest, and the system selects other 
regions which it thinks are similar to the examples [96]. Finally, the system NeTra 
[73, 71], requires the user to specify parameters such as the type of visual features 
used for the segmentation process and the preferred scale to localise the desired 
boundaries. On the other hand, achieving a high degree of automation is a largely 
shared objective, as manual segmentation can be tedious if it has to performed for
^This process is defined as vision texhtre by Picard [97].
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a large set of visual items. Approaches for fully automated segmentation have been 
presented [19, 109, 110, 111, 64, 74, 129, 44, 73, 43, 36, 24].
Segmentation processes vary in the visual primitives used to define the regions ho­
mogeneity. They can be based on edges, colour, texture, motion for video, or a 
combination of these. They also vary in their level of complexity. Usually, several 
techniques are associated to optimise the chances of an accurate segmentation. This 
is all the more important when the segmentation process is automatic. For instance 
in [43], region detection based on a pre-defined set of object colours is employed to 
supplement the image segmentation. The segmentation scheme proposed in [73, 71] 
consists in first detecting boundaries by edge flow analysis, then connecting dis­
joint boundaries by region merging. Saber and Murat-Tekalp [109] have developed a 
tlu’ee-step unsupervised segmentation process: an intermediate map based on colour 
ensures the formation of contiguous regions; a gradient operation allows edges to be 
determined; finally a split-and-merge algorithm is applied to the intermediate map 
and enforces consistency with the edge map. Colour and edge segmentation are also 
combined in [67]. In [110], Saber and Murat-Tekalp propose algorithms (perform­
ing AND/OR operations, a MAP scheme, or Bayesian integration) to automatically 
classify pixels, and blocks of pixels into homogeneous regions based on their tex­
ture and colour properties. Picard and Minka suggest that the system dynamically 
determines which one(s) among a ‘society of (texture) models’ best describes and 
helps identifying regions of interest, based on user feedback [96, 84].
Motion is a natural cue for spatial segmentation in videos. In [161], optic flow esti­
mation techniques allow regions and objects with coherent motions to be identified 
and indexed. Colour/texture/ edges and motion can be associated to identify and 
track objects in video sequences; MPEG coded images are easier to segment, as mo­
tion vectors and thus motion cues aie readily available [36, 24]. Liu [69] proposed 
a method exploiting spatiotemporal images and their Fourier spectrum to identify 
objects characterised by temporal texture in video sequences. A more geometric 
approach to motion segmentation is found in [140], where the use of the trifocal 
tensor can enable the identification of rigid objects with different motions.
Since the relevance and the quality of segmentation are not easy to achieve, White 
and Jain have proposed an approach where local matching is still possible without 
prior segmentation [152]. The images are first analysed by a classifier bank. The 
classifiers measure some primitive’s properties. Each classifier yields a binary image 
indicating which pixels were ON; this image has a smaller resolution than the original 
(e.g. 64x64). A signature is derived for each output binary image, as a bit vector 
representing the set of classes which had at least one pixel ON in the image. The 
Minimum Bounding Rectangle (MBR) of ON bits along with bitmap representations
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of ON pixels in the MBR are stored for each class. During query, the user can specify 
region properties and the layout. The query - by example - is then translated into 
a low level language: the ‘Visual Pattern Query Language’. In this language are 
indicated the presence/absence of a region, its associated classes, its shape. The 
query expression is parsed into an expression tree data structure. The information 
stored for the database images is compared to the translated query.
Interest points have been proposed by Schmid and Mohr [120]. These interest points 
are local features at which the image luminance changes two-dimensionally (e.g. 
corners). A set of differential invariants can be computed at the detected points^, 
and at different scales. Images are indexed with the vectors of invariants. The 
advantage of this approach - compared to segmentation based-schemes - is that it can 
readily handle partial visibility. Also this scheme is robust to image transformations, 
such as image rotation and scaling.
A .2.3 Colour features
A simple scheme is to consider the average along each axis of the chosen colour 
space. For instance, if the RGB space is chosen, the colour features could be 
( ^ ^ ^ , ) where is the total number of pixels in the image. Obvi­
ously such a scheme, if used alone, is too simple and will lack discriminatory power. 
Nonetheless such features can allow a fast coarse search through the database prior 
to more computationally expensive or finer comparisons. This approach was followed 
in [1].
The work presented by Ballard and Swain [136], now a classic reference, introduced 
the use of colour histograms as features for image indexing. Histograms are obtained 
by counting the number of times each discrete colour from a discretised colour space 
appears in an image or an image region. This is achieved by determining which colour 
bin is the closest to each pixel’s colour. ‘Closest’ is here determined by a distance or 
colour similarity function, itself dependent upon the colour space used. Histograms 
thus approximate the colour distribution of the image; we can not only know the 
dominant colours in the image but also the relative occurrence of all the colours 
present in the image. Furthermore histograms require no image preprocessing; they 
are invariant to image rotation, and slowly change with image translation. Colour 
histograms have thus been extensively exploited, sometimes in a more complex form 
(e.g.[130, 92, 159, 35, 73, 21, 8, 1, 44, 123, 80, 68, 24]).
Colour histograms nonetheless can require large storage space according to the dis­
cretisation of the colour space, and can be computationally expensive. They are 
^[121] presents a comparison study of interest point detectors.
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also not invariant to changes in illuminations in the image. In [134], Strieker also 
shows that the use of colour histograms can lead to unstable retrieval results if the 
similarity between them is assessed with the standard LI and L2 norms®, and even 
if cumulative histograms are used. Several solutions have been proposed to alleviate 
these problems. To reduce the storage requirements:
1. A colour space where a less significant colour axis may be more coarsely quan­
tised can be used [136]. The significance of an axis can be assessed with respect 
to human perception or the overall colour distribution in the database. In fact 
the quantisation of the colour space is a very important process which can 
influence the retrieval performance as shown by Wan and Jay-Kuo [147]. In 
their experiments, they found that some spaces should not be quantized uni­
formly (e.g. the HSV space). Also product vector quantisation can lead to an 
optimum definition of the colour bins.
2. A clustering scheme may be applied to the quantised colour space to define a 
set of ‘super colour-cells’ [92, 73].
3. The histogram can be truncated to the most representative colours in the 
image [73]; this will not affect the perceptual quality of the retrieval since the 
human eye is not so sensitive to colour as to brightness [43].
4. Compact representations may be extracted from histograms. Moments are 
used in [134, 76]. Gong et al. [43] represent the histograms as hyper-polygons 
in the chosen colour space (in this work: the RGB space), instead of using the 
original histograms for indexing: the vertices of the hyper-polygons are the 
coordinates of the bin centres of n representative bins. [130] proposes the use 
of ‘binary colour sets’, which are equivalent to thresholded histograms: given 
a histogram h and a threshold Tm for colour m, a binary set can be defined by:
c H  = (  ’ "M > r™ (A.1)( 0 otherw ise
Similarly, Gevers [42] defines ‘colour-metric pattern cards’ as thresholded 2D 
histograms.
The use of moments is shown not only to reduce storage requirements but also to be 
a very robust method [134]. Furthermore, Mandai et al. have shown that one can 
define a set of normalised moments which are invariant to illumination [76]. On the
®For instance, jx — y| is an LI norm, and ||x — y\\ =  X)(®» “  (the Euclidean distance) is an 
L2 norm.
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other hand Gevers [42] shows that using hue only to define the colour-metric pattern 
cards results in cards which are insensitive to shadows, shading and specularities 
while still keeping a high discriminative power for retrieval. Nonetheless his method 
seems to require a fah amount of image processing.
For the CANDID system, Kelly and Cannon [62] estimate probability density func­
tions (as Gaussian mixtures) as opposed to histograms. A main advantage of pdf’s 
is that they do not depend on the discretization of the colour space. On the other 
hand they require more computations. Nonetheless, the pixels which contribute to 
the similarity score in the retrieved images can be identified and displayed if one 
uses pdf’s. The user is thus provided with some information how the system defines 
‘similarity’ and decided on the retrieved images. So this visualisation process can 
help the user refining his queries.
The previous features describe the colours present in the image but cannot take 
into account their spatial location. To remedy this problem several alternatives are 
available. One can consider pairs of pixels rather than single pixels to build 2D 
histograms: one thus counts the number of pairs of neighbouring pixels which can 
be characterised by a pair of colour elements (i,j) [42]. The interpretation of such 
histograms is that they indicate the joint probability that two coloiu's appear next 
to each other in an image as well as indicating the relative frequency of occurrence 
of each colour. Similarly Ridcman and Stonham have proposed the use of colour 
n-tuples [104]. An n-tuple represents a particular combination of n colours (n > 2); 
among these n colours, a few may be the same. The number of occurrences of a 
given n-tuple in an image can be found by evaluating the colour properties of sets of 
points arranged in a predefined fashion (e.g. for a 3-tuple the points are the vertices 
of a triangle). The sets of points are randomly positioned in the image. Each colour 
tuple is assigned a codebook index. The number of times this index appears in an 
image is recorded in a histogram. The histogram is truncated so that only the bins 
whose value exceeds a certain threshold are kept, because of the rapidly growing size 
of the histogram with the number n of colours, and the number of samples in the 
image. With this truncation storage space can be saved, matching simplified. Also 
during the matching phase, more weight is given to bins corresponding to tuples 
where colours are different than to tuples where colours are the same, as the latter 
convey less information. Ridcman and Stonham’s method shows some improvement 
over a first-order histogram-based benchmark. The common problem with Gevers’s, 
and Ridcman and Stonham’s methods though, is that they still require a fair amount 
of computation and storage.
A final possibility is to divide the image into several subimages and calculate colour 
histograms for each subimage [43, 133, 123]. Strieker [133] interestingly suggests
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pai’titioning the image into fuzzy regions, so that the indices are roughly insensitive 
to small translations or rotations about the image centre, and 90 deg rotations about 
the image centre. Furthermore he circumvents the problem of storage requirements 
by determining moments from the colour histograms and keeping these moments 
as indices. The overall similarity score takes into account the five regions but any 
region can be given more emphasis by the choice of an appropriate weight. Results 
for this scheme are promising.
In [54], Iyengar and Lippmann also divide video frames into subframes, but the 
number of frames in a video sequence prohibits the use of colour histograms to 
characterise each subimage. They choose to simply calculate the mean components 
for each colour axis of the colour space. Naturally, this scheme and colour histogram 
schemes can also be applied to characterise meaningful regions or objects identified 
during a segmentation process.
Finally wavelet® features have been exploited to characterise the colour layout of 
images. The idea was first introduced by Jacobs et al. [55]. Their intention was to 
find a strategy for searching an image database in which the query is expressed as a 
low-resolution image from a scanner or video camera, or as a rough sketch painted 
by the user. The wavelet decomposition was selected for image analysis and indexing 
on the gi'ound that:
• a good image approximation can be obtained with just a few coefficients;
• edge information, which is essential for sketch-based queries, is readily avail­
able;
• the wavelet decomposition enables multiresolution analysis;
• wavelet decompositions are fast and easy to compute.
The Haar transform was used in their implementation because of its simplicity. 
Images were first projected into the YIQ space and the decomposition was applied 
to each colour channel. The coefiicients were truncated and quantised. A metric^ 
was defined as the weighted sum of the difference between the average colours of the 
query and the target, and the number of stored coefficients matching each other in 
the query and the target:
wo|Q[0,0] -  T[0,0j| -  Z  ( 5  [hj] =T  [i,j]) ,
____________________
°By transforming an image with a wavelet transform, one can obtain spatially localized infor­
mation about the energy content of the input image for different spatial frequency bands.
^The truncation process is reported to increase the discrimination power of the metric.
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where Q and T are the query and the target respectively, the ~  indicates that the 
coefficients have been quantised, and Wbm(zj) is a weight associated with a particular 
group of coefficients.
The weights were determined by training. The metric was compared to the LI 
and L2 metrics as well as a simple colour histogram based approacli and performed 
better than these benchmarks. The robustness of the method to changes in scale, 
rotations, translations, colour shifts, showed that the method significantly improved 
on the other methods in the case of colour changes.
Wavelet coefficients derived from Haar transformed images were also used by Blume 
and Ballard in [14]. Again, the Haar transform was exploited because of its sim­
plicity. Also, it provides optimal spatial localization, and the Haar basis being 
orthonomal, a non-redimdant representation of the image can be obtained. The aim 
of Blume and Ballard was image annotation on a per-pixel basis: each pixel should 
be labelled as belonging to one of a set of classes (e.g. sky, water)... However the 
Haar transform provides one coefficient per bloclc of 4x4 pixels from the previous de­
composition level. Therefore an interpolation scheme was implemented so that each 
pixel of the image could be associated with one coefficient for each decomposition 
level.
Nonetheless, in [149, 150], Ze Wang et al. report that the use of the Haar transform 
could not allow great accuracy when the query image or the images in the database 
contained high frequency colour variation. Furthermore, they argued that the Haar’s 
wavelet basis was not suitable for natural images. Instead, they propose to use 
Daubechies wavelets and Symmlet-8 wavelets to produce a multiresolution scheme 
which could not only deal with query by example, but also with query by sketch. 
In this approach, the images are first rescaled to thumbnail images (128x128), and 
the RGB values are converted to values in a space similar to the opponent colour 
space of [136]. This conversion results in 3 colour matrices. A 4-level fast-wavelet 
transform (FWT) with Daubechies-8 wavelets and a 5-level FWT with Symmlet- 
8 wavelets are applied to each matrix. From the results of the first transform, a 
16x16 subimage on the top left corner of the image (including the low-frequency 
subimage) is extracted. The standard deviation of the 8x8 low-frequency subimage 
is also computed. From the results of the second transform, the top left corner 
8x8 subimage is extracted. The extracted subimages and the calculated standard 
deviation are used as indices. The query, an example image, is wavelet-transformed 
in the same way. Retrieval is performed in two stages. A coarse selection of images 
is first performed by comparing the stored standard deviations with the standard 
deviation of the 8x8 low-frequency subimage of the PW-transformed query image. 
Then the stored subimages are compared to the corresponding subimages in the FW-
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transformed query image (first the small 8x8 subimage of the 5-level transform, then 
the 16x16 subimage of the 4-level transform). For the 16x16 subimage a weighted 
distance measure is used (giving more weights to horizontal, vertical, diagonal or 
low-frequency details). This scheme was found to enable a compact, semantically 
meaningful representation of the image.
A .2.4 Texture features
The QBIC system uses texture features based on Tamura’s features: coarseness, con­
trast and directionality. Coarseness measures the granularity of the texture; contrast 
can be measured based on the gray-level distribution; directionality determines the 
dominant direction in the texture [51]. Another trio of features has been developed 
by Liu: in [69], she proposed a Wold-like decomposition for texture patterns: the 
texture features are the deterministic, evanescent and indeterministic components 
of the patterns. In particular, the deterministic component reflects the ‘structured­
ness’ and periodicity of the texture pattern, the evanescent component indicates the 
directionality of a pattern, and the indeterministic component represents the ran­
domness of the texture. A study Liu conducted revealed that these components are 
in very close agreement with the way humans would classify texture patterns. In 
Liu’s current implementation, the deterministic components are the harmonic peaks 
of the Fom'ier spectrum, while the indeterministic and evanescent components are 
modelled by the second order symmetric MRSAR (Multiresolution Simultaneous 
Autoregressive) model of Mao and Jain [79]. This method was integrated in the re­
trieval system Photobook [94]. Picard [97] nonetheless points out that this method 
has limitations, best reflected by the fact that, using Wold features, an image of 
large, round stones was retrieved for a query with the image of a brick wall as an 
example. High contrast horizontal edges in the stone image confused the system.
Carson et al. [19] express textural properties of objects in terms of anisotropy, con­
trast and polarity which are derived from a windowed second moment matrix. In 
particular, polarity measures the extent to which the gradient vectors in a certain 
neighbourhood all point in the same direction. An interesting point of this paper 
is its emphasis on the notion of scale for the description of texture: texture must 
be described at the appropriate scale. They use polarity to select the right scale. 
Nonetheless, from the results shown, their descriptors seem to lack discriminative 
power.
Gabor decomposition is a very popular scheme to extract texture features. Some 
studies have shown that, in the visual cortex, quasi-independent channels process 
visual information and can be modelled as narrow-band filters. Images are decom­
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posed by these filters into a sequence of images, each containing intensity variations 
over specific frequency and orientation ranges. Gabor filters are localised in a joint 
spatial-frequency domain and banks of Gabor filters can successfully model the cor­
tical activities we have described. As an example, a prototype 2D Gabor filter is 
formulated below [73]:
.exp[2TTjWx] (A.2)
It can be considered as an orientation and scale tunable edge and line (bar) detector
[73]; by using the statistics of the filter’s output in a given region, we can capture 
information on the region’s texture. A bank of Gabor filters can be obtained by 
dilating and rotating the prototype filter given in eq. A.2. Such a bank has been 
implemented in the system NeTra [73], and reported as very powerful. In [35], the 
same filter bank was used to characterise texture in video segments.
Other types of filter banks have also been proposed: in [129], a wavelet filter bank, 
and in [100], a sampled quadrature mirror bank of HR filters. In fact Randen [100] 
argues that the most critical issue in the selection of a filter bank is not the filter 
basis, but the way the frequency spectrum is partitioned by the filter bank. The 
ImageRover of Sclaroff et al. [123] determines the texture distribution in World Wide 
Web images with steerable pyramids of four levels. The images are first decomposed 
into subimages. At each level of the pyramid, the textme direction and strength at 
each pixel of each subimage is calculated, using the outputs of seven X-Y separable, 
steerable quadrature pair basis filters. Orientation histograms are calculated for 
each level of the pyramid and quantised. The method requires a fair amount of 
processing. Nonetheless the evaluation of the performance of the system does not 
seem to indicate that this is a problem. The storage of histograms for each level of 
the pyramid and for each subimage is likely to be more problematic.
Texture can be viewed as a repetition of basic tiles. So called ‘structural approaches’ 
attem pt to detect the basic tile in a texture pattern, and to define the way tiles are 
arranged in the pattern. Forsyth et al. [41] have integrated such an approach in 
their retrieval system. Periodically repeating tiles are identified within the image 
and the area over which they repeat are associated with image regions. These 
regions can be represented by the tile and the spatial relationships (modelled by 
geometric transformations) between successive tiles. This approach is complex; the 
identification of basic tiles, viewed as a tracking problem, and the determination of 
the spatial relationships between the tiles will require more computations than other 
approaches, while these other approaches may still be able to capture the structural 
nature of the texture (e.g. Liu’s Wold-like decomposition).
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Texture is usually associated with colour: although we can easily find coloured 
non-textured surfaces in the real world, the converse is not true. One possibility 
(commonly found) is to characterise textural and colour properties by separate fea­
tures, and append them in one single feature vector. One has to take care to balance 
the feature vector, so that one feature does not dominate over the other [100, 129]. 
An alternative is to find a model for coloured texture as a single entity. Forsyth et 
al. [41, 74] have proposed a method to fuse colour and texture properties which is 
pai'ticularly suitable when the texture consist of a representative spatial distribution 
of coloured elements (e.g. a field of flowers). This approach aims at determining the 
size and spatial distribution of blobs of colour.
As the wavelet scheme of Ze Wang et. al [149] encodes both the spatial and frequency 
content of colour images in the wavelet coefficients, it allows colour distribution and 
layout as well as texture to be indexed by the wavelet coefficients. Gabor filters have 
also been exploited to represent coloured texture: in [57], the Gabor decomposition is 
applied to each spectral band of the image. Monochromatic features® are extracted 
from each output. Opponent features, representing a measure of the correlation 
between a pair of spectral bands filtered with Gabor filters of different scale but 
same orientation, are also evaluated. Experimental results show the superiority of 
this set of features compared with greyscale features, or unichrome features alone. 
They also show how the opponent features are able to capture the spatial structure 
of the colour components.
A .2.5 Shape
Colour and texture characterise the material properties of objects and regions. They 
represent the ‘stuff’ as opposed to ‘things’ [41]. Ultimately shape descriptors are 
needed to represent objects and obtain a more semantic representation of an image. 
One can distinguish between global descriptors, which are derived from the entire 
shape, and local descriptors, which are derived by partial processing of the shape 
and do not depend on the entire shape [51].
Simple global descriptors include the area of the region/object, its centroid, its cir­
cularity, moments [19, 44, 24, 92, 43, 67]. Eakins et al. [39] extend this list to: 
length irregularity, discontinuity angle irregularity, complexity, aspect ratio, right 
angleness, sharpness, directedness. For their system ARTISAN®, they introduce 
a novel approach for shape analysis based on studies of the human perception of 
shape. They argue that “image retrieval should be based on what the eye actually
® These features are referred to as ‘unichrome features’ in the reference.
° Automatic Retrieval of Trademark Images by Shape ANalysis.
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sees, rather than the image itself”. So they propose that objects boundaries should 
be grouped into ‘boundary families’, according to some criteria such as collinearity, 
proximity and pattern repetition. Chang et al. [24] introduce two more global fea­
tures: the normalised area, and the percentage area, for their system VideoQ. The 
ratio of the area of an object is the area of the circumscribing circle; the percentage 
area is the percentage of the area of the video that is occupied by the object.
The use of curvature to derive shape descriptors has been explored in [73] (curva­
ture functions) and in [86] (curvature scale space representation). Pentland et al. , 
Saber and Murat-Tekalp [111], and Sclaroff et al. [123] have all proposed a shape 
representation based on eigenvalue analysis. The method proposed by Saber and 
Murat-Tekalp was adopted by Chang et al. for the system VideoQ [24].
Although the shape of an object or a region may be indexed accurately, it is also 
often approximated by a simpler shape (e.g. minimum bounding rectangle, ellipse) 
and simple global descriptors are calculated for these representative shapes. This 
makes queries by sketch easier for the user [24], and indexing simpler. For the 
QBIC system[92], a specific methodology has been developed for queries by sketch: 
a reduced resolution edge map is computed and stored for eacli image. The maps 
will be compared to the map derived from the user’s sketch.
A .2.6 M otion
A global motion index can be defined by examining the overall motion activity in 
a frame [35, 161, 36, 145, 45]. The estimation of the activity can be based on the 
observed optic flow motion as in [161]; Vasconcelos and Lippman [145] rely on the 
tangent distance.
Alternatively, we can distinguish between two types of motion: the motion induced 
by the camera, and the motion of the objects present in the scene. During the 
recording of a sequence, a camera can: pan, tilt, or zoom Panning refers to a 
horizontal rotation of the camera around its vertical axis. When tilting, the camera 
rotates around its vertical axis. During a zoom, the camera varies the focusing 
distance - Figure A.2. Detecting the camera operations is important as it helps 
to determine the absolute motions of objects in a scene. Furthermore the type of 
camera motion is a hint for semantic analysis. For instance in a basketball match, 
the camera pans the court and follows the ball when the players are moving from 
one end of the court to the other; but then when a point is about to be scored, all
Other possible operations are tracking (horizontal transverse movement), booming (vertical 
transverse movement) and dollying (horizontal lateral movement). However these operations are 
not as commonly analysed.
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J^Pan
Tilt
Zoom
Booming
Tracking
Dollying
Figure A.2: Camera operations: pan (horizontal rotation), tilt (vertical rotation), 
tracking (horizontal transverse movement), dollying (horizontal lateral movement), 
booming (vertical transverse movement), zooming (varying the focusing distance).
the players are located around one basket so the camera is static [117]. Also, film 
directors choose particular types of camera motion to convey particular impressions. 
It is possible to find techniques which detect both object and camera motions. These 
techniques rely on the estimation and analysis of the optic flow.
For instance, in the system VideoQ [24], a hierarchical pixel-domain motion esti­
mation method is used to extract the optic flow. The global motion components 
of objects in the scene are compensated by the affine model of the global motion. 
Panning is detected by determining dominant motions along particular directions 
from a global motion velocity histogram. A technique to detect zooming is also 
reported. Objects are segmented and tracked by fusing edge, colour and motion 
information: here, the optic flow is used to project and track regions (segmented 
with colom’ and edge cues) through the video sequence. For each frame and each 
tracked object, a vector represents the average translation of the centroid of the 
object between successive frames after global motion compensation. The speed of 
the object and the duration of motion can be determined by storing the frame rate 
of the video sequence. It is then interesting to note how queries based on motion 
properties are proposed in this system. The user can sketch one or several objects 
(represented by simple geometrical forms), their motion trail, and specify the dura­
tion of the motion, the attributes of the objects, the order in which they appear. An 
example is given in Figure A.3. To see whether a stored object’s motion matches the 
specified trail, its trail is uniformly sampled based on the frame rate; then its trail
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Object 1
Motion
Object 2
Figure A.3: Example of a query with the system VideoQ [24]: the objects are 
represented by simple geometric forms, a motion trail has been specified for the first 
object; a texture attribute is also indicated for the second object.
is either projected onto the x-y space (if the user has no clue about the duration of 
the motion), or left in the spatio temporal domain. The first scheme reduces the 
comparison of the trails to a contour matching process. W ith the second scheme, 
the Euclidean distances between the trail samples of the stored items and the query 
are calculated and summed to give an overall matching score.
A .2.7 W here do th e  indices go?
Indexing structures
After the feature extraction process, we are left with a set of image descriptors: 
n-dimensional feature vectors (integrating several properties), histograms, edge- 
maps,... The problem is now to store them in structures. These structures must 
facilitate the insertion of new indices, as well as ensure efficiency during the retrieval 
stage. We will not review in detail the indexing mechanisms which are currently 
available. The interested reader is referred to [2] for a survey, and to [151] for a 
comparison study. K-d trees (e.g. [120, 123]-, and R*-trees -e.g [1, 92]) seem to be 
currently popular.
Reducing the dimension of indices
While some indexing structures are quite efficient for low-dimensional indices (e.g. 
the R*-tree), their performance will decrease as the dimension of the feature vectors
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increases. Generally speaking, the higher the dimension of the index is, the poorer 
the retrieval performance will be.
One solution is to store a low-dimension index and perform a coarse search based on 
this index. Once a set of potential hits has been selected, a more computationally 
intensive search can be carried out. For instance, Agnew et al. [1] store simple 
average colour components as indices for a fast search, before relying on histogram 
comparison for the final pruning. More sophisticated approaches rely on feature 
selection methods to keep only the most relevant features. Sclaroff et al. [123] apply 
principal component analysis to colour and texture feature vectors and project these 
vectors into a reduced eigenspace. The projections are the new feature vectors. 
They have a lower dimensionality, which corresponds to the true dimensionality of 
the data.
Messer and Kittler [82] have proposed a statistical feature selection algorithm to 
choose an optimal set of features based on the user’s interests. They have not only 
reported a reduction in the computational cost of the search process, but also a 
lower error rate, in comparison to searches without prior feature selection. They 
have recently presented the use of artificial neural networks to perform the feature 
selection [81]. The advantage of their approaches is the use of a training set which 
relates directly to a user’s interest.
A .3 Bridging the gap between low- and high-level rep­
resentations
Although existing systems can retrieve images or video segments based on the sole 
specification of colour, texture or shape, these low-level descriptors are not sufficient 
to describe the rich content of images and restrict the field of possible queries. 
Retrieval results remain very approximate in some cases. Schemes which capture 
high-level and semantic properties from low-level properties and domain knowledge 
have been developed.
As segmentation techniques progress it becomes possible to identify meaningful re­
gions and objects. A further step is to identify what these regions correspond to. 
This is possible using low-level features, and grouping or classification techniques.
[74] uses learning strategies to group pixels into objects and classify these objects 
as one of several predefined types. [14] chooses an optimised-learning-rate LVQ 
algorithm to classify feature vectors associated with single pixels. Mo et al. utilize
Learning Vector Quantisation.
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Player
Not field Field Face HairI I II I II I IV V VGreen segment Skin-color segment Black segment
Segment ^ .......... 3  ^Top-down process
 5  ^Bottom-up process
Figure A.4: Example of a state transition model for the recognition of a player in a 
soccer game. This example is extracted from [85].
state transition models, which include both top-down and bottom-up processes, to 
recognise different objects in sports scenes [85].
These objects will have first been segmented and characterised by low-level features. 
An example of a state transition model is given in Figure A.4. In [67], the background 
of images containing people is decomposed into different classes, by comparing the 
available perceptual and spatial information with look-up tables.
People and face detection are an important step in the semantic analysis of images 
and videos. In the 1995 NSF-ARPA Workshop on Visual Information Management 
Systems [60], a focus on human action was felt to be one of the most important 
topics to address. Since estimates showed that in over 95% of all video, the primary 
camera subject is a human or a group of human, this focus is justified. Already a 
face detector has been included in the WebSeer WWW image retrieval engine [137] 
and in the video skim generator presented by Smith and Kanade [131]: both systems 
use the face detector presented by Rowley [106]. The detector is reported to be over 
86% accurate for a test set of 507 images; it can deal with faces of varying sizes, 
is particularly reliable with frontal faces and is thus appropriate for ‘talking-head’ 
images or sequences.
Person extraction is invaluable because:
e the number of people is a clue about the meaning of the scene (e.g. the scene 
corresponds to a dialogue);
# queries might include gesture or people configurations;
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• background and subjects can be differentiated;
•  the size of people indicates the camera position/operation, and semantic anal­
ysis can be performed.
In [67], studies have shown that the normalised human flesh-tone is reasonably 
uniform across race and tan: therefore person extraction is performed by detecting 
pixels with flesh-tone. The results of flesh-detection are associated with the results 
of an edge analysis scheme, and simple models of the head and body shapes are 
employed to segment the person from the background. Malik et al. [74] also group 
skin-like pixels into limbs and use a simplified kinematic model to connect the limbs.
A user may not only be interested in particular types of objects or regions, but 
also in their location in the image. So once regions and objects of interest have 
been identified, their absolute or relative positions must be determined. A simple 
approach for the absolute location is to determine the position of the centroid of 
the regions or objects (or of geometric forms approximating them). In [73], the 
coordinates of the Minimum Bounding Rectangle is also used, while in [129], the 
evaluation of spatial locations in a query is accomplished by referring to a quad­
tree spatial index. Spatial relationships between objects can be specified simply 
by the relative distance between their centroid. 2-D strings and their successors 
represent a more sophisticated way to formulate and index spatial relationships. 2- 
D strings (introduced by Chang et al. [23]) require the positions of the centroid of 
segmented objects to be known; these positions are then related to each other by a 
set of operators A  =  { < ,= ,:}  along the vertical and horizontal axis. An example 
of a picture with its associated 2D string is given in Figure A.5. Each object in 
the string is then assigned a rank which is 1 plus the number of < preceding it in 
the string. During comparison, the ranks of objects in the query and the stored 
items are compared. However 2-D strings are point-based, as only the centroid of an 
object is considered. They do not take the extent of objects into account, so some 
relationships (e.g. overlap) are diflicult to express. As a result a number of other 
strings have been proposed. They are reviewed in [51]. The 2-D B string in particular 
represents each object by the start point and the end point of its projection on the 
horizontal and vertical axis. A set of operators is then used to describe the ordering 
of these points along each direction. To compare strings, two ranks are assigned to 
each object: one for the start point and one for the end point, and these ranks are 
compared during retrieval. The use of 2-D strings was first applied to images but 
later suggested for video [5], by associating each frame with a string. The resulting 
sequence of strings would be reformulated such that the first string in the sequence 
remains in the standard notation, while the subsequent strings are written in set edit
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C
A
B
Figure A.5: 2D-string: (a) The original picture, with three objects, (b) A symbolic 
representation of the picture. The 2D-string associated with the picture is thus: 
{A = B < CyB < A < C}: the first part of the string (before the coma) indicates 
the spatial ordering along the horizontal direction, the second part of the string 
indicates the spatial ordering along the vertical direction.
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notation. A similar technique using 2-B strings has been proposed by Shearer et al. 
[126]; they have defined a set edit notation which encodes the initial configuration of 
objects and a description of their spatial changes over time. A user can thus search 
a sub-sequence of frames where objects are in particular configurations.
Low-level features can even be related to concepts. In a set of studies, Rao et al. [101] 
found that different human subjects perform similar classifications of texture images; 
the subjects also perform similiar classifications of texture words. Rao et al. have 
thereby derived a set of categories for texture images and another one for texture 
words. Furthermore they have shown that there is a strong association between like 
image and word categories (for instance words used to describe well-ordered textures 
are associated with images falling into the category of well-ordered textured images). 
This implies that we could define a system which classifies textures and would be 
able to associate words to texture patterns in a way agreeing with human perception. 
Also it seems easier for people to associate words to an image than images to a given 
word. Thus Rao et al. conclude that the retrieval system should provide both texture 
examples and texture words to optimally help the user during a search.
Beii’etti et al. , in the context of paintings, exploit the idea that colours can be 
combined purposely by artists to produce perceptive effects: contrast, warmth,... 
Their work follows the theory of Johannes Itten. According to this theory, colours 
can be arranged in a chromatic sphere, and topological relations between colours 
in the sphere correspond to certain perceptive effects. Thus Berretti et al. have 
devised a system which associates the semantics of coloured regions with topological 
properties in the Itten sphere. Queries can specify the degree of contrast, warmth,... 
of a painting. In a similar spirit, Hachimura [44], relates combinations of principal 
colours to words describing perceptive impressions. His results were nonetheless less 
promising than those obtained by Beretti et al.
In the context of films, Vasconcelos and Lippman [145] have shown that the local 
activity of a sequence and its duration can yield a feature space in which films can be 
classified according to their type: action/ non-action (romance, comedy). Further­
more, it seems possible to estimate the violence content of the films with these two 
features. The system Webseek developed by Smith [130] performs Fisher discrimi­
nant analysis on samples of colour histograms of images and videos to automatically 
assign the images and videos to type classes. This approach has in fact been re­
ported successful in meeting its goal. As for the WWW retrieval system WebSeer, 
it can distinguish photographic images from graphic images [137]. The classification 
into graphics or photographs is performed using multidecision trees (trained) with 
tests on the colour content, size and shape of the images [7].
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A .4 Retrieval and representations
A .4.1 Retrieval: m atching, sim ilarity, and user feedback
Until recently, database retrieval was considered to be a matching process. Matching 
implies that the query and the retrieved item ought to be the same in some sense. 
Thus the underlying assumptions of the matching paradigm are that the query 
and the stored items’ scenes are related by some transformations, may these be 
geometrical or related to lighting conditions. For this reason, describing image 
properties and objects by a set of invariants is desirable: two things or persons 
which are exactly the same but viewed in different conditions can easily be detected 
with invariant representations.
The objective developed for most of the content-based systems is not necessarily 
retrieval by matching, but retrieval by similarity. There might not be one single 
item which can be characterised by the user’s specification among all those presents 
in the database. Each user may also be interested in different parts of a single 
image and it is currently not possible to index all the details present in an image. 
Furthermore, the user might not be confident in his/her own specifications. So 
criteria based on similarity make retrieval systems more fiexible with respect to all 
these aspects.
In [114], Santini and Jain take the view that retrieval by similarity should prevail 
over retrieval by matching. They argue that it is important for a system to be able 
to evaluate the similarity between two different objects. Situations where the object 
to be retrieved is not the same as the object in the query, but something similar 
in the perceptual sense (for instance a query of the type: ‘Find me all images with 
something/someone which looks like this one’), could be dealt with more efficiently.
Eventually the user can refine the query based on the results, by asking for more 
images ‘like’ one of the images retrieved, if that image happens to be what he/she 
is really seeking. User interaction and feedback can also be exploited so that the 
system learns how to best satisfy the user’s preferences and interests [154, 84].
A .4.2  Im age feature com parison
Thus efforts are concentrated on finding adequate quantitative criteria so that the 
most relevant images may be retrieved after a query.
Image features are most commonly organised into n-dimensional feature vectors. 
Thus the image features of a query and a stored item can be compared by evaluating
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the distance between the corresponding feature vectors in an n-dimensional feature 
space. The Euclidean distance is a commonly used and simple metric. Statistical 
distances such as the Mahalanobis distance have also been used [69, 19, 120]. When 
different image properties are indexed separately, similarity or matching scores may 
be obtained for each property. Then the overall similarity criterion may be obtain by 
linearly combining individual scores [92, 35, 8]. The weights for this linear combina­
tion may be user-specified. Thus the user can put more emphasis on one particular 
visual property.
Specific distances have been defined for histograms. A commonly used measure is 
the quadratic distance:
d = ( Q -  I ) ‘A (Q  - 1) (A.3)
where Q stands for the query histogram, and I stands for the histogram stored 
for an image in the database. A  is a similarity matrix which accounts for the 
perceptual difference between any two bins in the histogram. [129] applies this 
distance for binary sets as well, and develops an interesting indexing scheme as a 
result. Another famous histogram similarity measure is the histogram intersection 
introduced by Swain and Ballard [136]:
n
Y^m in {IjyQ j)  (A.4)
j= i
keeping the same conventions as in (3). The examples we have given above are 
L2- and L 1-norms respectively. In [135] and [134], Strieker and Orengo present a 
theoretical analysis of the properties and limitations of histogram-based techniques. 
The abilities of the LI- and L2-norms to distinguish between two histograms are 
compared: the Ll-norm is shown to have a higher discrimination power than the 
L2-norm. The sparseness of the histograms also influences the retrieval results.
Other types of functions are explored by Gevers for his colour-metric pattern-cards 
[42]. One of them is worth citing as it seems to have gained popularity: the Hausdorff 
distance. In [111], the Hausdorff distance is used to compare the shapes of two 
objects.
Thus, these metrics can quantify the similarity between the properties of images 
in the database (this is useful when some image clustering is performed off-line for 
faster/easier retrieval on-line), as well as the similarity between a query and a stored 
image. According to [94], the retrieval performance of a system will depend on the 
agreement between the functions or metric used and human judgements of similarity. 
A similar view is taken by Santini and Jain [114, 113]. Santini and Jain in fact aim 
at developing a set of similarity measures which closely agree with human perception 
of similarity from the results of psychology experiments. A first result is that the
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human assessment of similarity would not obey the metric axioms. A second one is 
that the perception of similarity depends on the focus of attention or the saliency 
of the stimulus (if one focuses more on the features of stimulus A or the stimulus B, 
where stimuli A and B are two ‘things’ to be compared). Santini and Jain propose to 
extend the contrast model developed by Twersky [144] to fuzzy sets. This contrast 
model implies that similarity ordering can be expressed as a linear combination of 
the common elements and the distinctive features of the two stimuli to compare.
This review of metrics and similarity functions is not exhaustive. For instance, some 
measures have been defined for wavelets, or other specific applications.
A .4.3  R epresentations
Representations can first be used internally by the system to facilitate the annota­
tion and retrieval processes. For instance, rather than indexing all the frames of a 
video shot one will usually index a set of representative frames. Representations can 
also be used for display. The ability of the user to refine his query, perform other 
ones, or simply ‘navigate’ through the database until he finds an item of interest, 
depends on the adequacy of the representations. At the same time, choosing appro­
priate representations without loss of semantic content will result in good annotation 
and retrievals. Defining appropriate representations (or ‘abstractions’) is therefore 
essential for visual information management systems.
In image database applications, the images are usually presented in an ordered 
fashion, based on their relevance to the query: for instance, from the most similar 
to the least similar. The retrieved images are in the form of ‘thumbnail’ images: 
one simply reduces the resolution of the image so that a reduced size image is 
obtained. The similarity score can be displayed below the thumbnails. Carson et 
al. [19] criticise the lack of clarity for the user of such a presentation: they notice 
that the user has never any idea of the internal representation used by the system 
to compare and retrieve images, and is therefore left clueless as to how to guide 
subsequent searches when he/she is not completely satisfied. They introduce the 
‘blob-world’ representation which encodes the prominent regions in the image in 
blobs of different sizes, colours and textures. This representation, which also gives a 
good account of the spatial structure of an image, is used for indexing. So not only 
are the query and the retrieved images, but also their blob-world representations 
displayed to the user. Therefore, the user can visualise how the system could find 
an image similar to the query. Similaidy, the system Candid [62] allows the user to 
visualise which pixels in the query image contributed to the similarity score.
Good representations are even more crucial for video segments. If used for display
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purposes, they must allow the user to see at a glance what is present in a sequence, 
and how the various shots or scenes relate to each other, before the user decides to 
access the sequence. For both display and internal use, they must provide a complete 
summary of the shot or the scene, with a minimum loss of information. Finding ad­
equate video representations is a challenging task, given the characteristics of video 
streams: while videos are constant rate, continuous time media, their information 
content is not^^. Extended spatial information, extended temporal information and 
geometric information are all available in a video sequence, but they are distributed 
among a sequence of frames and are hard to extract [52]. The process of creat­
ing compact representations which contain as much of the original information as 
possible is referred to as video compaction and its importance has been widely em­
phasised in [94, 164, 28, 158, 96]. This process is all the more important for the 
retrieval of video sequences from the World Wide Web: currently the user is only 
given the possibility to view the sequence as it is being downloaded, and interrupt 
the download at the point where he/she realises that the sequence is not of interest. 
With adequate video abstractions, time would be saved, as the user would look at 
the visual summary available before requesting the whole sequence.
Shots can be represented by one or several single frames or ‘key-frames’ [45, 21, 156, 
161, 29, 159,24,4]. Thanks to these representations video sequences can be indexed 
by the features of representative still images. They can for instance be chosen at 
fixed positions in the shot (e.g. the first and the last frame of a shot) [65, 21]. 
However, choosing frames too close to one another will generate redundancies, and 
choosing frames too far apart will result in a loss of information. Xiong et. al [156] 
have proposed the ‘Seek and Spread’ method to remediate this problem; this method 
extracts key-frames at points where there is a large difference in spatial layout and 
in image content between reference frames and the successive frames. They thus 
hope to select frames which capture the essence of the shot and avoid redundancies 
between frames. W hat they propose might actually overfilter the set of possible 
key-frames. The object-based scheme developed by Zhang et al. [161], allows one to 
select key-frames based on the motion activity and key-objects within the shot 
This method has the advantage of extracting key-frames which give a good account 
of the semantic content of the shot. The use of eigen-frames has been proposed by 
Han and Tewfik [46]. After frames have been subsampled, they are expressed as 
vectors by horizontal scanning. M vectors are grouped in a window, and principal 
component analysis is applied to this window. The vectors are then projected into 
the space formed by the K dominant eigenvectors^^. A key-(eigen)frame for a shot
^^One refers to this as ‘granularity’ of the information content [28].
list of selection strategies is presented.
'^’The new vectors (eigen-images) are used for shot detection by analysing relative distance and
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corresponds to the mean of the eigen-images of that shot. Nonetheless, as observed 
by Xiong et al. , little work has overall been done on adequate key-frame extraction, 
and a lot of what has so far been reported would, according to them, lack robustness.
While requiring more processing than key-frame extraction, image mosaicing [78, 
52, 64] has great advantages for video representation. Mosaics are obtained by com­
bining successive frames seamlessly into a single planar representation, by projecting 
frames into a single reference coordinate system. As Irani and Anandan point out 
[52], “the video data is transformed from its sequential and redundant frame-based 
representation in which the information is distributed over many frames, to an ex­
plicit and compact scene-based representation, to which each frame can be directly 
related”. In their work, they propose two types of mosaics: the ‘static background 
mosaic’, which provides an extended view of the static elements (including the back­
ground) of the sequence, and the ‘synopsis mosaic’, which provides a summary of the 
dynamic elements in the scene. The motion of objects appears as a trail: this trail 
is formed by displaying all the locations of the centroids of the objects at different 
times in the sequence on the static mosaic. Synopsis mosaics thus map temporal 
events in the spatial domain. At the same time geometric information is encoded in 
the transformations required to align the frames to the reference coordinate system. 
One mosaic can index a whole video shot. This will not require more storage than a 
set of keyframes, and the mosaic can be compressed with current compression stan­
dards. Kreiss et al. [64] have implemented a system in which mosaics are analysed 
and indexed as still images, allowing more compact indices to be stored. In [52], 
the effectiveness of mosaics is extended to retrieval and annotation. The user would 
just need to click on a point of interest in the mosaic, and all the frames containing 
this point would be returned. To annotate a set of frames, the user simply needs to 
annotate the mosaic once, and all the frames containing the annotated points are 
instantaneously provided with the same annotations. One can thus be enthusiastic 
about such a representation. Nonetheless, limitations in the creation of the mosaics 
still need to be resolved. In particular, assumptions are made about the type of cam­
era motion and the types of scene considered. Thus the technique can only be used 
for applications in agreement with the camera models (e.g. surveillance recordings).
For browsing purposes, the chosen shot and scene representations need to be organ­
ised. They can then be arranged sequentially. Thus, storyboards (or ‘filmstrips’) 
display the visual summary of successive shots in order of their appearance in the 
sequence. As an alternative, scene transition graphs are proposed by Yeung et 
al. [159]. After having clustered shots with similar visual contents, they construct 
graphs where the nodes are the clusters’ key-frames, and the links indicate the tem-
angle measures.
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Figure A.6; Pictorial summary: this poster frame is composed of up to 16 subimages, 
each representing a dramatic element of the underlying story (e.g. action, dialogues 
or story unit). The size of a subimage varies according to the dominance of the 
element it represents. This dominance is assessed by the number of occurrences of 
the shots composing the element.
poral relationship between clusters. The links are such that if a shot in one cluster 
A precedes a shot in another cluster B then a link is created between A and B, 
and directed from A to B. The graph can be hierarchical as clusters can be further 
clustered into new clusters. Han and Tewfik [46] also cluster and organise shots into 
scene transition graphs, using their eigen-key-frames. Zhong et al. have proposed 
hierarchical shot clustering for video browsing purposes too, but the temporal links 
between the clusters are not determined [163]. Here, Kohonen’s Self Organizing 
Maps are used to obtain shot clusters, based on the visual features of the shots’key 
fiâmes. The advantage of SOM’s over other clustering methods is that the 2D maps 
display the proximity of the clusters in the n-dimensional feature space. Zhong et 
al. also introduce fuzzy partitioning: effectively, a shot at the boundary between 
two classes can be assigned to both classes. Since there is no hard decision on a 
class membership, the user finds all the similar data at one node and can personally 
decide whether the item is relevant.
Providing a sequential visualization of the sequence’s content, storyboards may be 
easier to grasp and more intuitive than scene transition graphs or other shot clusters 
displays. If the user is interested in finding similar shots without seing them in their 
exact temporal context, representations which are based on shot clusters are more 
adapted. The implementation proposed by Yeung et al. where temporal constraints 
have been added to the shot clustering process ensures that the temporal context 
of a shot is preserved in the scene transition graph [157], and is therefore more 
complete.
In [158], Yeung and Yeo propose another visual summary of the shots present in the
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Figure A.7: 3D videoicon: The vertical visible face of the icon is a key-frame, while 
the side-faces are spatio-temporal images, which give partial indications of changes 
within the shot or scene with time. The depth of the icon shows qualitatively the 
duration of the segment.
sequence, which they call a ‘pictorial summary’ - Figure A.6. This poster is composed 
by up to 16 subimages, each representing a dramatic element of the underlying story 
(e.g. action, dialogues or story unit). The size of a subimage varies according to the 
dominance of the element it represents. This dominance is assessed by the number 
of occurrences of the shots that the element contains.
Being able to visualize the duration of the video shots or sequences is another po­
tential point of interest for the user. In [29], Christel et al. review some video 
abstractions for digital libraries. Their study shows that users are often in inter­
ested in the size of video clips and the time of creation of the video clips. 3D video 
icons can well reflect the temporality of video segments. A model is defined by 
Zhang and Smoliar in [160], and has been schematically represented in Figure A.7. 
The vertical visible face of the icon is a key-frame, while the side-faces are spatio- 
temporal images, which give partial indications of changes within the shot or scene 
with time. The depth of the icon shows qualitatively the duration of the segment. 
Similarly, ‘vicons’ are used in the Virage Video Engine [45]: vicons are tantamount 
to snaphots - or photographs - of videoicons, thus providing the same information 
but in a 2D format.
Different visualisation models might better suit different needs. In [28], Christel 
reviews some important issues in the creation of video abstractions. In particular, 
he points out that the user should be able to interact with the system and tailor the 
visual representation to its needs. In another review [29], he also assesses several 
abstraction (pop-up titles, poster frames, filmstrips, skims, match bars) based on 
subjects’ feedbadcs. Match bars indicate the location of matches in a video sequence 
given a particular query. Video skims “extract the essence of the video clip by 
concatenating its significant video and audio data; a skim is played rather than 
viewed statically all at once”. From Christel et al. ’s work, the usefulness of filmstrips 
is not so obvious. Match bars can become an asset if random access is possible.
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Titles, poster frames and skims have proved the most useful. The usefulness of 
skims relies on them being meaningful enough. In [131], Smith and Kanade propose 
an approach to generate meaningful skims. Both audio and visual information, 
which when combined together provide a high level characterization of a scene, 
are used. The sequence is broken down into shots using a classical technique of 
weighted colour histogram difference. Shots are characterised by audio keywords 
and keyphrases obtained by processing the audio stream. Motion analysis based on 
the optic flow (readily available with MPEG-1 standards) is performed to determine 
the type of camera operation (zoom, pan). Faces and text caption are also detected. 
A set of hemistic rules (found by manually creating skims) is used to select a set of 
representative video frames and to synchronize them with the audio representatives.
A. 5 Exploiting compressed images
A .5.1 U nifying com pression and retrieval
Avoiding decompression of compressed visual items before their insertion in the 
database and their indexing has advantages in terms of storage, and computational 
time and requirements. Thus a currently active research area is the development 
of content-based techniqhes for compressed items. This new methodology is par­
ticularly important in the case of video sequences: a typical movie, when com­
pressed, occupies almost 100 times less memory than when decompressed [95]. Cur­
rent research attempts to perform video parsing and low-level feature extraction 
on images and video sequences compressed with the JPEG and MPEG standards 
[35, 139, 24, 36, 80,124, 4, 117,159]. Other compression schemes have also been con­
sidered, in particular subband or wavelet-based schemes [65, 68] and schemes 
[50).
It seems that coding and content-based strategies will become more and more in­
trinsically related. In [95], Picard proposes a new ‘Fourth Criterion’ to evaluate 
the performance of the next generation of coding schemes: this criterion is ‘content 
access work’. Not only should new coding schemes result in lower bit rates, but they 
should also facilitate the access to the content of the encoded material. As a result, 
the content-based and the coding communities should work jointly to understand 
each other’s viewpoints.
Already, papers trying to unify retrieval and compression are proposed: in [161], 
Zhang et al. use motion to identify key-objects, and a framework for both video in­
dexing and compression is proposed. In this framework, a video content analyser is 
’'’Vector Quantisation.
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Figure A.8: Content-based retrieval and compression unified: a video content anal­
yser is included before an encoding module: only key-objects identified by the anal­
yser are encoded and transm itted by the module for each video shot. This fiow 
diagram was extracted from [161].
included before an encoding module: only key-objects identified by the analyser are 
encoded and transmitted by the module for each video shot - Figure A.8. The devel­
opment of MPEG-4, also based on object representations, and the recent creation of 
MPEG-7 will stimulate the definition of similar unifying frameworks. Thus Deng et 
al. [36] have recently also proposed an object-based video representation bearing, it 
seems, the development of MPEG-4 standards in mind. They first perform temporal 
segmentation on MPEG-2 compressed sequences. Then, they consider groups of 7 
frames consisting of one I frame and six P frames. They perform spatial segmenta­
tion on the I frames, and motion segmentation on the P-frames. Segmented regions 
which appear in a minimum number of consecutive frames are identified as ‘subob­
jects’ for a given shot. Their scheme enables a hierarchical indexing: shots can then 
be characterized by sets of subobjects, the spatial and temporal relations between 
these subobjects, and global low-level features; subobjects are characterized by the 
averages of features extracted in the I frames where they appeared; these features 
describe the colour, the texture, the motion, the shape, the size and the location of 
the subobject in an I-frame. The term ‘subobject’ is used because of the subjectivity 
of the definition of an ‘object’ and because the segmented regions are usually part of 
what is generally called ‘object’. This implies that their method does not at present 
include a mechanism to group the segmented subobjects into meaningful ‘objects’.
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As a result, they store and index an unnecessary number of regions. Furthermore, 
these regions will not be necessarily semantically meaningful. Finally, Irani et al. [53] 
have proposed a mosaic-based video compression scheme which could be combined 
with their mosaic-based video indexing and retrieval scheme.
A .5.2 W orking w ith  JP E G  and M PE G  com pressed item s
In [4], scene detection is performed on JPEG coded sequences. For each DCT-coded 
frame, a subset of coefficients, taken from a few blocks in the frame, is extracted to 
form a vector. The dot-product P of vectors corresponding to two successive frames 
is calculated and if P is below a threshold , a cut is detected. A few frames are 
decoded near an uncertain cut and a standard histogram-based method is applied 
to resolve the ambiguity. Zhang et al. have used a normalised LI norm to compare 
corresponding blocks of coefficients of successive DCT-coded images [51]. A block 
is judged to have changed if the norm exceeds a threshold, and a cut is detected 
at a frame where the number of changed blocks exceeds a second threshold. While 
this method requires less processing than the one reported in [4], it is more sensitive 
to gradual changes according to [51]. In [35], abrupt cuts are detected at motion 
discontinuities between two consecutive frames, from the macroblock information 
contained in the P and B frames. For gradual transitions, a histogram scheme is 
applied to the DC images of I frames to detect the cut; the exact location of the cut 
is obtained by looking at the P and B frames between the detected I frames. Chang 
et al. [22] mention an approach based on motion vectors for the VideoQ system: 
the motion vectors are used to compute statistical measures which are compared to 
heuristic models of abrupt and gradual transitions.
To extract low-level features, the DC images extracted from JPEG compressed im­
ages or MPEG I frames can be used; the results of various works are quite encourag­
ing, and show that the small size and resolution of these images does not jeopardize 
the performance of the retrieval schemes.
In [139], Tao and Dickinson present a hierarchical template-based algorithm to re­
trieve satellite images which contain a template of arbitrary size, specified during a 
query. They have applied a slightly modified version of this algorithm to the DC 
images^® of JPEG coded images, and report that they are able to match a template 
to a patch of a stored image to subpixel accuracy.
In [35], colour features are derived from the DC images of I frames (MPEG coded 
images). Interestingly, owing to the use of MPEG coded images, a novel indexing
'DC images can be obtained by combining all the DC coefficients into one single subimage.
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approach based on motion is presented: a histogram of 2D motion vectors is eval­
uated for each detected shot. The methodology used follows the traditional colour 
histogram methodology. In [159], shots are clustered by assessing the similarity of 
the DC images from representative MPEG I frames. Dimitrova and Abdel-Mottaleb 
proposed an original method [37]. Video sequences are temporally segmented in 
the compressed domain and representative frames are selected for eacli shot. The 
selected frames are decompressed until DCT coefficients are available. For each 
R-frame, random pairs of windows are considered. The position and pairing are 
selected in advance but kept fixed for all video clips. A binary frame signature is 
extracted by comparing the DC coefficients of the macroblocks associated with each 
window of a pair. This signature will be compared to the signature of the query, 
which is a subsequence exemplifying the user’s needs. In [80], Meng and Chang 
report methods to estimate the camera motion parameters as well as detect mov­
ing objects, using the motion vectors as well as global motion compensation. The 
bitmap and DCT DC coefficients of each object are extracted; if the objects are 
large enough, they can be indexed by a colour histogram. Nonetheless, Meng and 
Chang report that their method to separate foreground/baclcground objects will not 
yield perfect results: MPEG motion vectors may not represent the true object mo­
tions (especially in large uniform or dark regions), and they assume a 2D camera 
model. Their final contribution is to provide techniques for video editing in the com­
pressed domain, and address the issues of frame type conversion as well as buffer 
overflow/underflow. Meng and Chang are not the only ones to report methods to 
perform motion analysis using the MPEG motion vectors: [131] and [117] also detect 
camera operations such as zoom and pans from MPEG coded images.
We could envisage the application of other existing techniques to extract low level 
features on DC images. For instance, we could use the indexing scheme developed 
by Iyengar and Lippman [54]. In what they refer to as ‘the Videobook experiment’, 
segments of 16 64x64 pixels frames were indexed by 8-dimensional feature-vectors, 
characterizing motion, texture and colour properties of the segments. The use of 
mutual information as one of the texture and motion features enabled this com­
pactness: mutual information is a dependence measure, which could thus capture 
linear and non-linear correlations between frames. We can point out that the feature 
vector seemed to be able to also capture higher-level information about the video 
content.
The AC coefficients of DCT transformed images can also be exploited for feature 
extraction. In particular, they can be used for texture representation since AC 
coefficients encode the frequency components of images, and texture patterns can 
be characterized by their frequency content. Thus, in [103], the variance of the first
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8 AC coefficients within 8*8 blocks is proposed as a texture feature. However, the 
first two AC coefficients are reported to lack discriminatory power (which is expected 
since they still correspond to low-frequency information). Overall the classification 
scheme developed and the experiments performed make it difficult to conclude on 
the real performance of this feature.
Also appealing is the possibility to show direct equivalences between techniques suc­
cessfully applied in the pixel domain and techniques developed in the compressed 
domain. Being a linear transform, the DCT enables such equivalences to be demon­
strated! For instance, the Karhunen-Loewe decomposition was implemented in the 
pixel domain for the Photobook system [94]. In [124], it is shown how the Euclidean 
distance between two vectors in an eigenspace is a measure (or an approximation 
if some eigenvectors are discarded) of the correlation between the two correspond­
ing vectors in their original space. Then, since the DCT is a linear transform, the 
Euclidean distance in the eigenspace formed using JPEG or MPEG coded images 
is also an approximation of the correlation between images in the pixel domain. 
Furthermore, one can predict that the change in the structure of the eigenspace as 
a result of the perturbations introduced by quantisation is strongly bounded and 
well-behaved. These results enable Seales et al. to propose a classification scheme 
in the JPEG/M PEG compressed domain. The compressed images are in the state 
where they have been entropy decoded only (hence still run length coded). Exper­
imental results (on classification of images with faces) show that misclassification 
rates are a function of the number of images used to form the covariance matrix, and 
the number of eigenvectors retained. The misclassification rates are only affected 
at very low quality factors {q < 2) - corresponding to high compression rates. This 
means that good classification is still possible on highly compressed images, while 
substantial savings of time and space are made. They have also applied their idea to 
video retrieval: I-frames of an MPEG coded sequence were used; the frames where 
a given subject was appearing were correctly detected.
Thus, compressed images are still a rich source of information and a whole range of 
analysis is possible in the compressed domain. Could we push the existing frontiers 
beyond low-level analysis? Could we perform direct scene analysis and understand­
ing in the compressed domain? Saur et al. [117] have shown that this can perfectly 
be envisaged. Using the information contained yet again in the MPEG motion vec­
tors and intra-coded vectors, and with the help of some domain knowledge, they 
have developed a scheme to automatically analyse basketball videos!
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A .5.3 W orking w ith  other com pression schem es
In [65], a temporal segmentation scheme is carried out on subband encoded videos. 
Furthermore, subband encoding allows a multiresolution scheme to be used to index 
the detected shots, and retrieve those which contain images similar to a specified 
image. Liang et al. have also presented a multiresolution indexing and retrieval 
approach for images compressed with a wavelet-based scheme [68]. Rather than 
performing a standai’d pyramidal transform, where successive wavelet decomposi­
tions are only applied to the low frequency subband resulting from the previous 
level’s decomposition, they first propose the use of the wavelet packet transform: 
the wavelet decomposition can now be applied to any frequency subband and is rep­
resented by a tree: the WP tree. The paths of the tree indicate where decompositions 
have been applied, and thus indicate the energy distribution in the subbands. Suc­
cessive approximation quantisation (SAQ), a multiresolution quantisation scheme, 
allows the most significant wavelet coefiicients to be determined for each subband 
and at each level of the quantisation pyramid; the number of significant coefficients 
(the subband significance) correlates strongly with the energy distribution in the 
different subband. Here it is only calculated for a few levels of the quantisation 
pyramid and used as an indexing feature. Two progressive retrieval schemes are 
proposed. The first one simply compares the subband significances at different WP 
decomposition levels. The second one also constructs colour histograms for the 
lowest frequency subband of each WP decomposition level; thus this scheme is ro­
bust to image rotation. Results are encouraging; furthermore it is interesting to 
note tha t the WP decomposition was performed on a set of Brodatz texture, and it 
seemed that decompositions varied according to the directionality, randomness and 
structuredness/ periodicity of the texture. It would be interesting to investigate this 
further and determine any possible relation with the Wold decomposition from Liu 
and Picard [69].
In [50], a coding scheme is proposed, and shot detection as well as video re­
trieval are shown to be possible with this scheme. A set of feature vectors are derived 
from a set of training images. Each vector corresponds to a block in an image. A 
clustering algorithm is then used to generate a codebook. Images are compressed 
by being decomposed into blocks which are coded as the nearest neighbour label in 
the codebook. A binary table, indicating which codewords were used, is associated 
with each image. A histogram of used codewords is generated for each image. Com­
parison between successive histograms is the base of the scene detection scheme. 
The middle frame of each shot is extracted as the representative frame; it is indexed 
with its histogram of used labels and the binary table. The second index can enable 
Vector Quantisation.
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a retrieval with lower computational complexity and can thus be used for a fast 
first search. VQ compression schemes are reported to give better performance than 
DCT-based techniques at low bit rates. The histograms of labels also require less 
storage space than histograms constructed in the pixel domain. However while the 
given retrieval results show a better performance of the proposed scheme compared 
to some DCT-based benchmarks, a more complete description of the experiments 
would allow a better assessment of the conclusions drawn.
Appendix B
Filter design and selection
Any texture analysis scheme raises the issues of accuracy, discrimination power and 
computational complexity. These issues can be answered by an appropriate design 
of the Gabor filter bank and its filters, and by filter selection strategies. Besides, in 
practice, discrete Gabor filters are needed. The problem of appropriate sampling of 
continuous filters must thus also be addressed.
B .0.3.1 Filter bank design
Different filter bank designs have been proposed in the literature. However some 
common criteria are shared among them.
The set of filters must be designed so that it uniformly covers the Fourier domain. 
Hence the filter bank can respond to all possible orientations and frequencies.
In theory a set of Gabor filters forms a non-orthogonal basis. In practice, if the 
filters are designed so that there is a minimum overlap between adjacent filters, this 
problem can be alleviated. As a result, the coefficients of the Gabor expansion of 
an image can be approximately obtained by convolving the image with the bank of 
Gabor filters:
^rsmn ~  , g/g) (B.l)
If the outputs of Gabor filters of the bank are added together, the resulting sum is 
to a very good approximation a reconstruction of the original image. A minimum 
overlap between adjacent filters can be achieved by ensuring that the half-peak 
magnitude cross-sections of the filters frequency responses touch one another.
There will be a trade-off between the number of filter orientations and radial frequen­
cies and the texture discrimination ability of the filter bank. The references included
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in this appendix use from 2 to 4 orientations; using a single radial frequency has 
proved sufficient to obtain satisfactory classification results. In [59], the number of 
radial frequencies depends on the image array, but they are all 1 octave apart: this 
spacing is in agreement with the 1 octave frequency bandwidth of cortical simple 
cells.
In both [15] and [146], the frequency bandwidth depends on the centre frequency. 
In [146],the frequency bandwidth is narrower at low frequencies than at high fre­
quencies. This is justified by the fact tha t the energy of the power spectrum of a 
textured image is concentrated near the zero frequency. On the other hand, in [15], 
smaller band widths are chosen at high frequencies.
The scale parameter cr in (2) can be determined such that high frequency filters are 
more localised in space:
a  =  (B.2)
where p is a constant [98]. This is all the more important in texture analysis.
However, the frequency bandwidth of high frequency filters will be wider than that
of low frequency filters by the uncertainty principle.
Finally the filters responses can be made insensitive to absolute intensity values by 
requiring that:
7f(0,0) = 0  (B.3)
or by adding a constant to the filters so that they are zero mean [59, 146].
B.0.3.2 Filter sampling
The filter defined in (1) is continuous but in practice one works with discrete filters. 
Hence the continuous filters need to be sampled. However care must be taken to 
avoid aliasing effects.
The frequency response of a Gabor filter is infinite, so some aliasing is unavoidable. 
A first constraint can reduce aliasing to an acceptable level:
/ .  > 2F (B.4)
where is the sampling frequency and F the radial centre frequency of the filter. 
Furthermore, Bovik et al. [15] considered the percentage of energy ^ that falls above 
the half-sampling frequency, and which takes the final form:
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where J  exp{-b^/2 )db, (B.6)
75 =  ^/2^^aF and Rs = f s /2F > 1. If a (small) maximum value ^max is chosen for 
then significant aliasing effects can be avoided. The minimum sampling frequency 
will then be dictated by:
^max
V7d. (B.7)
For ^rnax =  1% and a radial frequency bandwidth between 1/2 and 3 octaves, the 
ratio Rg should be between 1.6 and 3.5.
Interesting conclusions can be drawn from equation (B.7). Low frequency filters will 
be more efficient with subsampled images since for such filters the sampling frequency 
must be low. However high frequency filters may require a sampling frequency higher 
than the available grid. To avoid this, their bandwidth should be kept narrow but 
the tradeoff will be a larger filter and a loss of spatial resolving capability. If a 
hierarchy of images can be made available, the images should be filtered by a set of 
Gabor filters sampled at different frequencies and with reasonable bandwidths.
B.0.3.3 Filter selection
In principle, one could use a fixed large set of filters to cover the frequency domain 
and obtain very precise texture representations. Practically, this is however not 
recommended due to the resulting computational burden. A solution is to perform 
some preliminary analysis to choose a subset of the best filters for the texture being 
dealt with.
Several schemes based on the power spectrum of the texture image have been sug­
gested. In [15], the underlying assumption is that a single filter output is sufficient 
to represent a single texture (because a texture is assumed to have a significant en­
ergy content in a unique narrow range of frequencies), and that the image analysed 
contains only two textures. The peaks of the image power spectrum are identified 
and listed in polaa* form. For a strongly directed texture the centre frequency of the 
corresponding Gabor filter is chosen as the most significant spectral peak along the 
texture’s direction. For a periodic texture, the lower fundamental frequency is cho­
sen for the corresponding filter centre frequency. Finally for a non-oriented texture, 
the centre frequency is chosen from the two largest maxima. This selection method 
requires some user intervention. Another method is suggested in [15]. The image 
spectrum is convolved with a Gaussian which has the same shape as the Gabor fil­
ters, and local maxima are identified in the output. By thresholding the maxima.
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the centre frequencies of the filters can be defined. The advocated advantage of this 
scheme is that it smoothes the image frequencies and provides a best match to the 
Gabor filter frequency responses.
It is however often necessary to use more than a single filter to analyse a single 
texture, and ensure that the discrimination power of the filter bank is sufficient when 
more than two textures are considered. In [59], a subset of filters is selected from a 
filter bank consisting of four orientations and a number of centre frequencies related 
to the image dimensions. The selection criterion is based on the reconstructions of 
the image with the whole set of filters and with the subset. It is related to the ratio 
of the energy of the reconstruction error obtained with the subset to the energy 
of the reconstruction of the image from the outputs of the entire filter bank. The 
selection criterion can conveniently and easily be estimated in the Fourier domain.
In the context of image retrieval from a texture database. Ma argues tha t the Gabor 
filters should be selected by considering the whole database [70]. The difference 
between the spectrum of a given texture pattern and the average spectrum of all 
the patterns in the database indicates the features which are specific to that texture 
pattern. Given a set of Gabor filters, this difference can be exploited to rank the 
filters’ ability to discriminate each texture pattern in the database from all the 
others. For each texture, only the top N filters of the associated filter ranking are 
selected to derive a representation of that texture.
Finally, in [98] the problem of segmentation of multi-textural images is addressed 
and a two-stage automatic filter selection is proposed. In the first phase, local F FT ’s 
are first computed in image windows. The mean magnitude for each point in the 
FFT is computed from all the windows. Discriminatory frequencies are identified 
as the points in any local FFT which differ significantly from the mean magnitude 
at these points. The second phase of the filter selection consists in refining the first 
analysis by considering the FFT of the image as a whole.
Appendix C
M athem atical derivation of the  
energies o f com plex and real 
Gabor filter outputs for a 
texture consisting of vertical 
black and w hite stripes
The power spectrum of a texture consisting of vertical blade and white stripes is a 
DC component plus a set of harmonic peaks placed at regular intervals along the 
horizontal axis of the frequency plane. For both complex and real filters, we will 
consider two cases: the Gabor filter passes only one harmonic, or it manages to pass 
two harmonics.
C .l Energy for complex filters 
C.1.1 One harm onic is passed
The complex Gabor filter is equivalent to a quadrature filter pair. In the Fourier
domain, each output (Oi, O2 respectively) of the quadrature filter pair consists of
a single delta function weighted by the value of the filter at the fi’equency u  of the 
harmonic peak, and multiplied by j  in the case of the imaginary filter:
O i{u,v) =  aS{u-\-u)
02{u,v) =  jaS{u-^ix}) (C.l)
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In the spatial domain, the outputs 0 \  and O2 become:
oi(x,y)  =  ^ e x p { j u x )
0 2 {x,y) =  J^expfyw a:) (C.2)
The response of the complex filter in the spatial domain is:
! (cos(wæ) +  sin(o;i
(0.3)
o{x,y) =  o\[x,y)  +  0 2 {xyy) =  ^  [(cos(wæ) -  sin(wa:)) +  j wÆ))]27T
So the energy of the complex filter response is:
E{x,y)  =  (Sfîe{o(æ,ï/)})^ +  (Ofm{o(rr,2/)})^
2
=  — 2 [(cos(wæ) -  8in(wa;))^ +  (cos(wa:) +  sin(wa:))^ 
„2
=  [2 COS (war)^ -f- 2 sin(wa;)^ +  2 cos(wa:) sin(wæ) — 2 cos(wæ) sin(wæ)]
A2?r^
C .l .2 Two harm onics are passed
47t2
(0.4)
The outputs of the quadrature filters in the Fourier domain are now a weighted sum 
of delta functions:
0 \{u^v) =  a iô{u-\-0Ji) + a 2 6 {u + U2)
0 2 {u,v) =  jOi {u,v)  (C.5)
where and wg are the frequencies of the two harmonics passed.
In the spatial domain, the outputs Oi and O2 become:
oi(x,  y) = ^  exp{juix)  +  ^  expfywga;)
0 2 {x,y) = joi{x , y)  (0 .6)
The response of the complex filter in the spatial domain is:
o{x, y) ~  [ai (cos(wia:) -  sin(wiæ)) 4- 02 (cos(w2a:) -  sin(w2æ))]
+  ^  [cKi (cos(wia;) + sin(wiæ)) +  «2 (cos(w2a:) +  sin(w2æ))] (C.7)
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So, the energy of the complex filter response is:
E{x , y)  = {^e{o{x ,y)}) ‘^ + { ^ m{ o { x , y ) } f
=  [of ^cos(wiæ)^ +  sin(a;ia:)^) +  ^cos(w2æ)  ^+  sin(w2ic)^)
+  2o i02 co8(wia?) cos(w2æ) -  2af sin(2wia;) -  2o;iq:2 cos(wiæ) sin(w2a;) 
-  20102 cos(w2a;) sin(w2æ) -  2o2 sin(2w2æ) +  2o%02 sin(wia;) sin(w2a;)
-f Oi (co8(wiæ)^ +  sin(wia;)^) +  a\  ^cos(w2æ)  ^+  sin(w2a:)^)
+  2oi02 cos(wiæ) cos(w2a;) +  2of sin(2wiæ) +  2o%02 cos(wiæ) sin(w2a;) 
+ 2 o i 0 2  cos(w2a:) sin(w2a;) +  2o| sm(2 w2 a;) + 2 o % 02 sin(wia;) sin(w2œ)] 
1 1=  ^ ( « i  +  al)  +  “ 2^1^2 COS [(W2 -  Wi)æ] (0.8)
C.2 Energy for real filters
C.2.1 One harm onic is passed
The real Gabor filter is even-symmetric. In the frequency domain, its response to
the “stripe-texture” (O,.) is two single delta function weighted by the value of the
filter at the frequency w of the harmonic peak and placed symetrically with respect 
to the origin:
0,.(it,i>) =  o<J(n-1-a ;)o ^ (w  — w) (0.9)
In the spatial domain, the output becomes:
Or{x, y) =  ^  (exp(jwæ) +  exp(-;wæ))
=  — cos(wæ) (C.IO)
7T
So the energy of the real filter response is:
E{x,y)  =  {or{x,y)Ÿ
=  ^^cos(w æ)^ (0 .11)
7T^
C .2.2 Two harm onics are passed
The outputs of the quadrature filters in the Fourier domain are now a weighted sum 
of delta functions:
Or{u, v) =  7t~(5(u — wi) 4- 6{u -f- wi)) 4" 7T“(<5(î^  — W2 ) 4- S{u 4- W2 )) (C.12)
ZTT 27T
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where coi and uj2 are the frequencies of the two harmonics passed.
In the spatial domain, the outputs Or becomes:
Or{x, y) = ^  cos(wiæ) +  ^  COS(w2æ) (G.13)
So, the energy of the real filter response is:
E{x,y)  =  {or{x,y)Ÿ
= ^  [ofi cos(wiæ)^ +  02 cos{u2x)^ +  2o i02 cos(wiæ) cos(w2a:)j
=  ^  f2oi +  2o|  4- 2oi cos(2wiæ) +  2 o | cos(2w2æ)
+  2oi02 cos(wiæ) cos(w2æ)] (G.14)
Appendix D
C ondensation algorithm s
The following algorithms are extracted from [56].
D .l Classical algorithm
For every class C, compute its representative set of example S  of size Qc> using the 
following algorithm:
1. Compute cover
(0) Initialisation:
• set of representative examples S  is empty
• set of examples which are incorrectly classified A C
(1) For every datapoint c in C\S ,  compute Nc - the number of points in A 
closer to c than to any point in any other class (i.e., the number of points 
covered by c).
(2) Find c with the largest value of N q over all c G C \S . Let Ts denote the 
group of points in A  closer to c than to other classes (i.e., the points 
covered by S).
(3) Update:
• A\Tc
• S  ^  S U c
while size of S  is smaller than Qc and A  is not empty, return to (1).
2. Add boundary points: while size of S  is smaller than repeat:
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(1) Vc € C, compute:
• Dc - the distance of c to the nearest datapoint in another class
• dc - the distance of c to the nearest datapoint in the representative 
set 5
•  A g  =  dg ~  D q
(2 ) Find c which produces the largest Ag over all c G C.
(3) Update:
• S  i - S U c
D.2 Correlation based algorithm
For every class O, compute its representative set of example S  of size Qc, using the 
following algorithm:
(0) Initialisation:
• set of representative examples S  is empty
• set of examples which are incorrectly classified A i -  C
(1) For every datapoint c in C \S , compute:
• Nc - the number of points in A  closer to c than to any point in any other 
class
• Corvc - the maximal correlation of c with points in S
(2) Find c which obtains the largest Vc over all c G C \S .  Let Tg denote the group
of points in A closer to c than to other classes (i.e., the points covered by c).
(3) Update:
• A i— A \^c
•  S  <r- S U C
-^= while size of S  is smaller than Qc and Vc> t for some threshold t, return 
to (1).
Appendix E
An algorithm  for texture  
categorisation
The following algorithm was defined empirically for texture codes derived with a 
quantisation step of 2. It aims at categorising a set of homogeneous textures into one 
of the following categories: random, granular,directional, bidirectional (structured), 
fine, coarse, medium scale, or all scales represented. This is achieved as follows
for a code X  = (%i, %4, A5, Ag, Ay,%g,%9, %io, A"ii,%i2), where Xi is the
quantised normalised energy of the i — th  filter:
1. “Project” the texture codes along scale and orientation “axis”:
• Scale axis: map X  to X S  with:
X S i  =  max(Ai,A2,X3,A4) (E.l)
X S 2 =  max( , Ag ) (E.2)
X S 3 =  m ax(A 9,A iO ,A il,X i2) (E.3)
(E.4)
• Orientation axis: map A  to AO  with:
A O i =  max(Ai, As, Ag) (E.5)
AO2 =  max(A2, As, Aio) (E.6)
AO3 =  max(A3, A7, A ll) (E.7)
AO4 =  max(A4,Ag,Ai2) (E.8)
2. Categorise a texture into one scale category:
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• The number of pixels for which X S i  is maximum is greater than the 
number of pixels for which X S 2 or X S^  is maximum: texture is coarse.
• The number of pixels for which X S 2 is maximum is greater than the 
number of pixels for which X S i  or X S 3 is maximum: texture is medium 
scale.
• The number of pixels for which X S^  is maximum is greater than the 
number of pixels for which X S i  or X S 2 is maximum: texture is fine.
• No clear difference is achieved: the texture is mixed.
3. Categorise a texture into one appearance category:
• Find the pixels for which: y i ,X O i > 2,\/j ^  i ,X O j = 0. If the number 
of such pixels is greater than the number of pixels in the other categories 
then the texture is directional.
• Find the pixels for which: Vi, < 1, Vj, k j  ^ i ^ X O j  =  XOk = XOi =  
XOi- If the number of such pixels is greater than the number of pixels 
in the other categories then the texture is random.
• Find the pixels for which: Vi, XO i > 2, Vj, (i — j)% 4 =  2, X O j < A*, Mk ^  
j, i,X O h < X O j. If the number of such pixels is greater than the number 
of pixels in the other categories then the texture is bi-directional.
• Find the pixels for which: Vi, AO^ > 2,Vj, ( i- j)% 4  =  l,A O j < X i ,\/k  ^  
j , i ,X O k  < X O j. If the number of such pixels is greater than the number 
of pixels in the other categories then the texture is directional.
Browsing for a given category can be performed by ranking textures in order of the 
maximum number of pixels found for that category.
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